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r. Irvir '. ried an recerer 27, 1967

A. M. Kamarck (signed)
eliinar rosal for More Coordinated Fconomic Work Ith

Regional Bank s

As you knoy, we now have wor el out a con let. ; ter of cooneration
with the regional tanlo on external dett an. cIy results In a
world:ide econor- of effort 6y centralizip worn or external de t in
one place. relns our -Y-jer countrie :y el:inatLy dulication in
corresoondence and rujortin- and -o fort. t neems to ne tOat tUs
cooneration ahould 1e extenled into the broader field of country
ec.otric report,.

Te re ional ban-s lready receiv and ne ur country renorts.
7 s I2 not co-letely ti factor:, .owever ,acnaie the, Kave no
assurance that a rerort w:11 exist den they nee it n they rave no
recular wny of leixn ale to et tue henefit o te onsIderation and
discusIon of reports in tIe 'orl -at a W onld rrojose is that
our nelr to ter ir tis reard te ad more 'ornl aWd more efficient.
recifically, :y nroro woulil f 0t wwould reac: a specific
arreerent wit. ean o the revional 'cans on ti :iect. we wouli
underte tWe resporn t lity of oiN, a vic econo:ic reyort or eac
developih: country in teir area an! t'ht we woul. Qo a regular ennual

review of eac countr. is you!! ruan that for fundamental econcic
wor? on each contry t v r oa ' .;s could rel- o: tWe %orld .3ant.
They w.ld till ne d to en in tou& it current developments but
t n co-ld ne n tv uuch nallr staff tian if thev have to have
te canacit to do coutr stuJ ns in Aeoth.

if te . 'orli .u .roun Yol take on tniK res onsiility, we
woulD av to strenvt en our -taf si ce tis Woud mean that we would

nave to cover some countries ti t i our normal courte we -it not
cover x, repularly. Tn Work ter . however it woul3 e v .ore
efficient ad len costly tW centralize t e inuividual country wor.
In one institution than to icatter it ard dunlicate it ronr institutions.
For our ne. ber countries it wOuld nean that trey would -ve fever
risions to ecoe vit. ror the re-ional tin.o it would t-an thAt
tneir econoric atef could devote :at of Wir attenrtion to studying
relional rror le.s s well as keeninr currently inforne! on Aevelopients
but tyev woUl not have to trr to staff u; with the tean of svecialists
for country econonic r.orn tVint ot rwise would be wecessary.

cc: Messrs. Adler and Collier

AMK ner
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IL DIRETTORE GENERALE

Rome, December 27, 1967

Dear Mr. Diamond,

Many thanks for your note of
December 11 and enclosures.

Both the records that you have
sent us are of great interest to us.

Best regards,

Sincerely yours,

(A. Ferrari)

Mr. William Diamond
Director
International Finance
Corporation
1818 H. Street, N. W,

Washington, D. C. 20433





IDA IBRD IFC

FOR 06) 92 CORRESPONDENCE RECORD FORM
FROM DATED

Dec. 26, 1967
L. Peter Chatenay
IBPD, Paris

SUBJECT
Letter enclosing documents on "Revillon Freres" and
"Compagnie Internationale de Bangue" and reply to
letter of 12/5/67 about Mr. Boutinard-Rouelle

Addressed to Mr. Mathew

REF EDJbjjQn RE IVE67 rnpb



December 20, 1967

Dear Mr. Kayalioglu:

Thank you for your letter of December 13,

explaining how you have arrived at the minimum size

of loans from the stand-point of profitability, that

is, the break-even point of individual loans in your

company.

I have read it with interest and am grateful,

indeed, for the explanation.

Yours sincerely,

.If. Shin
Development Finance Companies

Mr. Bahaeddin Kayalioglu
Assistant General Manager
Turkiye Sinai Kalkinma Bankasi A.S.
Necatibey Caddesi 241-247
Tophane
Istanbul, Turkey



emer 20, 1967

r. A. 5. G. i-oar
anaging Tlirector
omuonwealth )evel.opment

f inankcea -orporation
1 Union -ourt

l0 2road ~Areet
London '. n glam!

Dear Stanleys

I have only just returned to as4ngt1 on and hasten to
,rite to thark you for your kindlness in having me to lunch
on iovmber 20. It was a miserable day, I know, to receive
outsiders; "evaluation 1as on everybody's mind and intro-
spection as the order of the day. Nevertheless, you and
your staff were extraordinarily kind 3an helpful to me and
to r. ,tephansen. -e are both grateful. Let me say too,
that r. ango and !r. iramatsu t erc also grateful for
your kindne-ss and helpfulnes, to them, nen they pssed
through London a eak before I did.

I shall be riting to you before long to let you know
something about the viI: ± evelop -uring m brief visit
both to a ard to Ienya,

-ith all good ishes for the k ear,

Sincerely yours,

illiam Damond
Airector

Development inane ompanies

iamond lgs



Mr. Mathew December 15, 1967

E. Waldo Mauritz

Development Finance Companies' Obligations Regarding
Maintenance of Accounts, Submission of Reports and Audit

You are in a much better position than I to judge as to the desirability
of introducing into Bank loan agreements client obligations concerning
financial statements, audit reports, etc., as indicated on page 2 of

your draft of December 12. Persona4ly, i like to see tiese provisions
incorporated in one section of the agieen ) oecause I bealeve it leels
enphasis to the requirements.

I realize that the same obligations can be iicorporated in a letter to
the development finance company but L would triust tiat these w1oul

always be communicated to t.e dic ad made avail to the accountiag
firm at the time th.e are undertaicing uine n audit c mt to

which the uidit conditions ana reporting requiremts .oul apply. If
this is done, it should facilitate te negotit.Lon oi n ay other
related mtters between the ccouna ad is client.

cc - 7. ice rds, IFC em Deprtmen21
- ircul tion. -



TURKIYE SINAI KALKINMA BANKASI A. S.
(INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK OF TURKEY)

P.O. Box: 17 Karak6y, Cable Address:

Istanbul, Turkey KALKINMABANK, Istanbul
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the yerge eofi marinnamly, t:e dl iYrece between

basis _f a iatrty o (6) yary< th minimr n cot of
loan would be

- --- = I 245000, or1.00.CO

in rn)d fdiur , 250T 00,.-

Sircere~lyyur

FALA

Alpr lnAa~Eheeddin~ Vyall o ilu
(Deputy-Dire:ctor Loar~ and (Asistant reneorel Manaer-)
In vestment and i il

s nprtment )



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: Dcnm r 13, 1967

FROM: T. Stephinsen

SUBJECT: Notes on Mr. in.iamond's meei in London n November 20 and 21, 1967.

Barcl ays Bank

!r. dila Dianond met with Hr. "ry n M. n)ose separately
in Loondon vn No 20, 1967. Mr. Stephansen was present.

Mr. Bryan brou;t up te f ort comitn screho lersI me ting of
B3MDBSO~n aoo s told ta lr. D ood wl no t ni it. BDS has

proposed a 6 pre d nu pnt,0 n.ch r. Bran ht rasonable
b h d rt agree toohe poos 10 procen to e Br, bec ause prudent

reserves sol irst be buil u pqs. Mr. imond are and snid that the

dividend tt shrenolders ou no to be as hig1 as permissable under the

LaW, waicn is 6 percent.

Mr. Bryan said that he had heard that Mr. Rosn ad expressed satis-

faction with Bv D BCS in Eio duriA the Annl M I. H e also s Ai

tat t1h 7peci Committee appo inte in Apnkfurt to std the uno

B> Co stui in seinr11 s ros pctive nv stors hAd not e me. o

cl osed s ay in F st B DMO ha un rtunotely o develo ed s expected

1n t0t the was n othing to d u o t.

Mr. ~iose
imndskd Zap Pr. k.brose's opinio rn Whe 'nvs re

nis reaction to n a

re h in hn were

iro vn ut the C.onr was not ut 0- d t-e od yet. h'Ce foeg de

was especIil.y troublesome an. wuld certnl&7y ae to be rescheduled a ain

o n. He also mentioned the fAct tnt it was no ossible t, get d ii nds
out of Ih ma. Tis did no m new ivsmtS more attractive. BArclays
investment in Nl uad been md esture. In pricie Bare s preer

to is directly inprjcs throu its on mdeveloment ora nti n t.
con se entl > ol interes to it. ever, Mr mr ! rsue

(aI udI be so ar twisting in.L cas '" is rec 1 pitalied , in1 whic case

Barlay mi hO. o u in s mm for poitc resos. Mr. o'mbrose said

h~e -ouldor v av or. 0eace rCla r5 £epre sentatLiv in nccra, of our trio.

Mr. Ibrose had the, sso );t 't"K us din uie elA

BarEclay had hauever,~CC T its on se whc - it preferre to use in c0s of

linvestents.~
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CDC - Commonwealth Development Co.

Mr. W. Diamondts meeting with
Mr. Meinertzhagen in London on
November 21, 1967.
Mr. Stephansen was present.

Kenya - DFCK

Mr. Meinertzhagen said that he had the impression that the
Government of Kenya was well satisfied with DFCK and its operations
and he emphasized that DFCK is in no need of resources. They are
presently T3 million, of which about n2.4 million has been committed
as of September 30, 1967. The problem is projects not capital.
The rate of new orojects was about one project approved every month
and he thought DFCK developed satisfactorily. DFQ(would probably pay
a dividend for the first time next year. The partners in DFCK were
ready to increase their holdings when needed. Due to a h5 percent
dividend tax in Kenya, the share capital had not been increased. Income
notes were used instead.

Mr. Meinertzhagen expressed the opinion that the Government
considered IPS to be an institution serving strictly a minority group.

He thoIght that the Government wanted financial resources
for purposes other than those which DFCK would finance, that is for
purposes not very interesting from a business standpoint. He mentioned
agriculture and small scale industry. He felt quite certain that the
Government would come up with a request for assistance in those fields
during our visit to Kenya.

As far as ICDC was concerned Mr. Meinertzhagen mentioned that
it was short of funds. What sometimes happened was that ICDC took on
projects which DFCK was not interested in.

Mr. Meinertzhagen did not think that the industrialestate program
in Kenya would be successful. On the basis of CDC's experience in Africa,
he just did not believe that enough entrepreneurs would be interested in
setting up enterprises oA the estates. He said that this was different
from their experience in Asia where industrial estates had been reasonably
successful, such as one in Singapore.
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Nigeria

CDC had for the time being c-osed its dfc. in the
Eastern Region. The company in the Nlorthern Region was now ding
better than ever before.

Malaysia - MIDFL

When asked about MIDFL Mr. Meinertzhagen said that he thought
the trouble in MIDFL to be nothing unusual for a dfc. Governments'
atuitude towards dfcs. sometimes c:hanged and he felt that the matter
would settle down again. It might be quite possible that the commercial
banks had taken some business away from MIDFL; as had happened to
other institutions where CDC had investments. Mr. Meinertzhasgen did
not seem worried about CDC's own seat on the Board, which he said he
Aet confident that CDC would keep. On Mr.Liamond's question why he felt
so certain, he said that CDC had been assured of it by die Government.

Ghana

Yr. Meinertzhagen mentioned that CDC had been asked by the
Government to assist in its re-orcanizing of its industrial enterprises,
and in that connection Mr. Piper, CDC representative, had been in Ghana
for the last couple of months.

Comments

Mr. Meinertzhagen was very cagey in speaking about the
subjects Mr. Diamond brought up. With regard uo DFCK in Kenya it seemed
quite obvious that CDC does not want IFC as a partner.



CDFC - Coimmonwealth Development Finance Co. Ltd.

Discussion in London during lunch on
November 20, 1967.

Present were:

DFCK IFC

Mr. A.S.G. Hoar Mr. William Diamond
Mr. W.H.J. Christie Mr. T. Stenhansen
Mr. B. Berkoff
Mr. G. Rothery
Mr. Garvin

Ghana - NIB

Mr. Diamond outlined briefly the NIB proposal for "privatizing"
the company with the Governent, IFC and private domestic investors
holding 51 percent (Government and IFC equal number of shares) and foreign
investors holding 49 percent. Hr. Berkoff thought that it might prove
difficult to get investors' interest at the present time. For one thing,
the industry in Ghana had a substantial amount of unused capacity, thus
making new investments less attractive. Secondly, the foreign investors were
not able to get out dividends from Ghana. While this might make them
willing to place such capital in a venture like NIB, it would not result
in making foreign exchange available.

CDFC t s representatives mentioned further that CDFC's share-
holding in NIB was minor, only N040,000 and CDFC does not have a close contact
with NIB. On Mr. Diamond's question, Mr. 3erkoff pointed out that CDFC
is in no way co-ordinating the British shareholders in NIB. When
Messrs. Arango and Muramatsu visited London, last week'was actually the
first time CDFC had brought the British shareholders together. Should Arango
and Muramatsu come through London on their way back from Ghana, CDFC would
be happy to do the same thing. Mr. Hoar added that in all cases CDFC would
appreciate being kept informed of developments. (CDFC has no other investments
in Ghana.).

Nigeria - NIDB

Ir. Diamond mentioned that the staff of NIDB was now being further
reduced by Mr. Akinrelets departure. Since Mr. Daniyan does not know much
about the day-to-day running of the ICON Securities, which Akinrele has been
handling, the two most urgent problems at the present time are (i) to find
somebody that can take care of the ICON Securities, and (ii) to strengthen
the administrative staff of NIDB. He mentioned that a staff member of ICICI
had been thought of in this connection. The question of a new advisor to
NIDB seems less important at the present time because the business activity
is low.



CNC's representatives Agreed in the above They said that as an
afterthought now it seemed c mstnke nt to hove aopninted another foreign
manager e M rc. Raj loft. Mr. Diamon said tha o t that time everybody
concerned thought tht Daniyan would be abl t the job with help from
an advisor. T w- s not cea r that tais was wron i any event it was

Ka!ayia- MIDFL

The general condition of MIDFL was discussed in view of Governor
Ismail Pnd Minister Tan's denouncing of tie Board and Management.

Mr. Wothery said that the management had in his opinion, no been good,
exet during Mr. Kuipers stay there. MIDoL's work on projects went very
slowly. Letters were often not answered or it could take as long as six
months to oet P reply to a simple question. Local business peole did not
have much trust in MIDL because of ta Government influence and were reluc-
tant to reveal data to MIDFL. CDFC had the impression that the commercia.
banks with shareholdings in MIFL wanted as little trouble as possible
because other dealings they had with the Government might be of much greater
importance to them. Their subscription of shares in MILL was probably in
the first place made for political reasons.

zr. Berkoff aired the possibility of changin the whole Dhoard and
management. However, the general feeling seemed to be tat no solution
was readily anpprent; for one reason, nobody knew what is really on Ismail's
mince The C FC staff expressed bit ter criticim o. aim.

Mr. fHoar mentioned that QDC had three investments in Kenya. it was
also mentioned that there had bon less harmony within DYCK (ond TDFL,
Tanzania) after NFC had become a partner. There were, therefore, some
second thoughts about takin NO'u as a partner in Uganda.

Caribbean

Mr. Berkoff menticned after the lunch that there will be a meeting in
Kingston in aout tw weeks, in which the Caribbean countries were soposed
to set un - ccrter for the dic based on the reoort Mr. James had made for

UNDP. He expec ed, however, the meeting to dra u p the principles of the
charter, leaving the details to the committee. Dennis Pearl would represent
the British Government at the meeting.



Mr. Berkoff will be on the 'United KingJom doeeg atn to the Athens
meeting in Lecember.
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The Chartered Bank

Mr. Willian Diamond's Meeting in London
on November 20, 1967, with Mr. S. Northcote,
General Manaer of the Chartered Bnnk.
Mr. Stephansen was present.

A. Korea KDF

or. Diamond said that he had written to the Chartered Bank regarding
the subscription of snares in KDFC. The auestion being whetaer or not the
Chartered Bank wanted to purchase the shares from IFC, or alongside it, within
the arrangement which IFO has negotiated with the Korean Government. The
letter had not reached Mr. Northcote yet, and Mr. Diamond ont on to explain
the background and nature and the arrangement whereby the foreign shareholders
did not feel very excited about the extra feature, but IFC hnd nursued the
matter with the Government in order to establish a principle.

Mr. Northcote said the Chartered Bank's stake in KDFC would be a small
one, and that it was only in for political reasons, as it could use the
money far better other places. As the Chartered Bank had said before, it
would bu fior I fC. Mr. Diamond said that in the letter he had asked for
a teraphic answer, but that would not be necessary now.

B .i y7 - <cADi B

Mr. iaAond reclled the August shareholders' and Board meeting. He
also informed Mr. Northcote of tQe meetings Mr. Rosen had with Governor
Ismail and Minister Ton in asington, and his own discussions with hr. Foo.

Mr. Northcote said that he had heard shareholders' and Board
meetings and thought that Ismail and Tan were putting up a show and that
a lot of the complaints were not well .ounded. The feeling in Malaysia was
however, perhps that it was considered that the forein shroh drs ha
too much iflu ence in MIDL. He mentioned tha the possibilit oW M anders
(Hong KonZ) nd himself alternating on the ID L Bo had been su gested by
somebody. Mr. Diamond pointed out that such an arrangemen would mean a
reduction o! tie forei c rsentation on the board, hi.ch had beon agreed
upon by an parties concerned, and which, as a matter of fact, was below what
the foreign shrholdings should justify. Mr. Northcote said that so far it
was all prlinary talks. He promised to inform IFC of any development.

Mr. John ilson of the Chartered Bank, is rs ntly travellina in the
Far East. It had not been the intention that he should visit Malaysia, but in
view of the situation, Mr. Northcote would now sugest to him that he should
do so.
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In co n on it h the dvaluTato n f s r. Northot
sai tat he1> cano se hw alysa o on ithou dealai.

Mr. Diamnd referred g to th ls ourt 2l reor from' IFCT i"n whc

c'onf'irmed tha-t th Banks2 v shaeh ln is 1832 shaes7.
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Dev. B.-
FORM No. 59

(2- 55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Memo

DATED: Decenber 11, 1967

TO: Mr. Stevenson

FROM: Mr. B.B. King

FILED UNDER: Indebtedness

SUMMARY: Re: Arrangements -ith Regional Development Banks on debt informa-
tion.



FORM No. 26
(6- 65)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

INCOMING CABLE

DATE AND TIME R O U T I N G
OF CABLE: gCSMR 10, 1967 2142

LOG NO.: W 5/1 ACTION CODPY: MR. MATI{

TO: MATW C(MINTI INFORMATION
COPY:

FROM: FRANFR'4AIN DECDDED BY:

TEXT:

17

ARRIVED FRANKFURTERDP YOUR 12 AND BRIEF RIME

THANES

DIAMOND

FAMILY NOTIFICATION iA MREN MADE

DT

------------ FUR INFORMATION REGARDING CABLES, PLEASE CALL TECOMMUNICATIONS UNIT EXT. 2021 --------

DUPLICATE





December 6, 1967

Mr. Kevin F. Cunningham
International Law Center
Colombia University
New York 10027

Dear Mr. Cunningham:

As I promised you over the telephone yesterday

afternoon I am enclosing a list of the development finance

companies with which the World Bank Group is associated,

together with a booklet entitled, "The Role of National

Development Finance Companies in Industrial Development",

prepared by the World Bank Group.

I hope you will find them useful.

Yours sincerely,

B.H. Shin
Development Finance Companies

Enclosures



oevember 5, 1967

Dear Mr. Ridgman:

Thank you for your letter of November 28'enquiring about
publications that might be helpful to your banking correspon-
dent who is thinking of establishing an investment bank.

I am enclosing herewith a study prepared by the staff of
the International Finance Corporation, "Private Development
Finance Companies", that may be of assistance to your corre-
spondent.

I am enclosing also a pamphlet, IFC GENERAL POLICIES,
describing the Corporation's field of action, including,
beginning on Page 5, a sumetary description of the assistance
IFC is prepared to give in the establishment of a development
investment bank in the less developed countries among IFC's
membership.

If your correspondent feels that his project is qualified,
he should write for further information to Mr. William Diamond,
Director, Department of Development Finance Companies, Inter-
national Finance Corporation, 1818 H Street N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20433, U.S.A.

I am enclosing copies of the above publications, together
with copies of the Corporation's latest Annual Report, in
duplicate, so that you may have copies after forwarding a set
to your correspondent.

If we could be of any further service, please do not
hesitate to enquire of me.

Yours sincerely,

Frank O'Brien, Jr.
Chief, Information Services - IFC

Enclosures

Mr. W. Ridgman, Manager
Overseas Trade Promotion Dept.
Midland Bank Limited
P.O. Box 181
60 Gracechurch Street
London E.C.3, England

C C. $.iamond
FO'B i1



&r. Diamond December 5, 1967

E. Waldo Mauritz

Draft 0.M. on Development Finance Companies

A copy of your draft dated November 3, 1967 was circulated to me by
Mr. Davies and I have a cormnent to make concerning item 50. Audit.
In my opinion, it would be preferable if we stated that the annual audit
of the company's accounts be done in accordance with generally accepted
auditi% standaras and tat the auditor r eport shall be prepared in
accorence -ita :eneral_ -cepted interrtional accounting principles
in a form sati factorv to the Bank.

The next poiLjt I- have i3 most tair informtion, and. it pertains to the
tye of rcords to e minta u. u. you know, in our IFG invesant
agreements (which I reaize are not t sr ion roets
we have a trovision wh ch contains, in rt, the following auage:

" .-ia Loots of account na other recor adeonatc
to reflect truly and firly the- incial poton of

he ompn and th resuts of its operaions in
conforwnity wci gn era acce cing
rinciples consistnte app Led".

Is the matter of accounming records for zank loan agreemans covered
byr sie agemet o peil etes

EM/p

ec - Circulation - 2



UTOQUAI 43

8008 ZORICH

30th Nov mber 1967

Mr. William Diamond,
Director,
Development Finance Companies
International Finance Corporation V V
1818 H treet, N.W., I

WAHINGTON D.C. 2043'

Dear Bill,

Thank you for wri tin to me so fully on 2th October 1967.

The information was just what I wanted. I shail work on the
matter as soon as possible, but recent European developments
have been keeping me on the move, and it now looks liie

being 1968 before I shall be able to tackle the matter syste-
matica fly.

I enjoyed renewing contact with you. I expect to be in North
America again around March/April 1968, but trust that efore
then 1 shall have had t p:casur of seeing you in Zur ch.

iith best wisqes,

Yours sincerely,

.S. G. Bach

40EBAF~j





Midland
Bank
Limited
Overseas Branch

PO Box 181

40/00, 60 Gracechurch Street

LONDON EC3

Int a onal Finince o o ei t:i

D)eOar Sis,

One of onu ni correspondents is c O iern th

po ~ssibili ty o. settin up 1 a Investmt ank 15in) thei 12ownT

untry.

T have as od us to su 'a tex' t book, or s e tecni ac

liter turo , stting out the rt t e i ts for estalis such
a bakat which woulds describC t n' Uornaol rnge of servi

ninvestment , i il l be to )ro-vie.

U11fortuatel we haVe boee ru able te fi su(1 book in

Lond 0o and (, s be ver rteul if Coou ! coI mak any

re ontijn wch wo could2 cl ss on to our friends.

Yoursq t It u Ily

Overseas Trad ro 1otion Denartmen't

Telephone Monarch 9944 Telex 21681 Foreign Exchange Department Telex 21235

Inland Telegrams Cinnaforex London Telex Overseas Telegrams Cinnaforex London EC3
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November 24, 1967

Mr. Carl B. Winqvist
Stockholms Enskilda Pank

SKun gstradg ardsgatan
Stockholm 16, Sweden

Dear Mr. Winvist:

Thank you for your letter of November 20 to

Mr. Diamond concerning Incentive Research Development AB.

Mr. Diamond is at present out of the country but will be

interested to see this information upon his return to

Wasington.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Douglas Gustafson
Development Finance Companies

cc: Circg(2)
DGustafson: tk



November 22, 1967

Dear Mr. Svobodaz

Thank you for your letter of November 14, 1967 on
small-size loans, letting us know that the delay in your
reply has been due to heavy pressure of wjork.

We are glad to learn that in spite of difficulties
you have made some progress on your review of the subject
and would be able to furnish us with some findings before
long.

We are grateful for the efforts you have been
making for us, and are looking forward to receivin. your
findings soon.

Yours sincerely,

B. '.hin
Development Finance Companies

Mr. L.M. Svoboda
General Manager
Malaysian Industrial Development
Finance Berhad

Hwa-Li Building
63-65 Jalan Ampang
Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia

T G S



Mr. Joseph H. Lenfant November 22, 1967

Robert F. Skillings

Draft Operational Memorandum on Development Finance Companies

I have the following comments:

Par grp h7: The last sentence sy "A government participting, in oxcess
0 is unacceptable, aX- ur i also .ny speci il rights or poers that ive

government -!n overriding voice in the Company's affair, (including the
choice of mAn ament)." I think our practice ith respect to choice of
man-: :emont is alittle more complic.Ated th n this. There is t least ona
case in which the chief executive is to be nominated by the 'overnment,
subject to the approvl of the Board, -nd severAl where T cept the
situa-tion ah re in a less formal the government's voice in the choice
of man ,ement is preponderent. Indeed, e have lays s' id that in any
finance company where the ,overnment a iven ssist uce, it ould be
inopportane for there to be man geuomnt hich is un ccept ble to the
;-overnment. It seems to me th't this question of m n -gement ought to be

tre' ted more fully, and separately from the other questions of ownership
and control.

Pr graph 9: It might be worth pointing out that the Bank is willing to
re.; rd the Corpor tion s investmient "priv-ate" hn measuring the degree
of private ownership and control of a development finance company.

Paragr ph 11: There seems to me to be - difference between s:ying that
qsieaity "m'-y be desiraole in some circumstances" and saying, later on,
'in ;neral, if qsi-equity is lacking, the Bank may prefor to it....".
In fact in -lmost all cases we have preferred to wait. Also, I ould
substituto the pir-'se "for concrete results of oper, tions" by the phrase
"until it has chieved - record of profit bilityV.

Par-raph 1L: I a.s not aar_ that in practice the -nk too -n speci 1
care to ensure that the comp nies' policy statements took into ;ccount the
development .1 objectivs of the member country in which the comp .ny is
loc ted. The statements do in fact sometimes take such objectives into -ccount
(i.e. Tunisi , here the comp ny's emphasis on tourism is in response to
-enral1 development l objective of the country), but the initiative in these
cses c m from the companies, not from the Bank.

Pa:,r nph 18: I find the divlsion of responsibility for .pprova1 of such
projec ts bet ween the Developme Finan ce Companies Depa rtment and the
Are Dep rtments , difficult one -nd I think it would be better if there

ere some .rrn;ement hereby the re Dep artments delegted to the
Development Finance Companies Dep tmnt responsibility for project -pprovcl.
The Jorkinjg Peg t ould be consulte only in oases here, in the opinion of
the Director of th Dvelopment Fia noe Comp-ni.e Department, a policy issue
was involved.

P -ragraph 23: It is said that tno -mount of B-nk loan will norm 1ly be
decided on the basis of the comp-n- s need for capital over one or l o years,
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but "., r t' -ount involved i 1 're n5 here the com as a
broad degree of freedom in using the B'nkl loan, , shorter period is
pre.rred." I do not underst-nd the logic of ti., nre the :Mont is
larg, ad the freedom great, ze are, by the saaie token, deling with a
commy in -hich e he confidence, nd I :hould h-v th ant that t :
crturia .ppliEd in deciWding th . ant of tWr credit euai hb , le s t
as favorale to he cmpany I for sm oier company to whom we allowed
less discretion.

Pa r ph 29: It is not fir tc s y th t thlhan acount iK creditd
"~tv Aly" for projacts below the free limit. Such crediting requires

Ouai.tao e-r p"pi P ork b, tV An and Tr rr1 Depar M is 1 .10,
postponin Or rditing t 1 n Ocount rer aprovl h1 s been iven is no
Ion er n dv0 A as Or a coup ni- - r th B 1nk nor, 1 c cni Vant
char:e policy .pples. In would only be relant in those r"re casas where
tn oamutlent Qh r ne postponed ill . la cont is c:: dit d.
This should be -ade explicit.

P rrpn jo: Tae reference to reruirin: the governmont-borr or of an
I-- GrdTi t o 4pl to LA developme !inne cxnp.Ay the "polic 0hich

the Bank wouid bv4ve appliad, is not ole er. I assume that what is meant is
t"a iatrvst r e and commitnet fe: Doliey. If so, it should wi -ai

explicitly.

PrgraphV A djustment of the mort!i.tton schedule if the development
fcop n- r r ales its loan mus, be limited by the m ximu period
over Which t ie Bank lon m y be rep id. To do otherwise would mean going
to the Board for an aentent to the Bank loan gramnt, whi ch would hardly
ever be justified.

s h2&a3: I like this new form ton of our policy ith respect
to re i~dif

Paragraph 4-: I would add to tQ I s rmance the words, "in ixing the

PV-r -;,pu J: I havo never understooc' the Bnn sted to obtain
onr tlri in resp ct o unt-rpris fin. ned by the davaloppen

finauc company. They are not oblijated to repay the BAk :nd I do not
anders'tnd why ye shotld climi: any otaoer ris .

Par ;r A : In line th th recan jnprI nk dvrtiawl Memor andum,
t udi should be reauired at only ,fter the Bank hs lent but

aleo. in tne ocas of ua nst ismed a mo n , 3ut bere.

denarai: Onmio or poin, dhe phe s. " o n contr ci Rhich occurs in svr
places ought to be "loan agramen t",

aol i r. /P.M. Mathe

'SanL : av
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Mr. Leonard B. Riet November 20, 1967

Badri Rac

Regional Develoment B1anks

As promised, here is the excerpt from Page 168 of the DAC
Chairman's 1967 Review of Development Assistanoe fforts and
htlicies about which I spoke to you.

"The multilateral structure is iteslf becoming
increasingly complicated. The role of UNCTAD is by no
means clear (see Chapter X). The new United Nations
Industrial Development Organisation is still in process
of definition. The United Nations Capital Fund has been
created by the General Assembly, but is still only a
blueprint. The Asian and African Banks have just opened
their doors. And several other new agencies are in the
stage of initial consideration. Many of the new organisa-
tions have areas of overlap with older organisations and
with each other. Staffs may duplicate each other's work,
and less developed countries can be bewildered as to where
to turn for this or that particular form of assistance.
Clearly there is some point at which the benefits from
proliferation will be less than the costa in terms of
growing staff requirements and the burdens on both deve-
loped and less-developed countries of meeting duplicating
demands for information, receiving visiting representatives,
and sending delegations to meetings. It is not that there
are not requirements for action, but that there is some loss
in total effectiveness when the basic problem of economic
development is parcelled out among a considerable number of
agencies. As the main suppliers of resources to these various
agencies, DAC Members have a reason to be concerned over
recent trends."

Bltaouuk



Mr. L. Riat Neoenber 16, 1967

Badri Raco

Regional Developmenit Banks

I am sending you herewith a note on the proposed Industrial Bank
for Equatorial Africa and an up-dated draft of a paper on the Central
American Bank for Economic Integration.

As per our discussion yesterday, you now have from me memos
on the following institutions:

1. The Inter-American Development Bank.
2. The African Development Bank.
3. The Asian Development Bank.
4. The Central American Bank for Economic Integration.
5. The proposed Caribbean Devebpient Bank.
6. The proposed East African Development Bank.
7. The proposed Arab Development Bank,and
8. The proposed Industrial Bank for Equatorial Africa.

I wonder whether we shouldn't include in our study nar memo on
the Kuwaiti Fund also. While, undoubtedly it is only a channel for
bilateral assistance, so is the SPTF of IDB.

I shall be sending you the comparative table you wanted in due
course.

Attachments

BRao a k



INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: DFC Professional Staff

From: William Diamond November 16, 1967

Subject: Operational Memorandum on Development
Finance Companies

Attached is the draft'of World Bank Operational MemoranduLM

5.11 on Development Finance Companies. This draft will be dis-

cussed in about a month's time by the senior staff of the Bank.

It contains, to my knowledge, nothing new. It is, as

nearly as I could make it, an exact reflection of how we think

and behave about development banks at this time.

I send it to you for information. Please read it and let

me know in what respects, if any, you think it diverges from

present practice.

cc General Files

IFC Library

WDiamond:us

DFC/IFC



TELEPHONE 26371/5

TELEGRAMS "MALINDEV"

KUALA LUMPUR

CODE BENTLEY'S SECOND

Malaysian Industrial Development Finance Limited
I N CO R PO R A T E D I N T H E S T A T E S O F M A L A Y A

BANGUNAN HWA-LI

63-65 JALAN AMPANG

KUALA LUMPUR
OUR REF:

P. 0. BOX 2110

YOUR REF:
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November 14, 1967

Dear Mr. Kayalioglu:

Thank you very much for your letter of November 8,

1967 on the small-size loans operations of the Turkiye Sinai

Kalkinma Bankasi A.S. I have found the information useful.

I note with special interest that you have found

loans of less than LT 250,000 with certain maturities unpro-

fitable. Are the studies or data leading to such findings

available? If so, I would be most grateful if you could send

me a copy of them.

Yours sincerely,

B.H. Shin
Development Finance Companies

Mr. Bahaeddin Kayalioglu
Assistant General Manager
Turkiye Sinai Kalkinma Bankasi A .S.
Necatibey Caddesi 241-247
Tophane
Istanbul, Turkey

-c: (witi a cony of inom
letter)

Ir. Jeffries
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RESTRICTED

SENIOR STAFF MEETING SSM/A/67-21

November 13, 1967

DRAFT 0.M. ON DEVELOPMENT FINANCE COMPANIES

The attached draft Operational Memorandum on the above subject is

circulated with a view to discussion at a meeting in the near future.

C. H. Davies
Secretary

Distribution:

Senior Staff (Bank and IFC)



D R A F T

OPERATIONAL MEMORANDUM 5.11

Development Finance Companies

1. The Bank is interested in promoting and strengthening development

finance companies. Its principal objective in doing so is to help bul'-d

strong and effective domestic investment institutions 
which can channel

domestic savings and external capital into productive 
enterprises in the

private sector, thereby contributing both to the growth 
of those enterprises

and to the development of the capital market in its 
member countries.

Another objective is to use development finance companies as conduits 
through

which to finance private enterprises which, for whatever reason, the Bank

cannot finance directly. The Bank's relations with a development finance

company reflect these two objectives; its focus is both on the enterprises

the company finances and on the company itself, which 
it seeks to build into

a strong, viable, independent institution.

2. This Memorandum is not concerned with intermediary 
institutions

which are simply conduits for Bank funds. Such has, for example, been the

case of the Bank's loans to the Japan Development 
Bank and the Yugoslav

Investment Bank for the benefit of particular industrial enterprises, 
or

the Bank's loans to CORFO of Chile and Nacional Financiera of Mexico for

various public projects. In such cases, circumstances peculiar to the

member country require the use of an intermediary, but the intermediary

is only an incidental object of the Bank's interest.

3. A large variety of institutions are called development banks or

development finance companies and have in common the objective 
of formulating,

promoting and providing medium- and long-term 
finance and technical assistance

for productive investments. However, the Bank's principal interest is 
in

companies which are privately owned and 
controlled institutions, designed to

promote private investment on business 
principles in the interest of the

sound economic growth of a member country.

Conditions for Assistance to Dvelopment Finance Companies

[. In looking at requests to help establish, finance 
or otherwise

assist a development finance company, the Bank is governed by the following

considerations:

(a) The development of a strong private sector 
must be

among the member country's over-all aims, and there

must exist a climate conducive to the gro-th of the

private sector.

(b) There must be opportunities for a substantial 
volume

of private investment, and hence good prospect 
for

a continuing demand for medium- and long-term loans

and for equity capital.
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(c) There must be a clearly defined institutional gap in
the capital market which a development finance company
will be able to fill, partly or fully.

(d) The creation or expansion of a development finance
company must be a matter of relatively high economic
priority in the member country concerned.

Characteristics of Development Finance Companies to be Supported byr the Bank

5. A development finance company financed by the Bank is characteris-
tically one which is owned by a broad range of investors, both foreign and

domestic, but with a clear domestic majority; having government support in
a form which does not give control to the government; providing finance only

to privately controlled enterprises, principally but not exclusively in the

manufacturing sector; empowered to make medium- and long-term loans, invest

in share capital and underwrite securities; acting primarily as a financial
institution rather than a holding or management company; making its invest-
ment decisions after careful appraisal, on the basis of sound investment
criteria and giving due weight to the economic benefits to be obtamned;
combining financial prudence with a promotional outlook and a willingness
to take risks; having both the objective and the prospect of pajing a
reasonable dividend to its shareholders, after setting aside adequate
reserves.

6. These features cannot be found, or even sought, in all cases, for
a company has to fit the needs and suit the conditions of the member country
in which it operates. Hence, the capital structure, the distribution of
ownership, the scope of operations, the policy orientation and other charac-
teristics of development finance companies may differ widely, depending on
the interests of their sponsors and the conditions and needs of the countries
in which they are located. But several characteristics are essential for
Bank assistance.

7. a. Private Control. Private control is essential because it helps
assure the continuity of sound policy and experienced management and the
conduct of operations on economic and financial rather than political criteria.
The existence of a governmental interest (direct or indirect) in tiie company's
voting share capital does not preclude Bank assistance if the requisite
private capital is not available, if the government is prepared to dispose
of its holdings to private investors as and when they become interested, and
if the government's interest is not so large as to give it a controlling voice
in the company's policies, personnel selection and investment decisions.
Normally, the Bank expects a government participation not to exceed 25,, but
it is prepared to accept a larger participation. A government participation
in excess of 50' is unacceptable, as are also any special rights or powers
that give government an overriding voice in the company's affairs (including
the choice of management).
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8. b. Domestic Control. The Bank seeks to encourage foreign as

well as domestic investors to participate in the ownership of a development

finance company, so as to facilitate the introduction of experience in

investment banking and contacts with foreign business, both technical and

financial. However, domestic investors must hold a majority of the voting

capital, in order to assure that the company is identified with the member

country and to facilitate the governmental support which it is likely to need.

9. In suitable cases, an investment by the International Finance

Corporation has helped give the company the requisite image of a national

institution. The Corporation may be willing, when circumstances justify,
to restrict its sales of shares of a development finance company to private

investors within the country concerned.

10. c. Profitability. The development finance company should have

prospects of paying, in due course, a dividend reasonable in terms of investor

expectations in the country concerned. Only if it pays adequate dividends can

it look forward to increasing its share capital as needed and to borrowing in

due course from conventional sources at home and abroad.

11. Adequate profitability is sometimes difficult to achieve, especially

in the early years, because of the inability of the company to obtain suffi-

cient leverage and a wide enough spread between its borrowing and lending

rates. Interest-free or low-interest long-term and subordinated loans (from
Government), which serve to increase both leverage and spread, may be desirable

in some circumstances. Such funds, called "quasi-equity", also serve in

various ways to increase the interest of investors in the snare capital of

the institution. There are, of course, other devices which may be used to

achieve the goal of adequate profitability; and cheap and subordinated loans

have the disadvantages of exposing a company to government pressure and

relieving it of the need to conform to market conditions. But, in general,

if "quasi-equity" is lacking, the Bank may prefer to wait for concrete results

of operation before participating in financing a development finance company.

Statement of Operational Policies

12. When making a first loan to a development finance company which has

not had a long operational record, the Bank normally requires that the

company's sponsors and directors draw up and formally approve a statement

setting forth the company's general policies. (In other cases, the Bank may

also require such a statement.) The object of this statement is to assure

the Bank that the companyts objectives are, and that its behavior will be,

consistent with the Bank's own objectives and with the developmental objec-

tives of the member country in which the company is located. The statement

is expected to spell out, more precisely and clearly than its charter will,

the scope of operations of the company, its investment policies, its general

intentions regarding reserves and dividends, and its plans concerning develop-

ment of a staff.



13. The company's behavior will be continuously judged against the
background of this statement of policies. However, it is intended to provide,
not inflexible regulations, but general guidelines, from which departures may
be made in exceptional circumstances, after due deliberation. Additions to,
or changes in, the statement may be required from time to time, in the light
of the development of the company and the changing conditions of the country.
Where the Bank has made a loan, such amendments require the approval of the
Bank.

Organization and Responsibility

14. Responsibility for the formulation, study and promotion of arrange-
ments for the establishment of new, or the reorganization and expansion of
existing development finance companies rests with the Development Finance
Companies Department of the Corporation.

15. That Department is also responsible for the appraisal of, and
negotiations with, development finance companies in connection with proposed
investments by the Corporation in them; for the appraisal of such companies
in connection with proposed Bank loans; for the recommendation of operational
policies, managerial services, technical assistance, and terms and conditions
of Corporation investments and Bank loans; for the review of individual
investment projects when required; and for the continuing review and re-
appraisal of the companies in which investments, or to which loans, have
been made. For the purpose of making and administering Bank loans, the
Department acts as technical advisor to the Area Departments of the Bank.

16. Development finance companies are dealt with by Joint workin,
parties. The Corporation's Investment and Development Finance Companies
Departmentsare represented on Bank working parties dealing with development
finance companies, even if there is no existing or prospective investment
by the Corporation. The appropriate Area Department of the Bank is repre-
sented on a Corporation working party involving a development finance company,
even if no loan is involved. In cases involving only a loan or a loan and
investment, the chairman of the working party is the representative of the
Bank Area Department concerned. In the case of an investment alone, the
chairman is the representative of the Development Finance Companies Depart-
ment.

17. A loan for a development finance company will be arranged and
negotiated in accordance with the regular procedure. If a Corporation
investment is being made jointly with a loan or credit, arrangements should
be made for simultaneous negotiations; and, subsequently, a joint meeting of
the Boards of the Bank and of the Corporation will consider the loan and
investment proposals.

18. In approving projects requiring prior Bank approval, the Bank Area
Department Director acts on the advice of the Development Finance Companies
Department. The Working Party is not consulted unless, in the opinion of
either Director, a policy issue is involved.
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Types of Assistance Available from the Bank

19. Technical. The Corporation provides technical assistance

principally to development finance companies which are present or potential

financial clients of the Bank and Corporation. It is normally available

to other companies, including government-controlled companies only when

there are prospects that they are likely to become eligible for the Bank's

financial assistance.

20. The Corporation advises on the organization or reorganization of

a development finance company in a form suitable for Bank assistance, if

the conditions referred to in Paragraph h prevail.

21. The Corporation is willing to assist a private development finance

company in finding management, advisors and senior staff. Neither the Bank

nor the Corporation will normally share the cost of managers, staff or

advisors of development finance companies.

22. The Bank and the Corporation arrange training for staff of

development finance companies, in modest numbers, in the EDI, the Corpora-

tion and other development finance institutions.

23. Financial. The Bank provides loans to help meet the capital

requirements of a development finance company. Normally the amount provided

at any one time is the sum which (together with other available funds) the

company needs, within the limits of prudent borrowing policy, to meet the

expected demand for capital over a period of one to two years. Where the

amount involved is large and where the company has a broad degree of freedom

in using the Bank's loan, a shorter period is preferred. The amount of a

loan may also be limited by the country's creditworthiness and, in the case

of countries eligible for Association funds, by the amount of such funds

that can be made available to the country.

24. An investment by the Corporation in a development finance company

takes the form of a subscription to share capital. Only in special circum-

stances will the Corporation consider making a loan to such a company.

Special Terms of Loans to Develcpment Finance Companies

25. Project Description. The description of the project for which

the loan is made reflects the double focus of the Bank's interest: the

financing of private enterprises, and provision of capital to enable the

company to carry on its business.

26. Commitment Fee. The Bank applies to development finance companies

its standard policy with respect to commitment charges. However, the Bank

is prepared to consider concessional treatment in special circumstances,

such as the case of a new company or one which has not had an opportunity

to build up its business to an adequate level. Concessional treatment would

mean applying the commitment fee only when a credit is made to the loan

account for a specific investment project, and only to the amount credited

for that investment project.
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27. Crediting the Loan Account. The commitment and disbursement of

the proceeds of the loan are related to the specific investment projects

for which they are to be used.

28. The Bank expects a development finance company to apply high

standards in the appraisal of its investment projects. Nevertheless, the
Bank takes the right to approve all investment projects before portions of

the proceeds of the loan are committed for them. The degree to which the

Bank exercises this right depends on its experience with the company; it

normally allows a certain degree of freedom. In general, the Bank starts

with a new development finance company by allowing it to request comitment

of funds for an individual project up to a specified limit, of say, $50,000,
without prior approval by the Bank. As the company~s staff and experience

develop, and as the Bank's confidence in the company grows, the degree of

freedom is increased until, in practice, no projects need to be submitted

for prior approval. The Bank may change this limit at its discretion.

29. Upon request of the company, the Bank credits the loan account

with the amount required for the investment project. In the case of an

investment project which does not require prior approval, the loan account

is credited automatically upon request of the company. In the case of an

investment project requiring prior approval, the credit is not made until

the Bank's approval has been given. Approval and crediting in such cases,

are normally simultaneous. However, in certain circumstances, where

simultaneous action would create a hardship on a company, the Bank is

prepared to consider postponing crediting the account for a reasonable

time after approval has been given, pending a request for a credit.

30. In the case of an IDA credit, the entire amount of the credit

is credited to the credit account on the effective date and no commitment

fee is charged by the Association to the government-borrower. However, the

government-borrower is required to apply to the development finance company

the policy which the Bank would have applied in the case of a Bank loan.

In such a case of an IDA credit, the company does not request a credit to

the credit account; it asks for permission to withdraw from the credit account,

31. Approval of Investment Projects. The requirement of approval is

largely a device for introducing development finance companies to the methods

and practices of investment banking, raising their appraisal standards and

familiarizing the Bank and the company with each other. It is not primarily
designed to assure that particular projects and investment decisions are

sound and that the Bank's funds are being properly used in particular

projects, or to remove decision-making on particular investment projects
from the company to the Bank. In a sense, therefore, the Bank's review

constitutes an appraisal of the appraisal rather than an appraisal of the

investment project, a check to see that the company has considered all

factors relevant to a sound decision. The responsibility for the investment

decision remains with the company.
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32. The larger the investment project, the greater the care with

which the company should have appraised it, and the greater the care with

which the appraisal will be reviewed by the Bank, for prior approval of the

project. In the case of an unusually large and complex project, the Bank

might go more deeply into the substance of the project and might even

undertake a field appraisal of the project. However, the Bank expects the

company, in most such cases, to seek partners, including the Corporation,

to share the risk.

33. Generally the Bank reviews only projects which are to be financed

from the proceeds of a Bank loan. Since, however, the risk to the company
is the same whether Bank funds or other funds are used, there may be a case

for review by the Bank of all large or complex projects, without regard to

the source of their financing. The Bank has, on several occasions, required

prior approval of projects other than those using Bank funds.

34. To review an investment project, the Bank requires that an adequate
amount of information be submitted about it. In order to minimize extra work

required of the company, the Bank ordinarily asks for the same documentation

that is submitted to the company's Board of Directors, if that is adequate.

As regards investment projects which do not require prior hank aporoval, the
Bank asks only for the basic data required to permit the commitment of fundsnand

their disbursement, and to keep itself informed of the end-use of its funds.

35. Amortization. A Bank loan to a development finance company is
repaid in approximate conformity with the repayments received by the company
from its own borrowers. The amortization schedule of the Bank's loan is the

composite of the amortization schedules agreed with the company for all the

investment projects it has financed with the proceeds of the loan. In order

to simplify the administration of this policy, a single amortization schedulE

is agreed during negotiations, which reflects the estimated composite of

repayment schedules of loans to be made with the proceeds of the loan. This

cro forma schedule is modified from time to time as needed, to bring it into

approximate conformity with the amortization schedule of the loans actually
made by the company. If the company receives a prepayment from one of the

enterprises it has financed from the proceeds of the Bank loan (or if it

sells an equity investment it has made with those proceeds), it must repay

the Bank correspondingly. On the other hand, if the amortization of a loan

to an enterprise is rescheduled by the development finance company, its

repayment schedule to the Bank is correspondingly modified if adequate notice

is given.

36. The loan contract specifies a maximum period (usually 15 years)
for repayment of any individual investment financed with its proceeds.

37. Interest Rate. A loan to a development finance company does not

carry a fixed interest rate. When a part of the loan is credited to the

loan account for a specific investment project, the rate applicable to that

part of the loan is the Bank's standard lending rate when the credit is made.
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38. Scope of Operations. The fields of enterprise for which the
proceeds of the loan may be used are all those in which the development
finance company is allowed by its charter and its policy to operate. If
the law under which the company operates, or its charter, allows operations
considered inappropriate for a company which the Bank is financing, the
policy statement will require withdrawal fram such activity; or, if these
activities are such that the use of the Bank loan would not be appropriate,
the fact will be dealt with in some suitable way.

39. Use of Loan for Investment in the Form of Shae Capital. The loan
may be used to finance the company's investments in share capital as well as

its loans. However, this is permitted only within the framework of an agreed
prudent policy with respect to the aggregate of the company's exposure in
equity investments and every such project requires prior Bank approval no
matter what its size. When the loan is used to finance an investment in
share capital, an arbitrary amortization schedule is agreed with the company
for the part of the loan used in this fashion, spread over a period of years
not more than the maximum allowed in the loan contract.

40. Use of Loan to Finance Working Capital. The loan may be used to
finance not only fixed assets, but also the initial stock of raw materials
and supplies needed for the commencement of operations, or the increase in
such stock needed for the expansion of operations, of an investment project.

41. Use of Loan to Finance Inports. The proceeds of a loan to a
development finance company may be used only for imported goods (whether
paid for abroad or purchased from the shelf at home) or for domestic goods
to the extent they incorporate imported material and components.

42. Use of Loan to Refinance Previously Incurred Expenditures. Ordi-
narily the loan may not be used to cover expenditures incurred more than 90
days before the submission of the investment project to the Bank for approval
(or, where approval is not required, before the request to credit the loan
account). This is designed to encourage a company to enter into the planning
and financing of a project at an early stage. However, in the circumstances
in which many development finance companies operate, this is very difficult
to achieve. Where there are good reasons, therefore, the Bank will consider
providing for a longer period in dealing with some companies or waiving
the restriction in the case of certain specific investment projects.

43. Although the Bank does not encourage a development finance company
to engage in refinancing operations, which may often be required because of
poor planning or poor management, the Bank does not object to a development
finance company's using some of the proceeds of the Bank loan for refinancing
if the investment projects have been carefully appraised and merit finance.
For example, the refinancing of permanent working capitalin order to achieve
a properly balanced financial structure, is often particularly important.
Such cases, when considered suitable, are dealt with as an exception to the
normal restriction on financing expenditures already incurred.
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44. Disbursement. Disbursement ordinarily takes place on the basis of
a list of goods for each individual project financed with the proceeds of the
loan. The development finance company is responsible for assuring the
suitability of the list of goods and the reasonableness of their prices.
The list is received at the time a credit to the loan account is requested,
in the case where no prior approval is required; where prior approval of the
Bank is required, the list is submitted together with the project.

45. Foreign Exchange Risk. The Bank will assure itself that thie
development finance company can and will adequately protect itself against
exchange risk. There are various methods by which this can be done.

46. Period of Commitment and Disbursement of Loan. The Bank sets a
time limit for the submission of investment projects for crediting to the
loan account. The time limit is set by reference to the one to two-year
period referred to in Paragraph 23; it is subject to extension by mutual
agreement. An additional one to two years is allowed for completion of
disbursements.

47. Supervision. The Bank obtains the rights to receive information
it requests concerning the operations and financial condition of the develop-
ment finance company, and to visit the company. The information and regular
visits are used to maintain a continuing reappraisal of the performance,
position and prospects of the company. All the operations of the company
are scrutinized, and not simply those financed with the proceeds of the Bank
loan.

48. The Bank also requires that the company obtain from its clients
who receive finance from the proceeds of a Bank loan, certain contractual
rights on behalf of the Bank, including the right of independent access to
the individual investment projects. In practice, the Bank carries out its
inspections of investment projects in the company of the company's representa-
tives.

49. Debt/Equity Ratio. The loan contract carries a limit on the debt
which any company may incur. The limit used is an agreed multiple of the
equity of the company. The Bank may, at its discretion, include in the equity
(and exclude from debt) borrowings of the company which are adequately sub-
ordinated to the Bank's loan. The Bank normally fixes the ratio at three,
at the beginning of its experience with a development finance company. It
is prepared to review and revise that ratio in the light of the company's
loss record, the quality of its portfolio and its prospects, of the economic
outlook of the country, and of other relevant factors.

50. Audit. The development finance company must retain a firm of
independent public accountants acceptable to the Bank, to audit the company' s
accounts annually, and to do so in accordance with generally accepted inter-
national accounting principles and in a form satisfactory to the Bank; and
the company needs to transmit those reports to the Bank, together with any
related letters from the auditor.
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51. Procurement. It is not practicable to require the clients of
a development finance company to procure goods under international competi-
tive bidding arrangements. The Bank does expect, however, that the company,
in appraising investment projects, will satisfy itself that the goods and
services to be purchased are suitable to the projects and are reasonably
priced. In the case of unusually large investment projects, the company is
expected to go further and ensure that its clients have canvassed the main
sources of supply and are purchasing from the most advantageous source or,
if the expense is not prohibitive, are basing procurement on international
bidding.

52. General. The Bank relies fundamentally on the Board and management
of a development finance company to act in accordance with sound investment
banking practices within the framework of a body of policy agreed before the
loan is made. The quality of imaiagement and performance remains under
continuing review. Arrangements must be made for adequate and timely discus-
sion of any intention to chane the management or to change substantially the
policies agreed upon.

W. Diamond

November 3, 1967



November 9, 1967

Dear Mr. Senga:

This is to reply to your letter dated October 30, 1967
to the Director of Development Finance Companies Department
concerning the literature on development banks.

I note that you have already read three publications,
one by S. Boskey and two by W. Diamond. Recently the World Bank
Group has prepared a paper entitled, "The Role of National
Development Finance Companies in Industrial Development" as an
information paper for the International Symposium on Industrial
Development sponsored by the United Nations Industrial Development
Organization to be held in Athens, Greece in December 1967. I
am enclosing a copy of it for your information. I hope you will
find it useful.

You indicated in the letter your interest in materials
particularly on the evaluation of the contribution of the develop-
ment finance companies to economic development in the developing
countries. We usually make such evaluations for operational
purposes on the companies which the World Bank Group has assisted.
However, unfortunately we are not in a position to make such in-
formation public since it was obtained on a confidential basis.

Incidentally for general readings, you may also wish to
include in your list a publication entitled, "Public External
Financing of Development Banks in Developing Countries" by
Ramond F. Mikesell and Robert W. Adler, University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon, 1966, which contains a selected bibliography on
industrial development banking.

Yours sincerely,

Attachment B.H Shin

Mr. William M. Senga Development Finance Companies

1111 Dartmouth Ave. Apt. 124
Claremont, California 91711



TORKIYE SINAI KALKINMA BANKASI A. S.

(INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK OF TURKEY)

P.O. Box: 17 Karak6y, Cable A4 -e /

Istanbul, Turkey KALKINMABANK, Istanbul

November , 1967

Mr. B. H, 1hin
Develo y nt Finance Companies
Intez:.fltional Finance Corporation
18 H Street N, W.
Washington D. C. 20433

t. S. A.

Dear Mr. Shin :

This is in reference to your letters of September 8,
October l7,1967 concerning the small-size loans made by TSKB.

The Industrial Development Bank of Turkey, having been
the only institution financing the private industry, has had to
treat all loan applications coming from industrial concerns, be it
small, medium or large, in the same manner.

TSKB follows generally the same appraisal, lending
procedure and follow-up supervision for all loans. The major problem
in this respect arises from the lack of a financial institution which
would handle small-size financial requirements of the private industry.
This fact puts TSKB in a difficult position by pushing it to find ways
out to meet such requirements on the one hand and to make efforts to
save time and speed up project investigation in order to be able to
satisfactorily appraise bigger and more profitable projects.

According to the calculations made on the break-even basis,
the loans under TL. 250.000.- have been found unprofitable within
certain maturities.

Our investigations also show that the loans within this limit
make up about 36 % of all applications and thus inefficiently occupy
the staff and time and delay unjustly the investigation of other projects
which are more profitable and beneficial both to the entrepreneurs and
to the Turkish Economy.

In view of the above considerations and the ever increasing
loan applications the Bank has started practising the following policy
decision :

1- Except for the additional loans required by the projects
which have been financed by this Bank and which are at the stage of
construction and for such regions whose development is envisaged within
the framework of the Plan targets and strategy, requests for loans
made from other regions in foreign exchange and/or Turkish Lira below
the level of TL. 250.000.- shall not be taken into consideration ;

./..
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2- No loans below the level of $. 50.000.- shall be

approved from the loans obtained from such external 
sources as

the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the
International Development Association, the European Investment

Bank and the US Agency for International Development with the

exception of the additional loans necessary for the 
completion

of the projects which have been financed from these sources;

3- No minimum limit shall be fixed for the foreign
exchange allocations against payment of counterpart in cases

where such limit may interrupt the operation of the existing

plants; whereas, applications for foreign exchange allocations,

against payment of counterpart, for a new investment, which are

lower than $. 25.000.-, shall not be taken into consideration.

4- The lending from the Turkish Lira resources of the

counterpart in Turkish Liras of foreign exchange allocations to

be made from the Quota in amounts higher than $. 50.000.- to the

extent that the foreign resources would not permit a loan shall

be restricted to such cases where the insufficient financial

resources of the entrepreneur would make such lending necessary

and compelling.

Sincerely yours,

TURKiYE SINAI KALKINMA BANKASI A.§.

Alparslan Alag6z Bahaeddin Kayalioglu

(Deputy-Director Loan and (Assistant General Manager)
Investment and Financial

Analysis Department)



Mr. Morton M. Mhlendels November 1967

William Diamond

A fndaforenior Staf eetin.

Attached is the stencil of a draft

operational memorandum for discussion at the

forthcoming Senior Staff meeting. Mr. Cope will

confirm to you that Mr. Knap and he would like

it circulated and put on t agenda at an

appropriate time.

Would you be good enough to send me

40 extra copies ?

Attachment

cc Messrs. Knapp
RqAi

Cope

WDiamond us
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OPERATIONAL MEMORANDUM 5.10

Development Finance Companies

1. The Bank is interested in promoting and strengthening development

finance companies. Its principal objective in doing so is to help build

strong and effective domestic investment institutions which can channel

domestic savings and external capital into productive enterprises in the

private sector, thereby contributing both to the growth of those enterprises

and to the development of the capital market in its member countries.

Another objective is to use development finance companies as conduits through

which to finance private enterprises which, for whatever reason, the Bank

cannot finance directly. The Bank' s relations with a development finance

company reflect these two objectives; its focus is both on the enterprises

the company finances and on the company itse f, which it seeks to build into

a strong, viable, independent institution.--

2. A large variety of institutions are called development banks or

development finance companies and have in common the objective of formulating,

promoting and providing medium- and long-term finance and technical assistance

for productive investments. However, the Bank's interest is in companies

which are privately owned and controlled institutions, designed to promote

private investment on business principles in the interest of the sound

economic growth of a member country.

Conditions for Assistance to Development Finance Companies

3. In looking at requests to help establish, finance or otherwise

assist a development finance company, the Bank is governed by the following

considerations:

(a) The developmen~t of a strong private sector must be

consistent witha the member country's over-all aims,
and there must exist a climate conducive to the

growth of the private sector.

(b) There must be opportunities for a fairly large

volume of private investment, and hence good prospect
for a continuing demand for medium- and long-term
loens and for equity capital.

(c) There must be a clearly defined institutional gap in

the capital market which a development finance company

will be able to fill.

1/ There are, however, occasional special cases when the Bank's primary, if

not sole, interest is the final user of its finance, and the intermediary

institution is simply a conduit. This has been the case of the Bank's

loans to the Japan Development Bank and the Yugoslav Investment Bank for

the benefit of particular industrial enterprises, or the Bank's loans to

CORFO of Chile and Nacional Financiera of Mexico for various public

projects. Here circumstances peculiar to the member country require the

use of an intermediary, but the intermediary is only an incidental object

of the Bank's interest.
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(d) The creation or expansion of a development finance
company must be a matter of relatively high economic
priority in the member country concerned.

4. Where these conditions do not exist, the Bank will not promote
or finance development finance companies, but will seek other means to assist
such countries in financing their productive sectors. On the other hand,
where these conditions do exist, the Bank is prepared to be flexible in
applying its policies regarding development finance companies.

Characteristics of Development Finance Companies to be Supported by the Bank

5. In promoting and assisting development finance companies, the
Bank prefers a company owned by a broad range of investors, both foreign
and domestic, but with a clear domestic majority; having government support
in a form which does not give control to the government; providing finance
only to privately controlled enterprises, principally but not exclusively in
the manufacturing sector; empowered to make medium- and long-term loans,
invest in share capital and underwrite securities; committed to act in such
a way as to contribute to the growth of the capital market; acting primarily
as a financial institution rather than a holding or management company;
making its investment decisions after careful appraisal, on the basis of a
sound investment criteria and giving due weight to the economic benefits
to be obtained; combining financial prudence with a promotional outlook and
a willingness to take risks; having both the objective and the prospect of
paying a reasonable dividend to its shareholders, while setting aside
adequate reserves.

6. Although the Bank prefers these characteristics, it seeks to establish
and support an institution which fits the needs and suits the conditions of a
member country. Hence the capital structure, the distribution of ownership,
the scope of operations, the policy orientation and other characteristics of
development finance companies may differ widely, depending on the interests
of their sponsors and the conditions and needs of the member countries in which
they are located, while still qualifying for Bank assistance. But several
characteristics are essential for Bank assistance.

7. a. Private Control. Private control is essential because it helps
assure the continuity of sound policy and experienced management and the
conduct of operations on economic and financial rather than political criteria.
The existence of a governmental interest (direct or indirect) in the company's
voting share capital does not preclude Bank assistance if the requisite
private capital is not available, if the government is prepared to dispose
of its holdings to private investors as and when they become interested, and
if the government's interest is not so large as to give it a controlling
voice in the company's policies, personnel and investment decisions.
Normally, the Bank expects a government participation not to exceed 25%,
but it is prepared to accept a larger participation. A government partici-
pation in excess of 50% is unacceptable, as are also any special rights or
powers that give government an overriding voice in the company's affairs
(including the choice of management).
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8. b. Domestic Control. The Bank seeks to encourage foreign as well
as domestic investors to participate in the ownership of a development
finance company, so as to facilitate the introduction of experience in
investment banking and contacts with foreign business, both technical and
financial. However, domestic investors must hold a majority of the voting
capital, in order to assure that the company is identified with the member
country and to facilitate the governmental support which it is likely to
need.

9. The Internatioanl Finance Corporation has been regarded as national,
rather than foreign, in some member countries so that a majority made up of
holdings by genuinely domestic investors (including the government) and the
Corporation can give the company the requisite image of a national institution.
The Corporation may be willing, when circumstances justify, to restrict its
sales of shares of a development finance company to private investors within
the country concerned. The participation by the Corporation can thus help,
not only to provide the capital needed to create a development finance
company, but also to assure private control and domestic control.

10. c. Profitability. The development finance company must be
potentially profitable. The company should have prospects of paying, in due
course, a dividend reasonable in terms of investor expectations in the country
concerned. Profitability is a measure of the company's effectiveness and
efficiency. Only if it pays appropriate dividends, can the company look
forward to increasing its share capital as needed and borrowing in due course
from conventional sources at home and abroad.

11. Adequate profitability is sometimes difficult to achieve, especially
in the early years, because of the inability of the company to obtain
sufficient leverage and a wide enough spread between its borrowing and
lending rates. Interest-free long-term and subordinated loans, which serve
to increase both leverage and spread, may be desirable in some circumstances.
Such funds, called "quasi-equity", serve in various ways to increase the
interest of investors in the share capital of the institution. There are,
of course, other devices which may be used to achieve the goal of adequate
profitability; and interest-free subordinated loans have the disadvantages of
exposing a company to government pressure and relieving it of the need to
conform to market conditions. But, in general, if quasi-equity is lacking,
the Bank may prefer to wait for concrete results of operation before partici-
pating in financing a development finance company.

Statement of Operational Policies

12. On the occasion of a first loan to a development finance company
which has not had a long operational record, the Bank normally requires that
its sponsors and directors draw up and formally approve a statement setting
forth the company's general policies. (In other cases, the Bank may also
require such a statement.) The object of this statement is to assure the
Bank that the company's objectives are, and that its behavior will be,
consistent with the Bank's own objectives and with the developmental objec-
tives of the member country in which the company is located. The statement
is expected to spell out, more precisely and clearly than its charter will, the
scope of operations of the company, its investment policies, its general
intentions regarding reserves and dividends, and its plans concerning
development of a staff.



13. The Bank attributes considerable importance to this statement of

policies. The behavior of the company will be continuously judged, in part,
for conformity with it. However, the statement is intended to provide, not
inflexible regulations, but general guidelines, from which departures may
be made in exceptional circumstances, after due deliberation. Additions to,
or changes in, the statement may from time to time be required, in the

light of the development of the company and the changing conditions of the

country. Where the Bank has made a loan, such amendments require the approval

of the Bank.

Organization and Responsibility

14. Responsibility for the formulation, study and promotion of

arrangements for the establishment of new, or the reorganization and expansion

of existing development finance companies rests with the Development Finance

Companies Department of the Corporation.

15. That Department is also responsible for the appraisal of, and

negotiations with, development finance companies in connection with proposed
investments by the Corporation in them; for the appraisal of such companies

in connection with proposed Bank loans; for the recommendation of operational

policies, managerial services, technical assistance, and terms and

conditions of Corporation investments and Bank loans; for the review of

individual investment projects when required; and for the continuing review

and reappraisal of the companies in which investments, or to which loans,

have been made. For the purpose of making and administering Bank loans,
the Department acts as technical advisor to the Area Departments of the

Bank.

16. Development finance companies are dealt with by joint working

parties. The Corporation's Investment and Development Finance Companies

Departments are represented on Bank working parties dealing with development

finance companies, even if there is no existing or prospective investment

by the Corporation. The appropriate Area Department of the Bank is rep-
resented on a Corporation working party involving a development finance

company, even if no loan is involved. In cases involving only a loan or a

loan and investment, the chairman of the working party is the representative

of the Bank Area Department concerned. In the case of an investment alone,

the chairman is the representative of the Development Finance Companies

Department.

17. A loan for a development finance company will be arranged and

negotiated in accordance with the regular procedure. If a Corporation

investment is being made jointly with a loan or credit, arrangements should

be made for simultaneous negotiations; and, subsequently, a joint meeting of
the Boards of the Bank and of the Corporation will consider the loan and

investment proposals.

18. In approving projects requiring Bank approval before the Loan

Account may be credited, the Bank Area Department Director acts on the

advice of the Development Finance Companies Department. The lWorking Party
is not consulted unless, in the opinion of either Director, a policy issue

is involved.
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Types of Assistance Available from the Bank

19. Technical. The Corporation provides technical assistance

principally to development finance companies which are present or

potential financial clients of the Bank and Corporation. It is normally

available to other companies, including government-controlled companies,

only when there are prospects that they are likely to become eligible for

the Bank's financial assistance.

20. The Corporation advises on the organization or reorganization

of a development finance company in a form suitable for Bank assistance,

if the conditions referred to in Paragraph 3 prevail.

21. The Corporation is willing to assist a private development
finance company in finding management, advisors and senior staff.

Neither the Bank nor the Corporation will normally share the cost of

managers, staff or advisors of development finance companies.

22. The Bank and the Corporation arrange training for staff

of development finance companies, in modest numbers, in the EDI,

the Corporation and other development finance institutions.

23. Financial. The Bank provides loans to help meet the capital

requirements of a development finance company. Normally the amount

provided at any one time is the sum which (together with other available

funds) the company needs, within the limits of prudent borrowing policy,

to meet the expected demand for capital over a period of one to two

years. here the amount involved is large and where the company has a

broad degree of freedom in using the Bank's loan, a shorter period is

preferred. The amount of a loan may also be influenced by the country' s

creditworthiness and, in the case of countries eligible for Association

funds, by the amount of such funds that can be made available to the

country.

24. The Corporation invests in the equity of a development finance

company. Only in special circumstances will it consider making a loan

to such a company.

Special Terms of Loans to Develooment Finance Companies

25. Project Description. The description of the project for

which the loan is made reflects the double focus of the Bank's interest:

the financing of private enterprises, and provision of capital to

enable the company to carry on its business.

26. Commitment Fee. The Bank applies to development finance

companies its standard policy with respect to commitment charges.
However the Bank is prepared to consider concessional treatment in

special circumstances, such as the case of a new company or one

which has not had an opportunity to build up its business to an adequate
level. Concessional treatment would mean a&*ageswiag the commitment fee
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only when a credit is made to the loan account for a specific invest-
ment project, and only to the amount credited for that investment
project.

27. Crediting the Loan Account. The commitment and disbursement

of the proceeds of the loan are related to the specific investment

projects for which they are to be used.

28. The Bank expects a development finance company to apply high
standards in the appraisal of its investment projects. Nevertheless,
the Bank takes the right to approve all investment projects before
portions of the proceeds of the loan are committed for them. The degree
to which the Bank exercises this right depends on its experience with

the company; it normally allows a certain degree of freedom. In general,
the Bank starts with a new development finance company by allowing it
to request commitment of funds for an individual project up to a specified
limit, of say, C50,000, without prior approval by the Bank. As the
company's staff and experience develop, and as the Bank's confidence in

the company grows, the degree of freedom is increased until, in practice,

no projects need to be submitted for prior approval. The Bank may change
this limit at its descretion.

29. Upon request of the company, the Bank credits the loan account

with the amount required for the investment project.l/ In the case of

an investment project which does not require prior approval, the loan

account is credited automatically upon request of the company. In the

case of an investment project requiring prior approval, the credit is

not made until the Bank's approval has been given. Approval and crediting
in such cases, are normally simultaneous. However, in certain circum-
stances, where simultaneous action would createa hardship on a company,
the Bank is prepared to consider postponing crediting the account for

a reasonable time after approval has been given, pending a request for

a credit.

30. AProval of Investment Projects. The requirement of approval
is a device for introducing development finance companies to the methods
and practices of investment banking, raising their appraisal standards
and familiarizing the Bank and the company with each other. It is not
primarily designed to assure that particular projects and investment
decisions are sound and that the Bank's funds are being properly used in
particular projects, or to remove decision-making on particular investment
projects from the company to the Bank. In a sense, therefore, the
Bank's review constitutes an appraisal of the appraisal rather than an

1/ In the case of an IDA credit, the entire amount of the credit is
credited to the credit account on the effective date and no commitment
fee is charged -by the Association to the government-borrower. However,
the government-borrower is required to apply to the development finance
company the policy which the Bank would have applied in the case of a Bank

loan. In such a case of an IDA credit, the company does not request a

credit to the credit account; it asks for permission to withdraw from the

credit account.
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appraisal of the investment project, a check to see that the company has
considered all factors relevant to a sound decision. The responsibility

for the investment decision remains with the company. Only in unusual
circumstances would the Bank substitute its own judgment for that of the
company.

31. The larger the investment project, the greater the care with
which the company should have appraised it, and the greater the care
with which the appraisal will be reviewed by the Bank, for prior approval
of the project. In the case of an unusually large and complex project,
the Bank might go more deeply into the substance of the project and might
even undertake a field appraisal of the project. However, the Bank expects
the company, in most such cases, to seek partners, including the Corporation,
to share the risk.

32. To review an investment project, the Bank requires that an
adequate amount of information be submitted about it. In order to
minimize extra work required of the company, the Bank ordinarily asks
for the same documentation that is submitted to the company's Board of
Directors, if that is adequate. As regards investment projects which do
not require prior Bank approval, the Bank asks only for the basic data
required to permit the commitment of funds and their disbursement, and
to keep itself informed of the end-use of its funds.

33. Amortization. A Bank loan to a development finance company is
repaid in approximate symmetry with the repayments received by the
company from its own borrowers. The amortization schedule of the Bank's
loan is the composite of the amortization schedules agreed with the
company for all the investment projects it has financed with the proceeds
of the loan. In order to simplify the administration of this policy,
a single amortization schedule is agreed during negotiations, which
reflects the estimated composite of repayment schedules of loans to be
made with the proceeds of the loan. This prepared schedule is modified
from time to time as needed, to bring it into approximate conformity
with the amortization schedule of the loans actually made by the company.
If the company receives a prepayment from one of the enterprises it has
financed from the proceeds of the Bank loan (or if it sells an equity
investment it has made with those proceeds), it must repay the Bank

correspondingly. On the other hand, if the amortization of a loan
to an enterprise is rescheduled by the development finance company,
its repayment schedule to the Bank is correspondingly modified if
adequate notice is given.

34. The loan contract specifies a maximum period (usually 15 years)
within which repayment of the loan will be completed. The period relates
to the individual investment projects financed with its proceeds.

35. Interest Rate. A loan to a development finance company does
not carry a fixed interest rate. ,Jhen a part of the loan is credited to
the loan account for a specific investment project, the rate applicable
to that part of the loan is the Bank's lending rate when the credit is
made.
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36. Scope of Operations. The fields of enterprise for which the
proceeds of the loan may be used are all those in which the development
finance company is allowed by its charter and its policy to operate.
If public law or the charter of the company allows operations considered
inappropriate for the use of a Bank loan, this fact will be dealt with
in the policy statement, which would require withdrawal from such activity.

37. Use of Loan for Share Capital. The loan may be used to finance

the company's investments in share capital as well as its loans. However,
this is permitted only within the framework of an agreed prudent policy
with respect to the aggregate of the company's exposure in equity invest-

ments and every such project requires prior Bank approval no matter what

its size. When the loan is umd to finance an investment in share
capital, an arbitrary amortization schedule is agreed with the company
for the part of the loan used in this fashion, spread over a period of

years not more than the maximum allowed in the loan contract.

38. Use of Loan for Jforking Capital. The loan may be used to

finance not only fixed assets, but also the initial stock of raw materials
and supplies needed for the commencement of operations, or the increase
in such stock needed for the expansion of operations, of an investment

project.

39. Use of Loan for Imports. As an exception to normal Bank policy
described in 2.03, the proceeds of a loan to a development finance company
may be used only for imported goods (whether paid for abroad or purchased
from the shelf at home, and including the import component of domestic
goods).

40. Use of Loan for '1efinancing. Ordinarily the loan may not be
used to cover expenditures incurred more than 90 days before the submission
of the investment project to the Bank for approval (or, where approval
is not required, before the request to credit the loan account). This
is designed to encourage a company to enter into the planning and financing
of a project at an early stage. However, in the circumstances in which

many development finance companies operate, this is very difficult to
achieve. Where there are good reasons, therefore, the Bank will consider

providing for a longer period in dealing with some companies or waiving
the restriction in the case of certain specific investment projects.

4l. Although the Bank does not encourage a development finance
company to engage in refinancing operations, which may often be required
because of poor planning or poor management, the Bank does not object
to a development finance company' s using some of the proceeds of the
Bank loan for refinancing if the investment projects have been carefully
appraised and merit finance. For example, the refinancing of permanent
working capital in order to achieve a properly balanced financial structure,
is often particularly important. Such cases, when considered suitable,
are dealt with as an exception to the normal restriction on financing
expenditures already incurred.
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h2. Foreign Exchange Risk. The Bank will assure itself that the
development finance company can and will adequately protect itself
against exchange risk. There are various methods by which this can
be done.

h3. Period of Comitment and Disbursement of Loan. The Bank sets
a time limit for the submission of investment projects for crediting to
the Loan Account. The time limit is set by reference to the one to two
year period referred to in Paragraph 23; it is subject to extension by
mutual agreement. An additional one to two years is allowed for
completion of disbursements.

hh. Supervision. The Bank obtains the rights to receive information
it requests concerning the operations and financial condition of the
development finance company, and to visit the company. The information
and regular visits are used to maintain a continuing reappraisal of the
performance, position and prospects of the company. All the operations
of the company are scrutinized, and not simply those financed with the
proceeds of the Bank loan.

45. The Bank also requires that the company obtain from its clients
who receive finance from the proceeds of a Bank loan, certain contractual
rights on behalf of the Bank, including the right of independent access
to the individual investment projects. In practice, the Bank carries
out its inspections of investment projects in the company of the company's
representatives.

46., Debt/Equity Ratio. The loan contract carries a limit on the
debt which any company may incur. The limit used is an agreed multiple
of the equity of the company. The Bank may, at its descretion, include
in the equity (and exclude from debt) borrowings of the company which
are adequately subordinated to the Bank's loan. The agreement reached
reflects a compromise between the Bank, which seeks security for its
loanand the company, which seeks maximum leverage. The Bank normally
fixes the ratio at three, at the beginning of its experience with a
development finance company. It is prepared to review and revise
that ratio in the light of its assessment of the company's loss record,
of its portfolio and prospects, of the economic outlook of the country,
and of other relevant factors.

47. Audit. The development finance company must retain a firm
of independent public accountants acceptable to the Bank, to audit the
company's accounts annually, and to do so in accordance with generally
accepted international standards of accounting practice.

48. Procurement. It is not practicable to require international
competitive bidding of the clients of a development finance company.
The Bank does expect, however, that the company, in appraising investment
projects, will satisfy itself that the goods and services to be purchased
are suitable to the projects and are reasonably priced. In the case of
unusually large investment projects, the company is expected to go further
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and ensure that its clients have canvassed the main sources of supply
and are purchasing from the most advantageous source or, if the expense

is not prohibitive, are basing procurement on international bidding.

49. General. The Bank relies fundamentally on the Board and
management of a development finance company to act in accordance with

sound investment banking practices within the framework of a body of
policy agreed before the loan is made. The quality of management and

performance remain under continuing review. Arrangements must be made

for adequate and timely discussion of any intention to change the
management or to change substantially the policies agreed upon.

!. Diamond

October 16, 1967
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

INCOMING CABLE

DATE AND TIME R O U T I N G
OF CABLE: NOFER 7, 1967 1210

LOG NO.: RC 21/8 ACTION CODPY: MR. DIAlND

TO: DIAMOND CORINTFIN INFORMATION
COPY:

FROM: wON DECODED BY:

TEXT:

WOULD VERF MUCH LKE YOU COME TO DRINKS 1 mDUSE DURING

YOUR FORTHCOMING WNDON VIIT WOULD NOVM R 20TH OR

21ST SUIT UEST REGARDS

WILFRID HSSELL

MT

FOR INFORMATION REGARDING CABLES, PLEASE CALL THE COMMUNICATIONS UNIT EXT. 2021

DUPLICATE
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I NTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Mart in M. DATE: N!vQmber 2 1967

FROM: W-l liam Dinmpn'l

SUBJECT: reveloemrent inavce Companie- Tunb:

'Pri.- Benlat cal led to ask the date Of

your arnual lurch, in 1068. Manufacturers Hanover

needs to decide early, and ha; n mind Tuesd-v or

Wednesdar, October 1 or 2.

T told him you had not yet decJ ded,

and would not do so for some mornth' . Towever. T

suggested that a Tuesdav vould be nrettv safe for

him. He said he would so nroc:ed.

cc Mr. Mendel-

WDiamond:us
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October 25, 1967

Dear Professor Sharma:

I am replying to your letter of October 19, in which you
asked me to send you some materials on development banks and
to suggest some reading materials which would be useful for
your research project on development banking, problems and
prospects in India.

I no longer have any official responsibility for devel-
opment bank matters. These are now handled for the Bank group
of institutions by the Development Finance Companies Department
of the International Finance Corporation, an affiliate of the
Bank. I have therefore referred your letter to the office of
Mr. William Diamond, Director of the Development Finance Com-
panies Department, with the request that he reply to you
directly.

Sincerely yours,

Shirley Boskey
Development Services Department

Professor G.L. Sharma
Department of Commerce
Deshbandhu College
Kalkaji, New Delhi-19
India

NEBoakey:tsb

cc: Mr. Diamond

Incoming letter with carbon
to Mr. Diamond



Mr. William Diamond October 25, 1967

B.H. Shin

Dividends on IFC's Equity Investments in Development Finance

Companies

Attached is a table, prepared at your request, showing

dividends actually received during our fiscals 1965-66 and 1966-67,

and estimate of dividends to be received during fiscal 1967-68, on

IFC's equity investments in seventeen development finance companies.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Rosen
Mr. Raj
Mr. Y.L. Chang
Division Chiefs in DFC

BHShinits



DIVIDENDS FROM

DEVELOPMENT FINANCE COMPANIES

Actual Es tima to

Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal
1965- 66 1966- 67 1967- 68

% Amount($) % Amount($) % Local Amt. US$ Amt. Remarks

CF Caldas 7 4,900 shares 7 5,243 shares 7 5,610 shares
of par value of par value of par value
Col$ 100 each Col$ 100 each Col$ 100 each

and

i 4.,595 1 Col$ 80,143 4,917V

81 f which
CF Colombiana - - 5V 55,668 11 Coi$ 1,993,300 122,22s $27,791

received

CF Nacional 7½ 45,021 123/ 82,371 10 Col$ 1,069,091 65,588V

IFF 5 7,797 5 7,797 5 Fmk 25,100 5,976

NIBID - - - - - -

BIDI - - - - -

LBIDI - - - - - -

of which
MI - - 5 24,338 5 M$ 125,000 40o,800 $20,254

received

BNDE 3 44,695 3 44,568 3 DH 262,500 52,112 Received

NIDB - - - - - - -

ICIC 7½ 31,234 8 33,333 8 Re 160,000 33,333

PDCP 10½ 21,497 10 20,471 212iJ 20,000 5,103 Received

BANDESCO - - - - - -

IFCT 11 18,722 7 13,494 7 B 280,300 13,524 of which
$30
received

SNI - - - - h D 12,000 22,993 Received

TSKB 12 99,119 12 99,119 12 LT 901,200 100,133

CAVENDES - - 2V 26,667 4 Bs 240,000 51.334
Total 268,0851/ 412 ,42 1 J 520,Ol1W

For footnotes see next page.
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I/ Excluding CF Caldas' stock dividend.

2f Part payment of 11% dividend declared for 1966.

3/ Consisting of part payment (24) of 10% dividend declared for
1965 and of 10% dividend declared for 1966.

hj/ Part payment of 4% dividend declared for 1966.

5/ Exchange rate of Col$ 16.30 to US$1.

/ Quarterly payment of dividend declared for 1966.

IFC/DFC

October 25, 1967
BHShin:ts



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CCRPORATION

Re: Summary of Operations - Development

Finance Companies at September 30, 1967

This is to advise that the IFC Commitment of $ 7,500,000 to CAVENDES,

Venezuela, signed on September 28, 1967 was left out from the above-mentioned

report which was circulated on October 11, 1967.

Treasurer's Department
Finance Division
October 24, 1967



October 23, 1967

Dear Mr. Keynliogla:

I refer to your letter of June 1, 1967 commenting

on my draft paper on "Administered Funds" which I acknowledged

on June 15.

I have revised the draft in the light of your comments

and am enclosing a copy of the revised draft for your review.

I will be most grateful if you would take time to look

it over and let me know at your early convenience any further

comments you my have on it.

Yours sincerely,

B.H. Shin
Development Finance Companies

Enclosure

Mr. Baiaeddin Ka-valiola2
Assistant General Ieaager
Turki,/e Sinai Kalkinma Bankasi A.S.
Necatibey Caddesi 241-247
Tophane
Istanbul., Turkey

cc: >r Jeffries

BHIShin:ts



Mr. William Diamond October 23, 1967

S. R. Cope

Interest Rates - Development Finance Cupanies

Until the Bank's standard rate of interest is changed,

amounts credited to the loan account under loan and credit

agreements with development finance companie8 should be at

6;0.

SRlope. mnur

cc: r. J. Burke Knapp
Ar. G. Allter

*r I. P. Cargil
r. A, El 2ary

Mr. M. L. Lejeune



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR | INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Georq ), D. ' DATE: October 2', 1967

FROM: Wili,.1,im Diamord

SUBJECT: Dra-t Oreration. _Meror-ndum (5.10) on

Theon~e~1P~'ninpeC'onaries

1. You asked, the week 1forP 1ast, for r draft or
0.M. 5.10 which eccurately reflects curren+ practi-e.

Attac'ed i my old draf't of April 10, 1066, revised to

refleet recent d-velopments. It is, I believe., fn accurte

stateme:nt of hvow e behave today.

2. The 0.M. is still long, beneuse I've tried to spell
out details on which there has been ronfuiior. Tf such de-

tail is not needed, the memo could hp sherten

3. If youn agree, we should ask the views of the - enior

staff on tW draft. /

cc Messrs. Rosen
Knar n



D R A F T

OPERATIONAL MMRANDUM 5.10

Development Finance Companies

1. The Bank is interested in promoting and strengthening development

finance companies. Its principal objective in doing so is to help build

strong and effective domestic investment institutions which can channel

domestic savings and external capital into productive enterprises in the

private sector, thereby contributing both to the growth of those enterprises

and to the development of the capital market in its member countries.

Another objective is to use development finance companies as conduits through

which to finance private enterprises which, for whatever reason, the Bank

cannot finance directly. The Bank's relations with a development finance

company reflect these two objectives; its focus is both on the enterprises

the company finances and on the company it e f, which it seeks to build into

a strong, viable, independent institution-

2. A large variety of institutions are called development banks or

development finance companies and have in common the objective of formulating,

promoting and providing medium- and long-term finance and technical assistance

for productive investments. However, the Bank's interest is in companies

which are privately owned and controlled institutions, designed to promote

private investment on business principles in the interest of the sound

economic growth of a member country.

Conditions for Assistance to Development Finance Companies

3. In looking at requests to help establish, finance or otherwise

assist a development finance company, the Bank is governed by the following

considerations:

(a) The development of a strong private sector must be

consistent with the member country's over-all aims,

and there must exist a climate conducive to the

growth of the private sector.

(b) There must be opportunities for a fairly large

volume of private investment, and hence good prospect

for a continuing demand for medium- and long-term

loans and for equity capital.

(c) There must be a clearly defined institutional gap in
the capital market which a development finance company
will be able to fill.

There are, however, occasional special cases when the Bank's primary, if

not sole, interest is the final user of its finance, and the intermediary

institution is simply a conduit. This has been the case of the Bank's

loans to the Japan Development Bank and the Yugoslav Investment Bank for

the benefit of particular industrial enterprises, or the Bank's loans to

CORFO of Chile and Nacional Financiera of Mexico for various public

projects. Here circumstances peculiar to the member country require the

use of an intermediary, but the intermediary is only an incidental object

of the Bank's interest.
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(d) The creation or expansion of a development finance
company must be a matter of relatively high economic
priority in the member country concerned.

h. Where these conditions do not exist, the Bank will not promote
or finance development finance companies, but will seek other means to assist
such countries in financing their productive sectors. On the other hand,
where these conditions do exist, the Bank is prepared to be flexible in
applying its policies regarding development finance companies.

Characteristics of Development Finance Companies to be Supported by the Bank

5. In promoting and assisting development finance companies, the
Bank prefers a company owned by a broad range of investors, both foreign
and domestic, but with a clear domestic majority; having government support
in a form which does not give control to the government; providing finance
only to privately controlled enterprises, principally but not exclusively in
the manufacturing sector; empowered to make medium- and long-term loans,
invest in share capital and underwrite securities; committed to act in such
a way as to contribute to the growth of the capital market; acting primarily
as a financial institution rather than a holding or management company;
making its investment decisions after careful appraisal, on the basis of a
sound investment criteria and giving due weight to the economic benefits
to be obtained; combining financial prudence with a promotional outlook and
a willingness to take risks; having both the objective and the prospect of
paying a reasonable dividend to its shareholders, while setting aside
adequate reserves.

6. Although the Bank prefers these characteristics, it seeks to establish
and support an institution which fits the needs and suits the conditions of a
member country. Hence the capital structure, the distribution of ownership,
the scope of operations, the policy orientation and other characteristics of
development finance companies may differ widely, depending on the interests
of their sponsors and the conditions and needs of the member countries in which
they are located, while still qualifying for Bank assistance. But several
characteristics are essential for Bank assistance.

7. a. Private Control. Private control is essential because it helps
assure the continuity of sound policy and experienced management and the
conduct of operations on economic and financial rather than political criteria.
The existence of a governmental interest (direct or indirect) in the company's
voting share capital does not preclude Bank assistance if the requisite
private capital is not available, if the government is prepared to dispose
of its holdings to private investors as and when they become interested, and
if the government's interest is not so large as to give it a controlling
voice in the company's policies, personnel and investment decisions.
Normally, the Bank expects a government participation not to exceed 25%,
but it is prepared to accept a larger participation. A government partici-
pation in excess of 50% is unacceptable, as are also any special rights or
powers that give government an overriding voice in the company's affairs
(including the choice of management) .



8. b. Domestic Control. The Bank seeks to encourage foreign as well
as domestic investors to parti.cipate in the ownership of a development
finance company, so as to facilitate the introduction of experience in
investment banking and contacts with foreign business, both technical and
financial. However, domestic investors must hold a majority of the voting
capital, in order to assure that the company is identified with the member
country and to facilitate the governmental support which it is likely to
need.

9. The Internatioanl Finance Corporation has been regarded as national,
rather than foreign, in some member countries so that a majority made up of
holdings by genuinely domestic investors (including the government) and the
Corporation can give the company the requisite image of a national institution.
The Corporation may be willing, when circumstances justify, to restrict its
sales of shares of a development finance company to private investors within
the country concerned. The participation by the Corporation can thus help,
not only to provide the capital needed to create a development finance
company, but also to assure private control and domestic control.

10. c. Profitability. The development finance company must be
potentially profitable. The company should have prospects of paying, in due
course, a dividend reasonable in terms of investor expectations in the country
concerned. Profitability is a measure of the company's effectiveness and
efficiency. Only if it pays appropriate dividends, can the company look
forward to increasing its share capital as needed and borrowing in due course
from conventional sources at home and abroad.

11. Adequate profitability is sometimes difficult to achieve, especially
in the early years, because of the inability of the company to obtain
sufficient leverage and a wide enough spread between its borrowing and
lending rates. Interest-free long-term and subordinated loans, which serve
to increase both leverage and spread, may be desirable in some circumstances.
Such funds, called "quasi-equity", serve in various ways to increase the
interest of investors in the share capital of the institution. There are,
of course, other devices which may be used to achieve the goal of adequate
profitability; and interest-free subordinated loans have the disadvantages of
exposing a company to government pressure and relieving it of the need to
conform to market conditions. But, in general, if quasi-equity is lacking,
the Bank may prefer to wait for concrete results of operation before partici-
pating in financing a development finance company.

Statement of Operational Policies

12. On the occasion of a first loan to a development finance company
which has not had a long operational record, the Bank normally requires that
its sponsors and directors draw up and formally approve a statement setting
forth the company's general policies. (In other cases, the Bank may also
require such a statement.) The object of this statement is to assure the
Bank that the company's objectives are, and that its behavior will be,
consistent with the Bank's own objectives and with the developmental objec-
tives of the member country in which the company is located. The statement
is expected to spell out, more precisely and clearly than its charter will, the
scope of operations of the company, its investment policies, its general
intentions regarding reserves and dividends, and its plans concerning
development of a staff.



13. The Bank attributes considerable importance to this statement of

policies. The behavior of the company will be continuously judged, in part,
for conformity with it. However, the statement is intended to provide, not
inflexible regulations, but general guidelines, from which departures may

be made in exceptional circumstances, after due deliberation. Additions to,

or changes in, the statement may from time to time be required, in the

light of the development of the company and the changing conditions of the

country. Where the Bank has made a loan, such amendments require the approval

of the Bank.

Organization and Responsibility

14. Responsibility for the formulation, study and promotion of

arrangements for the establishment of new, or the reorganization and expansion

of existing development finance companies rests with the Development Finance

Companies Department of the Corporation.

15. That Department is also responsible for the appraisal of, and

negotiations with, development finance companies in connection with proposed

investments by the Corporation in them; for the appraisal of such companies

in connection with proposed Bank loans; for the recommendation of operational

policies, managerial services, technical assistance, and terms and

conditions of Corporation investments and Bank loans; for the review of

individual investment projects when required; and for the continuing review

and reappraisal of the companies in which investments, or to which loans,

have been made. For the purpose of making and administering Bank loans,
the Department acts as technical advisor to the Area Departments of the

Bank.

16. Development finance companies are dealt with by joint working

parties. The Corporation's Investment and Development Finance Companies

Departments are represented on Bank working parties dealing with development

finance companies, even if there is no existing or prospective investment

by the Corporation. The appropriate Area Department of the Bank is rep-

resented on a Corporation working party involving a development finance

company, even if no loan is involved. In cases involving only a loan or a

loan and investment, the chairman of the working party is the representative

of the Bank Area Department concerned. In the case of an investment alone,

the chairman is the representative of the Development Finance Companies

Department.

17. A loan for a development finance company will be arranged and

negotiated in accordance with the regular procedure. If a Corporation

investment is being made jointly with a loan or credit, arrangements should

be made for simultaneous negotiations; and, subsequently, a joint meeting of

the Boards of the Bank and of the Corporation will consider the loan and

investment proposals.

18. In approving projects requiring Bank approval before the Loan

Account may be credited, the Bank Area Department Director acts on the

advice of the Development Finance Companies Department. The Trorking Party

is not consulted unless, in the opinion of either Director, a policy issue

is involved.
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Types of Assistance Available from the Bank

19. Technical. The Corporation provides technical assistance

principally to development finance companies which are present or

potential financial clients of the Bank and Corporation. It is normally

available to other companies, including government-controlled companies,

only when there are prospects that they are likely to become eligible for
the Bank's financial assistance.

20. The Corporation advises on the organization or reorganization

of a development finance company in a form suitable for Bank assistance,

if the conditions referred to in Paragraph 3 prevail.

21. The Corporation is willing to assist a private development
finance company in finding management, advisors and senior staff.

Neither the Bank nor the Corporation will normally share the cost of

managers, staff or advisors of development finance companies.

22. The Bank and the Corporation arrange training for staff

of development finance companies, in modest numbers, in the EDI,

the Corporation and other development finance institutions.

23. Financial. The Bank provides loans to help meet the capital

requirements of a development finance company. Normally the amount

provided at any one time is the sum which (together with other available

funds) the company needs, within the limits of prudent borrowing policy,

to meet the expected demand for capital over a period of one to two

years. 'here the amount involved is large and where the company has a

broad degree of freedom in using the Bank's loan, a shorter period is

preferred. The amount of a loan may also be influenced by the country' s

creditworthiness and, in the case of countries eligible for Association

funds, by the amount of such funds that can be made available to the

country.

24. The Corporation invests in the equity of a development: finance

company. Only in special circumstances will it consider making a loan
to such a company.

Special Terms of Loans to Develooment Finance Companies

25. Project Description. The description of the project for

which the loan is made reflects the double focus of the Bank's interest:
the financing of private enterprises, and provision of capital to
enable the company to carry on its business.

26. Commitment Fee. The Bank applies to development finance

companies its standard policy with respect to commitment charges.

However the Bank is prepared to consider concessional treatment in

special circumstances, such as the case of a new company or one

which has not had an opportunity to build up its business to an adequate
level. Concessional treatment would mean anaying the commitment fee
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only when a credit is made to the loan account for a specific invest-

ment project, and only to the amount credited for that investment

project.

27. Crediting the Loan Account. The commitment and disbursement

of the proceeds of the loan are related to the specific investment

projects for which they are to be used.

28. The Bank expects a development finance company to apply high

standards in the appraisal of its investment projects. Nevertheless,
the Bank takes the right to approve all investment projects before

portions of the proceeds of the loan are committed for them. The degree

to which the Bank exercises this right depends on its experience with

the company; it normally allow.s a certain degree of freedom. In general,
the Bank starts with a new development finance company by allowing it

to request commitment of funds for an individual project up to a specified

limit, of say, 50,000, without prior approval by the Bank. As the

company's staff and experience develop, and as the Bank's confidence in

the company grows, the degree of freedom is increased until, in practice,

no projects need to be submitted for prior approval. The Bank may change

this limit at its discretion.

29. Upon request of the company, the Bank credits the loan account

with the amount required for the investment project.1/ In the case of

an investment project which does not require prior approval, the loan

account is credited automatically upon request of the company. In the

case of an investment project requiring prior approval, the credit is

not made until the Bank's approval has been given. Approval and crediting

in such cases, are normally simultaneous. However, in certain circum-

stances, where simultaneous action would cream a hardship on a company,

the Bank is prepared to consider postponing crediting the account for

a reasonable time after approval has been given, pending a request for

a credit.

30. Approval of Investment Projects. The requirement of approval

is a device for introducing development finance companies to the methods

and practices of investment banking, raising their appraisal standards

and familiarizing the Bank and the company with each other. It is not

primarily designed to assure that particular projects and investment

decisions are sound and that the Bankis funds are being properly used in

particular projects, or to remove decision-making on particular investment

projects from the company to the Bank. In a sense, therefore, the

Bank's review constitutes an appraisal of the appraisal rather than an

1/ In the case of an IDA credit, the entire amount of the credit is

credited to the credit account on the effective date and no commitment

fee is charged -by the Association to the government-borrower. However,

the government-borrower is required to apply to the development finance

company the policy which the Bank would have applied in the case of a Bank

loan. In such a case of an IDa credit, the company does not request a

credit to the credit account; it asks for permission to withdraw from the

credit account.
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appraisal of the investment project, a check to see that the company has

considered all factors relevant to a sound decision. The responsibility
for the investment decision remains with the company. Only in unusual

circumstances would the Bank substitute its own judgment for that of the

company.

31. The larger the investment project, the greater the care with
which the company should have appraised it, and the greater the care

with which the appraisal will be reviewed by the Bank, for prior approval

of the project. In the case of an unusually large and complex project,

the Bank might go more deeply into the substance of the project and might

even undertake a field appraisal of the project. However, the Bank expects

the company, in most such cases, to seek partners, including the Corporation,

to share the risk.

32. To review an investment project, the Band requires that an

adequate amount of information be submitted about it. In order to

minimize extra work required of the company, the Bank ordinarily asks

for the same documentation that is submitted to the company' s Board of

Directors, if that is adequate. As regards investment projects which do

not require prior Bank approval, the Bank asks only for the basic data

required to permit the commitment of funds and their disbursement, and
to keep itself informed of the end-use of its funds.

33. Amortization. A Bank loan to a development finance company is
repaid in approcAmate symmetry with the repayments received by the
company from its own borrowers. The amortization schedule of the Bank's

loan is the composite of the amortization schedules agreed with the

company for all the investment projects it has financed with the proceeds

of the loan. In order to simplify the administration of this policy,
a single amortization schedule is agreed during negotiations, which
reflects the estimated composite of repayment schedules of loans to be
made with the proceeds of the loan. This prepared schedule is modified
from time to time as needed, to bring it into approximate conformity
with the amortization schedule of the loans actually made by the company.
If the company receives a prepayment from one of the enterprises it has
financed from the proceeds of the Bank loan (or if it sells an equity
investment it has made with those proceeds), it must repay the Bank
correspondingly. On the other hand, if the amortization of a loan
to an enterprise is rescheduled by the development finance company,
its repayment schedule to the Bank is correspondingly modified if
adequate notice is given.

34. The loan contract specifies a maximum period (usually 15 years)
within which repayment of the loan will be completed. The period relates

to the individual investment projects financed with its proceeds.

35. Interest Aate. A loan to a development finance company does
not carry a fixed interest rate. Wjhen a part of the loan is credited to
the loan account for a specific investment project, the rate applicable
to that part of the loan is the Bank's lending rate when the credit is
made.
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36. Scope of Operations. The fields of enterprise for which the

proceeds of the loan may be used are all those in which the development
finance company is alowed by its charter and its policy to operate.
If public law or the charter of the company allows operations considered
inappropriate for the use of a Bank loan, this fact will be dealt with

in the policy statement, which would require withdrawal from such activity.

37. Use of Loan for Share Capital. The loan may be used to finance

the company's investments in share capital as well as its loans. However,
this is permitted only within the framework of an agreed prudent policy
with respect to the aggregate of the company's exposure in equity invest-
ments and every such project requires prior Bank approval no matter what

its size. W.hen the loan is used to finance an investment in share
capital, an arbitrary amortization schedule is agreed with the company
for the part of the loan used in this fashion, spread over a period of

years not more than the maximum allowed in the loan contract.

38. Use of loan for Uforking Capital. The loan may be used to
finance not only fixed assets, but also the initial stock of raw materials
and supplies needed for the commencement of operations, or the increase
in such stock needed for the expansion of operations, of an investment
project.

39. Use of Loan for Imports. As an exception to normal Bank policy
described in 2.03, the proceeds of a loan to a development finance company
may be used only for imported goods (whether paid for abroad or purchased
from the shelf at home, and including the import component of domestic
goods).

40. Use of Loan for >.efinancing. Ordinarily the loan may not be
used to cover expenditures incurred more than 90 days before the submission
of the investment project to the Bank for approval (or, where approval
is not required, before the request to credit the loan account). This
is designed to encourage a company to enter into the planning and financing
of a project at an early stage. However, in the circumstances in which
many development finance companies operate, this is very difficult to
achieve. here there are good reasons, therefore, the Bank will consider
providing for a longer period in dealing with some companies or waiving
the restriction in the case of certain specific investment projects.

bl. Although the Bank does not encourage a development finance
company to engage in refinancing operations, which may often be required
because of poor planning or poor management, the Bank does not object
to a development finance company's using some of the proceeds of the
Bank loan for refinancing if the investment projects have been carefully
appraised and merit finance. For example, the refinancing of permanent
working capital in order to achieve a properly balanced financial structure,
is often particularly important. Such cases, when considered suitable,
are dealt with as an exception to the normal restriction on financing
expenditures already incurred.
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42. Foreign Echange Risk. The Bank will assure itself that the
development finance company can and will adequately protect itself
against exchange risk. There are various method's by which this can
be done.

43. Period of Commitment and Disbursement of Loan. The Bank sets
a time limit for the submission of investment projects for crediting to
the Loan Account. The time limit is set by reference to the one to two
year period referred to in Paragraph 23; it is subject to extension by
mutual agreement. An additional one to two years is allowed for
completion of disbursements.

44. Supervision. The Bank obtains the rights to receive information
it requests concerning the operations and financial condition of the
development finance company, and to visit the company. The information
and regular visits are used to maintain a continuing reappraisal of the
performance, position and prospects of the company. All the operations
of the company are scrutinized, and not simply those financed with the
proceeds of the Bank loan.

45. The Bank also requires that the company obtain from its clients
who receive finance from the proceeds of a Bank loan, certain contractual
rights on behalf of the Bank, including the right of independent access
to the individual investment projects. In practice, the Bank carries
out its inspections of investment projects in the company of the company's
representatives.

46. Debt/Equity Ratio. The loan contract carries a limit on the
debt which any company may incur. The limit used is an agreed multiple
of the equity of the company. The Dank may, at its descretion, include
in the equity (and exclude from debt) borrowings of the company which
are adequately subordinated to the Bank's loan. The agreement reached
reflects a compromise between the Bank, which seeks security for its
loan, and the company, which seeks ma:imum leverage. The Bank normally
fixes the ratio at three, at the beginning of its experience with a
development finance company. It is prepared to review and revise
that ratio in the light of its assessment of the company's loss record,
of its portfolio and prospects, of the economic outlook of the country,
and of other relevant factors.

47. Audit. The development finance company must retain a firm
of independent public accountants acceptable to the Bank, to audit the
company's accounts annually, and to do so in accordance with generally
accepted international standards of accounting practice.

48. Procurement. It is not practicable to require international
competitive bidding of the clients of a development finance company.
The Bank does expect, however, that the company, in appraising investment
projects, will satisfy itself that the goods and services to be purchased
are suitable to the projects and are reasonably priced. In the case of
unusually large investment projects, the company is expected to go further
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and ensure that its clients have canvassed the main sources of supply
and are purchasing from the most advantageous source or, if the expense

is not prohibitive, are basing procurement on international bidding.

149. General. The Bank relies fundamentally on the Board and
management of a development finance company to act in accordance with
sound investment banking practices within the framework of a body of
policy agreed before the loan is made. The quality of management and

performance remain under continuing review.. Arrangements must be made

for adequate and timely discussion of any intention to change the

management or to change substantially the policies agreed upon.

W. Diamond

October 16, 1967
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October 17, 1967

Dear Mr. Kayalioglu:

I refer to my letter of September 8, requesting

a brief note on your experience with small-size loan

operations.

I am enclosing a duplicate copy of the letter in

case it failed to reach you.

I would be grateful for your attention to this

matter.

Yours sincerely,

B.H. Shin
Development Finance Companies

Attachment

Mr. Bahaeddin Ka alioglu
Assistant General Manager
Turki ve Sinai Kalkinna Bankasi A.S.
Necatibey Caddesi 241-247
Tophane
Istanbul, Turkey

cc: Division Chicf



October 17, 1967

Dear Mr. Brodrick:

Attached is a list of all the development finance
companies with which we are associated, together with the
names of their Chief Executives and their addresses.

On second thoughts we felt that there was no need
to delete any of them since all of them could contribute
something at one time or another to the information you are
interested in.

Also attached is the Business International list
we talked about during your visit.

Yours sincerely,

P.M. Mathew
Deputy Director

Development Finance Companies
Attachments

Mr. Walter Brodrick
Editor
Business Communications Operation
1346 Connecticut Avenue,N.W.
Washington D.C. 20036

PMate;t



TELEPHONEEMERGING NATIONS BUSINESS REPORTS AeCd2

1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. / Washington, D. C. 20036 Cable ENBRINC

October 16, 1967

Mr. Williaml Diamond
Director, Development Finance

Com-panies Department
Internationai Wirance Corporation
Kid5 H Ltreet, N. W.
asninrgton, ). C. 20!+I3

Dear Mr. Diamond:

I wanted to t-,hank you for setting aside time for our
virit Friday. it wias use-fl to diSCUSS 7e eports with
you and Mr. M.athew.

ihe active development fina-ce companies overseas can.
De 1mnortant so turces o1 informatior for ENB ReMots. If it
is possible to obtair a list of the well established organ-
izations (with the narmes of the ey perating officials),
I very mucht appi reciate it.

Since rely,

ENB Reports
Information for Industry on Business and Direct Investments in the Developing Markets

Published by Business Communications Corp., Washington, D.C.
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Mayflower'
S. Kalamassery.
Dist. Ernakulam
Kerala (India)

My dear Achakutty,

I thank you very much for your letter.

I am being offered a hospitality tour to New York by Air India

in the 2nd week of November this year.

I am thinking of taking this opportunity to visit Washington

and Chicago. If possible I would like to be with you for

a day or two and I am writing this to find out whether you would

be in Washington during i5th to 20th of November. I shall

telephone you from New York so that I could tell you about

my arrival.

With kind regards.

Yours sincerely,

( V. V. George )

Mr. P. M. Mathew,
Dy. Director, Development Finance Compnies Dept.
International Finance Corporation,
(World Bank),
Washington D.C. (U.S.A.)
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PARW AOW

To

V.V.George, Mr. P. M. Mathew,
'Mayflower' Dy. Director,
S.Kalamassery. Development Finance Corpanies Dept.
E rnakulam International finance Corporation,
Kerala (India) (World Bank),

Washington D.C. (U.S.A)

41 Alir I-
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Mr. Roger Chaufournier October 6, 1967

Robert F. Skillings

As you reasted, I spoke to Mr. Diamond -bout our policy
with respect to mining baiks. r. Di mond eels t- tere is no
reason to exclude rn buks in principle from consider tion, but
he also feels th. t lo1d the B'u k not to land to
government-ned industr -1 develoupment bnks pply 'u lly to
government-owrned muining~ bsnks.

rite to Mr. Labarthe confirmn thse polici7?

cc: Mr. Diam nd
Mr. Wyss

RF~kill.ings~jd



Mr. P. Hi. Miathew Se ptebr 3U, 1967

William Di.mn

PeningMatters

Asian Development Binn: Prepare ante for tar+be on t 's

termis an.d conditin f'Or ledn1ode.Peaearnedat

Ivory Coast: Mr. Sidi will r or !X at 10:00 on Oto 6.

ts visit us after the 10th.
He will telephone us on that Z(r , .Ix ,ti.

Lebanon: Pierre Edde will co at n and stay through nch on
October 1. Hlowver, he will call from New Yor nxt week to
consirm. Meanwhile p cons id lunch set upA. ILude Lejeune.

ChiAn: Felix Cha I will be ir at 10: 30 am October- 12.

WDiamcL 2:



September 21, 1967

Dr. Carlos Restrepo Dumit
Vice President
Corporacion Financiera Nacional
Apartado Aereo 1039
Medellin, Colombia

Dear Dr. Restrepo:

I recently returned to my office after home leave and found
your letter of July 27 on the draft descriptive memoranda on Cor-
poracion Financiera Nacional awaiting ng arrival.

I am very grateful for your careful review of the draft, in
the light of which I have revised and put it into final form. I am
enclosing two copies for your information.

Yours sincerely,

B. H. Shin
Development Finance Companies

Enclosures

BHShin:phm



September 20, 1967

Mr. R. D. Botjer
First National City Bank

(Overseas Division)
399 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Botjer:

Per our telephone conversation of yesterday, I am enclosing

a list of the development finance companies in which the World Bank

Group takes an interest and the number of foreign banks holding

shares in each of those companies. As indicated in the footnote

of the list, the number reflects only those foreign banks which own

shares of more than 1% of total shares in each finance company and

it includes the subsidiary or subsidiaries of foreign banks.

I hope you will find it useful.

Yours sincerely,

B. H. Shin
Development Finance Companies

Enclosure

BHShin:phm



DEVELOPMENT FINANCE COMPANIES IN WHICH WORID BANK GROUP TAKES INTEREST
AND NUMBER1/ OF FOREIGN BANKS2/ HOIDING SHARES IN THEM

INSTITUTION

Oes terreichische Investitionskredit Aktiengesellschaft (Austria)

None

China Develom ent Corporation

1 U.S. bank

Corporacion Financiera de Caldas (Colombia)

3 U.S. banks

Corporacion Financiera Colombiana (Colombia)

2 'U.S.

Corporacion Financiera Nacional (Colombia)

2 U.S . banks

Corporacion Financiera del Norte (Colombia)

2 U.S. banks

Corporacion Financiera del Valle (Colombia)

2 U.S. banks

2 non-U.S. banks

Development Bank of Ethiopia

None

Teollistamisrahasto Oy (Finland)

h U.S. banks

2 non-U.S. banks

National Investment Bank for Industrial Development, S.A. (Greece)

2 U.S. banks

10 non-U.S. banks

The Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India Limited

4 U.S. banks

1? non-U.S. banks

Industrial and Mining Development Bank of Iran

2 U.S. banks,

8 non-U.S. banks



INSTITUTION

Industrial Development Bank of Israel Limited

2 non-U.S. banks

Banque Ivoirienne de Developpement Industriel (Ivory Coast)

2 U.S. banks

4 non-U.S. banks

The Liberian Bank for Industrial Develpment and Investment

2 U.S. banks

Malaysian Industrial Development Finance Berhad

4 U.S. banks

10 non-U.S. banks

Banque Nationale pour le Dveloppement Economique (Morocco)

1 U.S. bank

11 non-U.S. banks

Nigerian Industrial Development Bank Limited

5 U.S. banks

5 non-U.S. banks

Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation Ltd.

4 U.S . banks

19 non-U.S. banks

Private Development Corporation of the Philippines

11 U.S. banks

4 non-U.S. banks

Banco del Desarrollo Economico E--.ol (Spain)

1 U.S. bank

3 non-U.S. banks

Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand

5 U.S. banks

5 non-U.S. banks
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INSTITUTION

Societe Nationale d'Investissment (Tunisia)

3 non-U.S. banks

Turkiye Sinai Kalkinma Bankasi A.S. (Turkey)

3 non-U.S. banks

C.A. Venezolana de Desarrollo (Venezuela)

5 J.S, banks

2 non-U.S. banks

1/ Include subsidiaries.

2/ Only those holding shares in excess of 1A of total shares.



September 19, 1967

Mr. P. N. Singh
College of Business Administration
University of South Carolina
Columbia, S.C. 29208

Dear Mr. Singh:

In reply to your letter of Septemober 12, 1967, I attach
a list of the names and addresses of the State development
financing institutions in India.

I also enclose our two booklets on development finance
companies and am sending to you shortly the latest annual
reports of IFC and IBRD/AID when they are published.

Yours sincerely,

P. M. Mathew
Deputy Director

Development Finance Companies

Attachments

AMuramatsu:ss
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Mr. Bernard Chadenet September 14, 1967

L. J. I. t'vosl,

Board Discussions on Development Finance CaManies

1. In reply to your memorandum of September 8 1967, on the above
subject, I would like to designate Don Stoops, Head of our Agricultural
Credit and Livestock Development Section, to attend Board discussions
on development loan companies. In Mr. Stoops absence, I would like to
designate Mr. Eugenio or r. Stonehan, whi-: ever is present in the Bank
at the time of the Board ascussions. I .::ume that the appropriate
documents will be sent to Mr. Stoops so that he or Mr. Eugenio or Mr.
Stoneham can acquaint themselves with the project prior to Board dis-
cussions.

T)Soop:n~



P. N. Singh
College of Business Adm.
University of South Carolina
Columbia, S. C. 29208 USA
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September 8, 1967

Mr. P. N. Singh
College of Business Administration
University of South Carolina
Columbia, S.C. 29208

Dear Mr. Singh:

Thank you for your letter of 'urust 2, 196? to Mr.
Diam0ond.

In reply to your enquiry, I attach a list of develop-
ment financing institutions operating in India, so that you
may write them requesting their financial statements. I
think that the financial statements of the Industrial
Development Bank of India will be especially helpful to you
in that tney touch on the overall picture of various insti-
tutions. Also I mention below certain books which I believe
are relevant to your subject:

Foreign Investments in India by Michael Kidron, )xford
University Press, 1965

Capital Market in a Planned Economy-, National Council
of Applied Fronomic Research, C nbridge Printing
Works, Kashmere Gct1, Delhi 6, 1966

Theory and Practice of Development Banking, A Study
in the Asian Context by S. K. Basu, Asia Publishing
House, New York, 1965.

Wishing success in your work,

Yours sincerely,

P. M. Mathew
Deputy Director

Development Finance ompanies

Attachaent

AMuramatsu:ss
cc: Messrs. iond with copy of incoming letter.



Developing Financing Inditutions in ndi

Nationwide Institutions

1. Induntrial Credit and Invest~ment Corporation of India
Linited, 163 Dackbay Reclamation, Bombay 1

2. Industrial Finince Corporation of India, Reserve Bank
Building, 6 Parliament Street, New DelNi

3. Industrial Development Bank of India, P. 0. Box 12h1,
Dombay

h. Unit Trust of India, P. U. Box 2000, Bombay 1

5. Life In3urance Corporation ol India, Yogahema, Madame
Cma Rod, Bo ay 1

State Instttions

1. Andhra Pradesh State Financial Corporation
2. Asam Financil Cpor t,
3. Bihar Stnte Finn inal oarpor; tion
4. Gujarat State Financial Corporption
5. J a u K shmir State i' nci A oGrmration
6. Kerala Fn ncial orpur tion
7. Madhya Pradeon Financi.l Carpration
8. Maharashtra State Financial Corporation
9. Mysore State Finonci il Corp:rti.

10. Orissa tate Financi. Corporation
11. Punjab Finincial Corpor tion
12. Rajasthan Financial Corporation
13. Uttar Pradesh Financial Cop ration
It. West Bengal Financial Corporation
15. Madras Industrial Investment Corper tion Ltd.



M .J . aSeptember S, 1967

B. a e. t B. Chadenet

board IacuSsionls ou Jvelop ent < ns:opge

It wool' be worthwhile f a r of your staff in re of agri

cultural credit projects were present at the oAr riiscussions or

devlepa:t lan companes. anv re"arA, questio ,comlnts an As

cu3sions n- apply to ou ariLtural eredit projato>. racforr, bot

vor tn sakc of education a coordin wnP suggest hat youa

arrane ents for one perou to study the ae on, to. pres rt at the

Boat. Aicussions of develom ent fin oNp ny loans, 1.o Ave me

t.e nn of the perso who Ill atto tie.

c.c. r. nel



CONFIDENTIAL

SecM67-244

FROM: The Secretary September 6, 1967

*Memorandum of Discussion during Meeting of Executive Directors 
on Policy

Governing Commitment Fee Charged to Development Finance 
Companies (Documents

FPC67-7 and R67-123, dated respectively August 2 and August 4, 1967), on

August 4, 1967.

1. There were present:

CHAIRMAN

J. Burke Knapp, Vice President

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS AND ALTER1ATES ACTING AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Reignson C. Chen Otto Donner

D. Fernandez (Alternate) Joaquin Gutierrez Cano

0. Haushofer (Alternate) A. A. Jahanshahi (Alternate)

Mohamed Nassim Kochman Pieter Lieftinck

Luis Machado Jean Malaplate (Alternate)

Maung Gyi (Alternate) Jorge !ejia-Palacio

R. E. Radford (Alternate) K. S. S. Rajan

P. 14. Reid (Alternate) E. Rice (Alternate)

I. Simba (Alternate) J. 0. Stone

Abderrahman Tazi V. Thor (Alternate)

ALTERNATES NOT ACTING AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

M. Bako F. Gianani

S. Guhan J. Jaeckel

C, P. Song A. Valencia

OFFICERS AND STAFF PARTICIPATING

Martin . Rosen M. M. Mendels

R. H. Demuth W. Diamond

M. Shoaib L. Nurick

* This memorandum consists of staff notes of the discussion 
and is not an

approved record.
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2. The Chairman reopened the discussion which had been begun in the

August 1 Executive Directors' meeting and continued in Financial Policy

Committee on August 3 by drawing the attention of the Executive Directors

to the draft decision which had been circulated (R67-123). The draft read

as follows:

In the future the Bank will apply to development finance companies

its standard provisions with respect to commitment charge, pro-
vided however, that in special cases, such as that of a new

institution or one which has not had time to build up its business

and profits to an adequate level, the Bank will be prepared to

consider limiting the commitment charge, as in the past, to

amounts actually credited to the loan account. /In cases in which

the standard policy with respect to commitment charge would prevail,

the development finance company would normally be given relatively

liberal "free limits" within which it could make commitments without

prior Bank approval.7

3. The Chairman explained that the development finance companies to

which the normal commitment fee policy would apply would in general also be

those to which relatively liberal "free limits" would apply. At the same

time, the bracketed sentence was put up to Directors without formal recom-

mendation since it went somewhat beyond the original focus of the discussion.

41. Mr. Fernandez said he was unhappy with the bracketed sentence and

would prefer to leave the size of "free limits" up to the negotiators in

each particular situation. Otherwise he agreed with the draft decision.

5. For Mr. Tazi, the weakness of the draft decision lay in its fail-

ure to esablish uniform standards for all the Bank's borrowers. He was ready

to accept that new institutions should receive some special treatment but had

difficulty in interpreting the clause which referred to development finance

companies which had "not had time to build up ... reserves and profits to an

adequate level". He also felt that the words "relatively liberal 'free limits"

should be clarified.

6. Mr. Rosen replied that "relatively liberal" meant precisely what it

said, namely that there would be about the same relative degree of freedom

for a small institution as for a large. This meant that the same "free

limit' would not be appropriate for both. As for Mr. Tazi's other concern,

Mr. Rosen said that the question of when to apply the Bank's normal commitment

charge policy would have to be a matter for the Board to decide in each case,

taking into account the President's recommendation. Clearly an institution

which had had ten or fifteen years of operating experience was in a position

to pay the normal commitment charge, while one with only one or two years'

was not.

7. An adequate level of profits depended not only on the operation of

the development finance company, Mr. Tazi said, but also on the amount of

interest.-free money available to the company from the government.
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8. Mr. Rosen agreed, and assured Mr. Tazi that the decision 
whether to

apply the normal commitment charge policy 
would be based on tne period of

operation rather than on the size of the 
reserves. A company in operation

for fifteen years would clearly be required to pay the commitment 
charge

in the normal way, whatever the level of its reserves.

9. Mr. Stone said that, though he had originally 
suggested an amendment

of the kind embodied in the bracketed sentence, he 
was prepared to withdraw it

and support a decision based on the first sentence 
of the draft in the interests

of reaching an early conclusion to the debate. He now saw that policy on

"free limits" was perhaps more appropriately a matter 
for negotiation in situ.

10. Dr. Lieftinck welcomed Mr. Stone's statement, saying 
that there was

no logical link between the commitment charge and 
the size of the free limit".

Because Mr. Stone had dropped his amendment, he had decided not 
to propose

that loans to development finance companies subject 
to the Bank's normal

commitment charge policy should also bear a fixed 
rate of interest. Never-

theless, he was still uneasy that whether to charge 
the normal commitment fee

was to be made a matter for decision in individual 
cases. He would have much

preferred some general rule, and therefore 
proposed that the normal commitment

fee policy be applied only to those development 
finance companies which had

been in operation for at least ten years.

11. Mr. Tazi expressed his agreement with Dr. Lieftinck's 
proposal.

12. Mr. Kochman said that he fully supported the draft 
decision. It

was clear and flexible and gave the staff freedom 
to decide each case on its

merits.

13. Dr. Donner agreed that the bracketed sentence 
would be better

deleted and also suggested the deletion of the 
words "and profits from the

draft decision. He was prepared to support the draft decision 
even without

the latter change. Dr. Donner said, however, that he was not in agreement

with Dr. Lieftinck's suggestion that the normal commitment 
charge policy

should be deemed to apply to all development banks 
of more than a certain

age. In certain circumstances, a development finance 
company could be fully

established after a very short time, while in other circumstances 
many years

might be required. The Bank already provided different treatment 
to different

customers on matters such as local currency financing, grace periods, 
and

maturities. Making ad hoc distinctions between different types of development

banks was in this sense not an innovation.

1h. Dr. Machado said he was happy to support the 
draft decision and to

withdraw his previous support for Mr. Stone's amendment. On the other hand, he

felt that the wording of the decision could 
be considerably improved and

suggested that it should read as follows:

The Bank will apply to development finance 
companies its standard

provisions with respect to commitment 
charge. In special cases,

such as that of a new institution or one 
which has not had time to

build up its business and profits to an adequate 
level, the Bank

may consider limiting the commitment charge 
to amounts actually

credited to the loan account.
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15. Mr. Malaplate said that, in his view, the Bank should have standard

policies for each class of borrower. For this reason he agreed with Dr.

Lieftinck's suggestion. At the same time he doubted whether the difference

between applying the Bank's normal commitment charge policy and limiting the

charge to amounts actually credited to the loan account would be sufficiently

great to warrant making the special concession. In short, he favored applying

the normal policy to all borrowers without exception.

16. Mr. Gutierrez-Cano also spoke in favor of Dr. Lieftinck's suggestion,

and agreed that the bracketed sentence in the original draft should be deleted.

17. Though basically in agreement with Mr. Malaplate, Mr. Reid said

that in the interests of compromise he was prepared to accept the substance

of the draft decision, with the omission of the bracketed sentence. He felt

Dr. Machado's verbal amendments improved the text of the decision.

18. Mr. Rajan asked whether there should not be some reference in the

draft to the interest rate to be charged on loans to development finance

companies, but he accepted the Chairman's judgment that this was an inappro-

priate place to refer to such a subject. He agreed that Dr. Machado's

amendments improved the text of the draft and he was prepared to support 
the

decision. Though sympathetic to Dr. Lieftinck's suggestion, he felt that the

period for which development finance companies should 
be exempt from the normal

policy on commitment charges could vary.

10. Dr. Mejia-Palacio said that, for the record, he wanted to make it

clear that he was still not convinced of the need to change previous policy.

If the change in policy would have such a slight impact on the development

finance companies, how would it serve the purpose of encouraging them to 
draw

down borrowed funds more promptly? Previous policy had worked well for more

than ten years. He was also concerned because it seemed to him that this

change was just one more step in a general policy, which had been 
taking

shape for some months, to make life more difficult for the developing

countries.

20. The Chairman assured Dr. Mejia-Palacio that the Bank was devoted to

the interests of the developing countries. In this case the issue was whether

developing countries as a whole should continue to carry the burden of a

subsidy paid to one group of them.

21. The Chairman then proposed that the verbal amendments to the

original draft decision be considered. After some discussion, it was agreed

that the draft decision should read as follows:

The Bank will apply to development finance companies its

standard provisions with respect to commitment charge, provided

however, that in special cases, such as that of a new institu-

tion or one which has not had time to build up its business

to an adequate level, the Bank may consider limiting the commit-

ment charge to amounts actually credited to the loan account.
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22. The discussion then turned to Dr. Lieftinck's substantive emend-

ment that the previous policy on commitment charges should continue to apply

on loans to all development finance companies of less than ten years of age.

Mr. Rice said that he agreed with the amendment in principle, but was not

sure that ten years was the right period for which to grant special treatment.

Mr. Rosen explained that the first Bank loan to a development finance company

had been that to the Turkish development bank in 1951, the second to ICICI in

1955, and the third to PICIC in 1957. Mr. Rice said that he would be

prepared to ignore the loans to the Turkish bank and to ICICI and argue

that, from PICIC on, all development banks should be allowed 
to borrow Bank

funds on the previous basis for a period of ten years from their inception.

23. Mr. Rosen said that, if Dr. Lieftinck's amendment were adopted,

the new policy would initially apply only to three companies - the Turkish

development bank, ICICI, and PICIC. This had certainly not been his intention

in suggesting a change in policy. The Chairman also expressed the concern of

the management at the proposed amendment.

24. Mr. Tazi asked whether the ten year period was to date from the

inception of the development bank or only from the time when the Bank 
granted

it a first loan. If the former, it seemed likely that the new policy would

still be applied to some companies without an adequate level of resources.

25. Mr. Stone said that he had been impressed both by the desirability

of setting objective standards by which to judge development finance companies

and by the fact that accepting the "ten-year amendment" would not really

achieve the objectives of the staff. Under these circumstances, he found

himself driven to accepting Mr. Malaplate's view that the normal commitment

fee policy should be applied to all development finance companies 
without

exception.

26. Mr. Radford said that he would not wish to extend a ten-year

concession merely for the sake of fixing a definite standard.

27. Mr. Jahanshahi was opposed to Dr. Lieftinck's amendment. It was

impossible to find one solution which would adequately suit 
the circumstances

of different countries and different companies. Dr. Chen agreed with Mr.

Jahanshahi, stating that the proposed amendment would unduly restrict the

flexibility of the management. He was ready to support the language of the

decision then before the Board. Dr. Donner also agreed, expressing dislike for

the inflexibility introduced by the amendment. Dr. Machado said it was important

to leave as wide a margin for good judgment to future Boards of Directors as

possible.

28. The Chairman then asked whether anybody had any objection to

substituting the words "had not been able" for "had not had time", as had

been suggested by Dr. Machado. Mr. Stone objected to the change but was

overruled by the Chairman who felt the two sets of words meant almost exactly

the same.

29. Mr. Rice said that, after reflection, he had decided to withdraw

his support for the "ten-year anendment" and support the original formulation.

He felt that the amendment conflicted with the main purpose of the policy

change.
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30. The Chairman thereupon called for a vote on Dr. Lieftinck's amendment.

Only Dr. Gutierrez-Cano, Dr. Lieftinck, and Mr. Tazi supported it, and Mr.

Tazi immediately withdrew his support because of amisunderstanding of its

intention. The amendment was clearly defeated.

31. Mr. Malaplate then moved and Mr. Reid seconded, an amendment to

the effect that the Bank's standard provisions with respect to commitment

charge should apply to all development finance companies without exception.

This amendment also failed, though supported by Messrs. Reid, Malaplate,

Lieftinck, Stone, and Thor.

32. Finally the Chairman put the motion that "The Bank will apply to

development finance companies its standard provisions with respect to commit-

ment charge, provided however, that in special cases, such as that of a new

institution or one which has not been able to build up its business to an

adequate level, the Bank may consider limiting the commitment charge to

amounts actually credited to the loan account." This motion was carried on a

show of hands, Mr. Jahanshahi abstaining.

Secretary' s Department



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATION

October 31, 1967

Mr. Cope:

Re: your telephone call on the

rate of interest yable by development
finance companie on IDA Credits:

The only credit being committed
now is the 4th credit to TSKB, Turkey.

In this case the rate of interest payable

by TSKB to the Government of Turkey is the
current interest rate of the Bank.

I gave this information to
Mr. Metherate.

P. M. Mathew



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: r y DATE: 3eptember 6, 1P67

FROM: i n irnond

SUBJECT: ard Riscussion 0 lq A c ot Ance omg es

To your list of subjetO for presentatior to the Bord,
you mny wish to add tWe ollw ing (if they ars 4 ready o.n our
list):

1. Leni to *Overment-c:otroled mn ,

2. ixe ver-s varile interest rates.

3. ixed versus variable omoriz tion scdl n es

4. Debt:equity rtioso

9.Local currency financing.

de Review ofsu-rjc,

e: Mess Uoen ,nap

Cic 2



Mr. S. R. Cope september 6, 1967

William Iamnd

Doard ie-ussion on Development Finance Companies

To your list of subjects for presentation to the Joard,
you may wish to add the follo wn (if thel ar'lread on onr
igt):

1. Lending to goverannt-controlled companies.

2. Fixed versus variable interest rates.

3. Fixed versus vari able aurtization schedules.

4. Debtiequity ratios.

5. Local currency financing.

6. Review of sub-projects,

ce Mesar, bseen,:p
Circ. (2)

Uliaxnd:tF
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FORM No. 59
(2-55)

GROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Minutes of Joint MeeWig of the e - :M67-23

DATED: A t 9, 1967

TO:

FROM:

FILED UNDER: Minutes of ED s meetings

SUMMARY: Te:

Exerpt:

Financial Policy Committee

LOANS TO DEVELOPMENT FINANCE COMPANIES - Commitment Charge

7. The Committee considered document FPC67-7 entitled "Commitment
Charge on Bank Loans to Development Finance Companies', dated
August 2, 1967, and decided to record their decision at the meeting
of the Executive Directors on August h, 1567.



Mr. Munir Benjenk August 8, 1967

Mr. Lejeune

Development Finance Companies - Commitment Charge Policy

Since we have several Development Finance Companies in our countries,
you will wish to acquaint yourself with the debate on the question of
the commitment charge to be paid by Development Finance Companies.
While I do not have the exact words as I write this, the decision
reached by the Board on Friday was approx tmately as follows: "The
Bank will apply to Development Finance Companies its standard provi-
sions with respect to commitment charge, provided however that in
special cases, such as that of a new institution or one which has not
had time to build up its business to an adequate level, the Bank will
be prepared to consider limtiting the commitment charge to amounts
actually credited to the loan account."

The effect of this is that a special case has to be made whenever we
wish to relieve a Development Finance Company of the necessity to pay
commitnent charge from the very beginning on the total amount of the
loan. In effect, the Board has reserved to itself the decision in
each such case. SNI is immediately a case in point. Probably before
you return, a decision will have been made on what to recommend to
the Executive Directors in the case of SNI, but the action by the
Board will not come until after I have gone. You will wish to insure
that anyone who is going to say anything at the Board which may bear
upon this point is well instructed ahead of time.

The point also comes up with respect to IDI in Israel. Before this
debate, we had assumed that although the IDBI loan had been set up
on the old pattern (i.e., deferred commitment charge) we would bring it
into line with the then proposed new pattern before the Board acted.
However, as a result of the debate I suppose that one will have to
consider whether or not IDBI is now an exception to the general rule
adopted.

Late Friday it was agreed that IFC would send Bose to Israel to do
any necessary updating of the IFC appraisal of IDBI and presuably he
will satisfy himself on this particular point at the same time. This
loan will not come before the Board until after I return, but you had
better keep your eye on the preparations.

MLL:est



E ACONFIDENTIAL

R67-123

August h, 1967

DRAFT DECISION

In the future the Bank will apply to development finance corpanfas

its standard provisions with respect to commitment charge, provi.ded

however, that in special cases, such as that of a new institution or

one which has not had time to build up its business and profits to

an adequate level, the Bank will be prepared to consider limiting

the commitment charge, as in the past, to amounts actually credited

to the loan account. /-In cases in which the standard policy with

respect to commitment charge would prevail, the development finance

company would normally be given relatively liberal "free limits"

within which it could make commitments without prior Bank approvL1 7



Agust 3, 1967

Dear Mr. Chercaoui:

'n behalf of r. Tiamnd I have leauare
in enclosing, in rely to our letter of July AL,
conies in French of soe ublictions or, developent
banking. They are '. 1omond's ook 'evelonent D;
a subsequent book by -is. Shirley ?oskey of the "D0
staff, "roblem and racticea o 1' elmnts"Tanks"
and a recent TEC oublication Te lole of Aational
Development Finance Copanies in Industrial Develonet
which describoi e tt e o 2 d Bank roup
in this field.

We shal look forward to n dourt
when it is conleted.

Yours sincerely,

.. ~. oriton

1teloSures

ir Iacid 3 'tee
16, Avenue de 1'sro e Woaie
casahne, )Croc

cc: a. :sy, Informiaton Department
?Aorton:m
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College of Business Adm.
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CONFIDENTIAL

For consideration
MA on August 3, 1967
X i ACHNES

FROM: The President FPC67-7

August 2, 1967

COM1ITMENT CHARGE ON BANK LOANS TO
DEVELOPMENT FINANCE COMPANIES

1. It is the Bank's normal practice to charge a commitment fee on the undis-

bursed portion of its loans. The fee is at present 3/8 of 1 per cent, and
accrues from a date 60 days after the date of the loan agreement.

2. For loans to development finance companies, the Bank has hitherto made

a concession in that the commitment charge is made not on the entire undis-

bursed amount of the loan, but only on the undisbursed portion of amounts

which have been credited to the loan account. This policy was originally
adopted on two grounds. The first was the desire of the Bank to foster the
creation of development finance companies and to help keep down their expenses
during their formative years. The second arose out of the fact that sub-

projects financed by Bank loans to development finance companies have in many
cases required prior approval by the Bank; to this extent it was possible to

argue that only as the Bank actually approved projects for credit to the loan

account, did it make a definitive commitment of funds.

3. In reviewing this matter recently, the staff came to the conclusion that
the policy is no longer appropriate. Most of our development finance company
loans are now going to well-established companies, who have built up their

earnings position to the point at which they can reasonably be expected to
pay the commitment charge on the Bank's normal basis. Furthermore, in making
loans to such companies, the Bank has provided increasingly large "free limits"

within which the companies are able to make commitments without prior Bank
approval; to the extent that this takes place, any difference between a Bank
loan to a development finance company and to another borrower disappears.
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Executive Directors and Alternates
President
President's Council
Executive Vice President, IFC
Vice President, IFC
Department Heads, Bank and IFC
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h. The above considerations relate to loans to well-established development

finance companies, and suggest that for these companies the Bank's normal com-

mitment charge provisions should apply. There still may be reason, however,

for granting some concession to a newly-established company or to one which

has not yet had time to build up its business and profits to an adequate level.

5. The financial impact of making the full charge on well-established com-

panics will vary from company to company, depending on such factors as its

capital structure, the volume of new business in relation to old, and the

carges it makes to its own customers. However, as illustrated by the case of

the proposed loan to China Development Corporation (see Paragraph 64, Page 20

of the report entitled "Appraisal of China Development Corporation" attached

to Document R67-113 dated July 20, 1967), this impact will normally be quite

insignificant in relation to the company's earning3and finances.

6, I recommend that in future the Bank apply to well-established development

finance companies the same provisions as are applicable to its loans in gen-

eral, i.e. a commitment charge accruing 60 days from the date of the loan

agreement, but that in the case of other development finance companies the

Bank be prepared to consider limiting the commitment charge as in the past,

to those amounts actually credited to the loan account.

George D. Woods

by J. Burke Knapp



GORPORAGION FINANGIERA NAGIONAL
APARTADO AEREO 1039 CABLES: FINANCIERA

MEDELLIN COLOMBIA

Medellfn, Julio 27 de 1967

Sefior No. VP-
B. H. Shin
Development Finance Companies
International Finance Corporation
Washington, D.C.

Apreciado sef5or Shin:

Nuevamente nos referimos a su atenta comunicaci6n del 22 de ju-
nio, con la cual se sirvid acompaharnos, por duplicado, un memordndum
actualizado que describe la estructura, operaciones y resultados financie-
ros de esta Corporaci6n hasta el 31 de diciembre de 1966.

Hemos revisado cuidadosamente el texto de este documento y con-
frontado sus cifras y, de acuerdo con sus deseos, devolvemos una de las
copias de su memorindum.

Los espacios en blanco que allr aparecen han sido llenados asf: -

Pigina 2, No. 7. - PIF approvals of loans by CFN
totalled Col. $ 86, 0 million.

Annex 3 - Salaries and social benefits 1966,
Col. $ 2, 0 million.

Other administrative expenses 1966,
Col. $ 1, 6 million.

Por otra parte, observamos lo siguiente:

En la pigina 5, bajo el ndlmero 23, en la linea de los pr6stamos o-
torgados a menos de 2 afios, a la altura de las cantidades correspondientes
al auio de 1966, aparecen Col. $ 35, 9 millones. - La cifra correcta es Col. $
36,9.



GORPORACION FINANGIERA NAGIONAL

Sentor B. H. Shin ....... Julio 27 de 1967 .......

En la pigina 8, bajo el nfimero 35, donde se anota la dismi-
nuci6n de los beneficios antes de impuestos entre los anos de 1965 y 1966 ,
nos permitimos sugerir que se explique esa rebaja como consecuencia del
dividendo extraordinario de Col. $ 3,4 millones pagado por Industrias Me-
tdlicas de Palmira en el afio de 1965.

Consideramos, por lo demds, ajustada a la realidad la in -
formaci6n preparada por ustedes. Del texto definitivo les rogamos enviar -
nos varios ejemplares, que nosotros distribuirramos entre algunos amigos
muy exclusivos.

Al expresar a usted y al grupo de funcionarios de IFC que
han participado en la elaboraci6n de este reporte nuestros agradecimien-
tos muy sinceros, nos repetimos como sus atentos servidores y amigos,

Carlos Restrepo Dumit,

Vicepresidente
CRD/ead.



Rachid CHERCAOUI Le 24 juillet 1967,

46, averue de lArm6e Royale,
CASABLANCA

Monsieur William DIAMO1L

Directeur

Department of Operations "

1818 Street N.W.

WASHINGTON D . C . 204733
Uo So A0

Monsieur,

Je viens d'apprendre par Monsieur BENKIRANE,
Directeur G6ndral de la Banque Nationale pour le D6veloppement

Economique, que vous avez public racemment une importante 6tude

sur les banques de ddveloppement.

Etant moi-mgme fort interesse par ce sujet (je

prdpare une '6tude en ce sens avec la Facults de Paris) et n'ayant

pu trouver votre ouvrage ni sur le marchs ni dans les bibliothques

publiques, je vous prie d'avoir l'extreme obligeance de mT en

faire parvenir un exemplaire, dans le texte anglais ou frangais.

Je vous suis infiniment reconnaissant de me faire

b6nsficier de votre apport suir un probleme de la plus grande im-

portance en notre temps.

Je me permettrai sgalement, si vous le voulez bien,

de vous adresser les fruits de mon travail un fois achevd, afin de

recueillir vos avis qui ne peuvent gtre que prdcieux pour quel-

qu'un qui commence h p6n6trer dans un domaine d'une extreme comple-

xit 6 mais combien passionnant.

Je vous renouvelle toute ma gratitude et vous prie

de croire, Monsieur, a l'expression de mes sentiments distingues.

R;c hi6 CHERCAOUI
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IDA IBRD IFC

FORM O. 92 CORRESPONDENCE RECORD FORM

FROM DATED

CHECCHI AND CO. July 21, 1967
Washington, D.C.

SUBJECT
Letter addressed Messrs. Bose and Husain

requesting some information on the operation and
administration of Development Banks.

REFERRED TO Mr. Powell D6TE ECEVED 1 967 11



Mr. nekse, Mr. Powell, Mr. Pollan, Mr. Jeffries

. . athew duIk

Comrit"ment Charge

In the President's RVorts relating to the finance company
loans now in various staes, the proposal to levy a coitment

charge sholi e exresse n word! to the folow n effect:

n Th-roposed loan Aill carry the ak'A no acmimen
fe, I.e on the entire undisbursed aount of tie loan starting

60 days after the signing of the loan agreement. This is in
accordance with new practice proposed to be Vpplied to Bank loans to

n tt :e or . 1 viva . a craiyta rr r t' ecretir'/i
r1ie thnt t1 1 irculation to t", opri or wt ta.&n ncce.

Airculation hould r !ml u util te cn a: hao been nade. Een
the eange ~ been n * th new et habuln ' 'vn to ir. icoards

le t. cT t We draft rfeore - (*) hall he onficd.

cc: Mr. Richards



FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR iNTERNAT IONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIA

T
ION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: r. Martin M. Rosen DATE: July 18, 1967

FROM: P. M. Mathew 79

SUBJEC4 : Loans to Development Finance Companies - Determination of Amount

You said at the Senior Staff Meeting today that the loans to
development finance companies which we are presently negotiating or which
we are now about to submit to the Board should cover only one year's re-
quirements of foreign exchange. I understood that the papers submitted
to the Loan Committee should supply in each case a basis for the Committee
to decide on the appropriate amount. We are in touch with the concerned
Bank Area Departments.

The following statement indicates the amounts originally proposed
on the basis of two year's requirements and the status of each case:

Company Amount Status
$ million

CDC 15.0 Amount approved by Loan
China Committee. Board action

proposed August 1st week.

SNI 10.0 Papers being submitted
Tunisia to Loan Committee in a

day or two. Board action
proposed August lst week.

PICIC 35.0 Papers being submitted
Pakistan to Loan Committee in a day

or two. Board action

proposed August lst week.

ICICI 25.0 - 50.0 To be negotiated.
India

NIBID 12.5 Negotiated, except for some
Greece aspects of Guarantee Agree-

ment. Pending further
discussion with Government
and company. Not ready for
Loan Committee.

DFCC 4.o Negotiated, not ready for
Ceylon Loan Committee.

IDBI 15.0 Negotiated. Submitted to
Israel Board.
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In the case of CDC, action to submit papers to the Board has
been stopped pending fresh determination of the amount by Management.
In other cases, a decision of the Loan Committee about the amount to
be mentioned will be sought in the next two days.

An obvious consequence of the decision to grant a smaller loan
will be the need, in the interest of good relations, to explain the
change in good time to the borrowers and the governments. In the
case of each loan negotiated, they had, as usual, been told that the
amount mentioned (as given in the statement on the preceding page)
would be recommended by Management to the Board.

On the basis of one year's requirements, the new amount to be
considered in each case is being worked out. Perhaps we should, at
the same time, decide on a consistent criterion to determine the
requirements; an approval on a commitment basis, in cases where the
difference is material.

cc: Messrs. Raj
Powell
Pollan
Sekse

PMMathew:mbc
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Dr. I nacio ;omt
IesiITs

16 Fnnie r Colobia na
' tdo M m 11843

..r .Ico:

1 am wrting to introduce to goo rier -Mr, .obee T.
Villanueva Frue n ao o. t1.Ba o. : r horrof the
Priv; toDvelon. arnore tion os paM nine (

A ou nrobablylknow,PFJC i oneo tl nems motnt inti-
tutiona ourc o~ JutrhJ eiAti 8o hi (ies Go i-t

Ji St staran :raa abuti,.) i ork Bakfi

helpd p ote .1 imae PJFxi hSiben clely soUtdwu

c it. e b rtin 196 3. . il-nuv:wa oe o rooter
and as ba. a aa otoe Bord rmt strt ; ne becam urn

en Peslc n~ I rc 1966, r. Villanueva la leading; an M ;hy
reeca 21ro ~inrilippino financial an~ businese circles emi
Presidet or Dir~cto of a nuiber of inportant comnante , itedi

Lasi on edoring Jorpor aio, inalb m- abol: b S r ~oi nnv :.
iro-Phlpine.s Investen amprtion.

1th.1 ilnue (accomnidby asVllnuevd i plnin *to
ttendlte ; et~uoi nnt. ietin - ot 4e oLa nk oa0 in oue

JoeM. il acn o mavrztrm ieto viit sm port nt
firnl e~onan injLati 23ta a ~icul 1l .nte

Sooiln A.Maier Golobli: niu" o and 1 ame cT en e<d
hi a o:.0 ,.Villanueva *s tedule cola or hin to b r: 30oth

fro Otober 1"to ctober16. ne willibe otann atti Te. er~n.

1 h~uib vry grtelui you would rceive Mr.Vi]1nea
I no h wil findi visit inteatin nnd .:-eful, Iaaisem

t yu wll .:<ot etin hi,

Sincerely yours,

lillia Diamond

Attac1ment

c ih ViLLanuev

RNlegrde //Di~omAv
co: lEr. Powell, Dlvision
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4r. Mohamed Nassim Kochman July 5 0 1967

~e: a}ur conversation ast week

A. eferences to two ite on eveoment ban in Africa,
available in the Ban/Fund Lirary.

B. A paper by 01steViny. Director General of the Caisse
Centrale, on its activities.

2. T7e Caise Centrales 1465 Annual Report. (Please return
to Mr. k. )

D. A note on our disiussions with Somalia.

.A note on our last contats with cngo (KinntaAa).

Ii sall om very happy to tlk to you &pain yoe you ar roudy,

Attachments

cc: Mr. Sekse

WDiamon d:mmi
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FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: June 26, 1967

FROM: William Diamond

SUBJECT:

Latin America

1. Erich Bachem is going to visit several countries in Latin
America at the time of the Annual Meeting. He is likely to choose
Chile and Colombia, in addition to Brazil. I have promised him
letters of introduction. He will send us his itinerary soon. (This will
be his first visit to Latin America.)

IFCT

2. Bachem is disturbed about our leaving IFCT. He meant the Bank's
not extending the commitment date. He did not know about IFC's intentions
until I told him. Bachem's concernstems not from any disagreement with
our evaluation of IFCT. He pointed out that, at our request, KfW had
modified its terms in order to make them coincide with those of the Bank;
and he thought that, since we had gone into the I.FCT loan together, the
Bank should not have abandoned ship alone. He hoped IFU would not get out,
too; for there was more hope of improvement of IFCT's prospect with us in
than out. I told him of Serm's and Puey's reaction to my letters, and of
our undertaking to review the situation with them in Rio. I promised
Bachem we would keep him informed.

3. IFCT has applied for a new loan from KfW. (The Asian Development
Bank also has an application for a loan of $5 million.)

Korea

h. Bachem was happy we were proceeding with Korea. He said he had
been consulted by Deutsche Bank and had recommended that they invest in
KDFC.

5. Dr. Krebs acknowledged receipt of our letter passing on a copy
of our letter to C. H. Kim. He is content.

6. Carlo Bombieri and I spoke briefly about his proposal to have the
Korean Government guarantee the exchange risk on our eCuity investment in
KDFC. He promised to send us a copy of the BCI-Iranian contract (to which
he referred in his letter) as soon as he returned to Milan.
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SNI

7. I told Bombieri of our general satisfaction with SNI, of the
negotiations for a new loan, of our conviction that an advisor will be
needed for some time after Luri's contract was up, and of our feeling
that Luri was doing a good job and should, if possible, continue. I asked
whether, if Mathari wanted Luri to extend his contract and if Luri
wanted to do so, BCI would let him stay. Bombieri assured me there would
be no problem at all. Indeed, he said he could offer Luri some extra
fringe benefits to sweeten the extension. Bombieri was pleased Luri was
working to everyone's satisfaction.

8. Walter Da-vies said that, although Morgan had not been interested
in investing in SNI early last year, the situation might have changed. He
promised to check, on his return to New York next week.

TSKB

9. When Dr. Hengel asked me to sketch out IFC's activities from
Turkey to Pakistan, I referred to our holdings in PICIC and TSKB,
especially the latter. He thought the Aga Khan might be interested in
it, and he promised to let us know. I described generally TSKB's
activity and profit record, its dividends and its recent market price.

BNDE

10. I did not have a chance to talk about BNDE, but Siebel and
Helling told me Deutsche Bank was disturbed by the situation there -
the change in the Presidency and the elimination of 3 European Directors.
It appeared Deutsche Bank knew 2 weeks in advance the name of the new
President. We knew 2 days.,

cc: Messrs. Rosen
Powell
Garcia
Sekse
Jeffries

WDiamond:gb



c/0 • . Javaras
137 ast Aa tweet
New Yok, e Yorck

ear r. Assimakis:

Thank you for your letter of June 16, 1967, and its

enclosure, 1.iance any L ning. Also, thank you for the

greeting conveyed from Greece folloing your recent visit there.

as interee in your impresion of the situation in Greece

and your iopful viewe concerning th future of the Jreek economy.

I will in eed be pleased to see you when you come to

hashington. I doubt that I shall have any businese in new ork

before seeing you here.

Ath best regards,

incerely yours,

irector
evelopmuent Finane Companies

Qstafaon:la



PRIVATE DEVE LOPMENT CORPORATION

OF THE PHILIPPINES
TELEPHONE 88-89 -91 GBTC BUILDING CABLE ADDRESS

AYALA AVENUE, MAKATI, R1ZAL P. . BOX 4590 MAN A

June 22, 1967

/
Mr. William Diamond
Director, Development Finance Companies
International Finance Corporation
1818 H Street, N, W,
Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A.

Dear Bill:

Further to my letter of May 26, 1967, I enclose
a copy of our itinerary for the trip this Fall.

A s you will note f r om the schedule, I could
probably visit the Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento
Economico in Rio sometime between September 23 -
October 2, 1967, the Banco Industrial del Peru in Lima
on October 10-13, 1967 and the Corporacion Financiera
Colombiana in Bogota on October 15-18, 1967. If you can
advise the heads of these institutions in advance, I shall
be glad to ring them up as soon as I get to these cities
for the necessary appointments to visit them.

With kind regards,

Sincerely,

ROBERTO T, VILLANUEVA
President

Encl. a/s
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Mr. Rob-to T. Villanueva
Mrs. Corazon Villanueva June 20, 1967

STATIO)N DPATE M CA RIR rd FLIHT N

- New York Fri Sep 2 2 9:00 PM PA 201 Je t

Ar - Rio do Janeiro Sat Sep 23 7:45 AM Confirmed

- Rio de Janeiro Mon Oct 02 9:15 AM A F 089 Jet B-707

- Buenos Aires Mn OCt 02 11:20 AM Requested

Lv - Bienos Aires Sat ot 07 12:15 NN A Z 588 Jet DC-8

A Montevideo Sat Oct 07 12:50 NN Confirmed

v Montevideo Open date

A - iago, Chile

- Santiago, Chile Tue Oct 10 8:00 AM A F 112 Jet B-707

Ar - ijma, Peru Tue Oct 10 10:20 AM Requested

Lv - Lima, Peru Fri Oct 13 8:10 AM B N 082 Jet DC-8

Ar - Cali, Colombia Fri Ost 13 11:25 Am COnfirmed

A V - Air Fance
A Z - Alitalia
B N - Braniff Int 'l

WO R L D'S MO S T LpIEFNc A11 N E
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Mr. & Mrs. R. T. Villanueva

SI DA TI

- Cali, Colombia Qpen date

A - Bogota, Colombia,

Lv - Bogota. Colombia Wed Oct 18 2:35 PM1 I B 982 Jet IC-8P

Ar - Caracas, Venezuela Wed Oet 18 5:25 IM Confirmed

-carecas Sun Oet 22 6:20 PM V A 732 jet DC-8

Ar - Tadr d yon Oct 23 7:50 AM Confirmed

ArLv

B - Iberia Airlines

V A - Viasa Venesolana Internacional de Aviacion

C. Victor¶iano
PAA-Manila

WOR LDP S MO0 S T IIEHC



HMEL RESERVATIONS

LOCATION NAME OF HOIEL D A T E S STATUS

Buenos Aires Inter-Continental Oct. 2nd-7th Requested
Plaza

Montevideo Inter-Continental Oct. 7thm-9th Requested
Victoria Plaza

Santiago Carrera Hotel Oct . 9th-10th Requested

i a a Inter-Continental Oct. 10th-13th Requested
Grand Hotel Bolivar

C a 1 1 Alferes Real Hotel Oct. l3th-15th Requested

Dogota Inter-Continental Out. 15th-18th Requested
Tequenda==

Caracas Inter-Continental Oot. 18th-22nd Requested
Tamanao

drid Castellana Hilton Oct. 23rd-25th Requested

Note: Accommodations requested are for double-rooms, w/bath, maxiua
rates.
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FORM No. 59
(2- 55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Memo

DATED: June 21, b967

TO: Mr.r

FROM: Mr.o .. Tmn*

FILED UNDER: Committees - Econ. Committee

SUMMARY: : Participation o- Rp en of egolD
B anks in Economic Comittee 1eeti
Commenting on thet a'ove.



June 19, 1967

Mr. Gustavo A. Tavares
Donaldson, Lufkin Jenr oInc.
Investment Bi okrs
1, uteaall Street
New York J, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Tavares:

Thank you for your letter of May 29, 1967 requesting information
on pri'e de-relopnt companies sponsored by the Bank, IDA or IFC in
Central enrica.

I understand at you h valread, d opportur .:y to visit
the Bank and exchange views ith t e L.FC staff in regard to the matters
of interest to you. I am now writ' n mainl1 to reiterate what aas
alread7 been conveyed to you, niely, ,aat aeit er t oe .'n nor t:16 IFC
is it present financing an priv yeoopment companies n Central
America and that we do not an;. suc projects at present under con-
sideration for financing.

As you icnow, tSAID is finn ni prJvate financ' r 'n four of tae
five Central American countries ad t t present developng a si mL
project in Guatemala for possible iinancing by it.

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

Roger Laufournier
Deputy Director

~estern Hemisphere De 'rten

Cleared with and cc- Mr. Garcia (IFC)

cc: Mr. Guerra



IDA IBRO IFC
FORM NO. 92

(10-61) CORRESPONDENCE RECORD FORM
FROM DATED

P. D. Assimakis June 16, 1967
New York, N.Y.

SUBJECT

Enclosod pamphlet on "Finance Company Lending"

Addresesed and

REFERRED TO DATE RECEIVEDNr. Aand Jlni 22, 1967 pb
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Mr. W.C.P.Rutland June 2, 1967

Y. L. Chang

Comitment Charge - Development Finance Companries

At a meeting of the Staff Investment Committee held on June 1,
1967 on the repraisal of a proposed Bank loan to PICIC, Mr. Diamond
recommiended, among other things, that PICIC should pay a commitment
charge to thea under the normal practice rather tnan tne concessional
treatm-ent hertof ore granted to thie development finance companies. In
other words, such commitment charge shall accrue from a date ou days
after tne date of tie loa. "ge mont ratner irom the several dates
on hic mounts shall e ceedited to the Loa Account.

At the be ;innig of the discussion the opinion of the Committee
was somewhat aivided. I reminded the Comittee the nistory of the
comi nt charge and the main purposes for levying sucn a charge. I

a :>t:ted that in the early yeara concesional treatment to the
DLF U as arranted in ord r to k the financial expenses as low as
Po:e le. M o these DFCs hve now beco mratura and prof itable
that the present rae of commitment charge should not be considered as
en onssiv. ruoL.

In agreeing to Mr. Di.ond's recomedtion, I further suggested
that M cefort his formula should bu e plicable to all DFGs and that
PICIC would be the first borrower to come under the new procedure.
4r. Dmoe: replied that it was hi intention to do so except in the
case lrLn loan to a DC a concessional treatment would still

T11 P olsii t ree to 1r. Di on 's recommendation and - so
concurred eat this matter should be taken up with Mr. Knapp.

At this morning's meeting, Mr. Diamond reported that he had spoken
to Mr. Knapp and that Mr. Knapp has agreed with the recommendatian.

cc: Mr. Cavanaugh
Mr. P ore

YL Chang 5 ara
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Mr. Nao do Nishihara June 1, 1967

B3. H. Shin

teril on Developient Finance Co panlies (Data _oos I-I)

At ''r. Dianond' requestI sen o a copy of each of

the Data Books I-IV which I have hu far circulated to the staff

of thi Departent. I ill alsosend I from time oti e data

for the Bocs that ill bene p rep red revised or upate

BHShin/ts



FORM No. 75 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

(2-60 RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

tNTEP"ATIONAL FINANCE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION ASSOCIATION

Date

ROUTING SLIP Junc §, 1967

NAME ROOM NO.

Mr.\,y 3i m Diamond 950

To Handle Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation

Information Signature
initial Send On

REMARKS

I would appreciate your guidance in

replying to the attached latter. May I

discuss th-is with you at your convenience?

From Humayun Mirz
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T/
DONALDSON, LUFKIN & JENRETTE, INC. INVESTMENT BANKERS

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE ONE WHITEHALL STREET

NEW YORK 4, N.Y.

WHITEHALL 3-0300

CABLE: RINESTOCK

GUSTAVO A. TAVARES

May 29, 1967

Mr. Roger Chaufournier
Deputy Director
Western Hemisphere Department
International Bank for Reconstrucion and Development
1818 H Stree, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Chaufournier:

Thank you very much for your letter dated May 25th and the literature on

the World Bank activities in Latin America.

One of our very good clients who until recently was one of the top
executives in Litton Industries and holds minor industrial interest in Peru

and Argentina has visited our office today, and has expressed his interest

in expanding his activities in South America.

He has shown interest in the possibility of a private development

company associated with local interest in Central America. I have read your
brochures and have noted that there are several such companies which have
been sponsord by the World Bank and its affiliates IDA and IFC. However,

I have noticed that there are none located in Central America.

Will you please inform me if your organization has sponsored any

institutions of this type in Central America and if there would be a possibility

of cooperating with this man in his interest.

Thanking you in advance for your information and cooperation, I remain,

Sincerely yours,

GAT:mj
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r locot er ient chr e. von -n yne cos nia.

2/ Con ifs of n- al o> i ent chares reeixed bj che Bank ral on
nrroxL A ton of the a. ro r'ount the -o: hounve been pr i if coo -it-

encomr ra e Al; a e fro ; O dos ,troan signinfi.

~/ Fistbusness yer.

/.}se Jon o esen>r ?ar-wat;.



A C
ectul Possible Cormiait-

Isi an omiti- nient Charge if
tution lear unber ment eg ular Method

-a-s Were Emqnloed A

1960 192 1C,06, 16,064 0

3A7 80725,08

1961 192 0
237 11V6 7 9L

19C5 397 ,C,905
(hia) 1,C 397 2 3 859 2,959

352 V 673 6,473
( 'i nl ed I 352. 9 3,787 29,400

1965 35 8 143 n,41 3,271
420 27 1,515n

1966 352 ,9 ,669 0
42o 4,6 2.521 3.771

l W2,190 33,77

11 1955-2/ 109 0 771 47,6n1
(India ) 19 D9 C 0 75,000 13,000

0 75,000 ,00
10 ,9 75,000 6,041

1959 109 26,6237 L2,L,25
232 2

. 91 ,433

1960 1y 2196 36,537 1,121
75,000

30,575113,63(

1 (1 19 1,3 / L, 3 311232 6,06013

J,50

269 3 3328
1961J* 24o 0, : ,648

(Irmn) 1962 * 240 935 33,93 37,838
1963 * 20 701 36,59 3,890

1W, 30 136 33, ,7'1
* p to Aaron 1

1 snt c> received b tne ank, pls aUn approxima-
t:on thenr' tuthat 1.idave een a d c L x rg'e were

calculated fro 0 2s idter loan si ning.

/ ne :ear.
& d. .cd on a 1cndar -ear -nsia.



Ho0- 1- 3, rAA
-n-i L-a omit .em. -r-tation Wear Numbre r

1. 1965 hh 0 ,5 ,5
(I"' L2964h 5 i a2,5

K1? 303 73 3 3, 1
(s. ) 93 5 no3! 3Y 3

t b

7 3 73

h 1 1 7,30

(a :n r .

1959 15 7,35 37,15 1'<237

196 120,09 3 29 9

(P223 1O
pinto); t63a

344P,~

219 6 1,3 3 31~~ 19,3

,67 12 12 9 373
20 25503'07

app ~ ~ 7 - ro a at:,wout nyed

.3 're ae s 7 m60aoa ter loaa )nn

/ Irvt business year.

a/ Adjtunted on P eale-ndri-e is



AC
Actual PossiblO Commit-

Insti- Loan Commit- ment Charges if

tution Year Number ment Regular Method

Charges were Emp-loyc B-A

IFCT 19614 370 0 7,301 8,1

(Thailand) 1965 370 262-a 8,92

1966 370 3 lza/ 6,1499 6,185

SNI 1966 449 1,876a/ 10,586 8,710

(Tunisia)

Profitability

3. Column A of the table shown below indicates the actual profitability

of the company (by profitability is meant the ratio of net 
profits before tax

to average net worth) and Column B indicates the profitability that would have

been affected if the companies paid commitment charges computed in regular way

on the Bank loan or loans to the development finance company.

Profitability

A BC
Actual Estimated Profit- Percentage

Institution Year Profit- ability if Regular Pifference
ability Commitment Charge (A - B 100)

Were Paid A

IVK (Austria) 1958 -5.51 -9.73 76.59
1959 21.05 19.91 5.42
1960 15.91 12.91 18.85

1961 18.13 16.46 9.21

CDC (China) 1965 18-30 17-32 5.36

1966 19.69 19.10 3.00

IFF (Finland) 1963 9.36/ 9.04 3-42
1964 13.423/ 11.95 10-95

1965 15.963/ 15.07 5.58
1966 22.571/ 21.06 6.69

ICICI (India) 1955./ 5.56 5.12 7.91

1956 7.18 6.48 9.75
1957 9.50 8.81 7.26

1958 9.97 9.38 5.92

1959 12.12 11.51 5.03

1960 15.71 15.00 4.52

1961 16.42 15.08 8.16

1/ Consists of actual commitment charges received by the Bank, plus an approxima-

tion of the extra amount that would have been paid if commitment charges were

calculated from 60 days after loan signing.
2/ First business yeara
3/ In comnuting! profitability ere sares owned y the entr ank e ex-

clided from equity.
a/ Adjusted on a calnjdar year bazsis.
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AA
A.,!n rot 11rcn

196? 13.13 I1 -7
U263 13.7?
12A 16.15 " 6 .24

1966 1?.L312  3).31 .

1 9.2 9.38
196 t2.35 12.0) -5

Bei~ (horocco) 1)63 6.68 6.972.6
D6b 7.06 6.10 13. 0

iMG 7.h470432

FIcic (P &i tan) 1958?- 3.69 3.25 1.J

U60 12.98 11.30 12- .6

Db65~ ~ re. 13-l? 4.

sejc~1 year ending ~arch 3.

rat cnoaine~ ye r ii& ~ l

I:Ln/ coptnpoieii oeneto dOdnr n



May 17, 1967

Mr. aokado Nishihara
IFC Secial Representative in the Far East
c/o Daiichi Mutual Fire and Marine

Insurance Company
1, h Chome, Shiba - Tamuracho
Minato-ku, Tokyo
Japan

Dear Mr. Nishiharat

I want to thank you for your letters of April 10 and 18
in which you put together an interesting set of figures on the level
of operations in relation to staff size of CDC, PDCP, IFCT and NdDFL,
as well as figures on the results to date of projects they have
financed. We have checked those figures which we have for these
companies, related to performance, and for the most part they agree
wit ors. As you rightly point out, the usefulness of these figures
is limited by the wide variations of the environments in which these
institutions operate and also by the variations in the categories them-
selves as defined by each development finance company, but they are
nevertheless interesting and useful.

I will only make a general observation from these data, and
that is that they confirm our feeling that of the four institutions
CDC and PDCP appear to be the most effective. I am also enclosing a
n,;te prepared by Mr. Shin givin7 his observations on your tables. As
you know he is the person in tne Department responsible for putting
togtle r data on all :d tof deJonent finance companies we are asso-
ciated with. lie has already accumulated considerable information on
the sort of subjects which interested you. In general, I think it
would be better and simpler for him to collect and collate such data
rather than your doing it directI. This would save you the trouble,
and would also help assure that the data from the various companies are
in fat compar able. If you ih to have data on some particular phase
of various companies' operations, he will be glad to sent it to you or
to go about collecting it, i does not already have it on hand.

When you are next in Washington, we will go over the nforma-
tion which Mr. Shin has put together, especially the data books which
he keeps up to date for us. I find these books extremely useful and
you may wish to have a set of your own. We can also see whether there
are any particular types of data we are not collecting which you think
we should.
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Last January, we talked about your undertaking a directorship
for us. You were good enough to say you would do so. We are now
ready. rir. 3ullivan is about to resign from MIDFL's Board; he will
do so as :>on as ne retIurns frm urope, next week. We plan to put
our name forward in his place. Please do let mie know by cable that

With best personal re arde,

Sincerely yours,

i liam Ditand
director

Leveloixuent i inance Gompanies

ienlosure

cc: dr. Shin
Cire. (2)

DWJeffries i~amond: tk



aervations on Mr. iiahim:as Two Tables Lhcloaed with
Is etter td rmle<1267

1. T ole e ontains the unber ynd value of projecta approved annually
bh 3, 20 , Ia and MIE the outatandine disbueente, the annual

expenaos, the staff nimber of tnese c ompanes and the ratios of the first
three to the last (i.e. nrber and vlue per mployee). To.le B. contair
information on etatus -f the projects financed by these companies an at
the end or close to the end of 1966.

2. Mtn tables aire interetin-, speclilly Table 23 mble o to
see in soe prerpective the :er-.tiona status ofsub-pro je~ts financed

e npenies. t1 :f reentation wverb one con UCkly
conpreen where the companie sim ith re .ard t~o th ir sub-project.

3. T~ ollowin re a fe1 inr >tion mde from Ta I . A, s to
iesi> r an bl A i and

).- ht.. var intaxce, regi ar nuber' .f prXO 0et Jppred (see
tem inTable /A), th w sa ' a b frce~ ere indi cted bc!

Table_ A -ur A * ar Table A z)ra

IT' $ 3 31 3
PDP19 1$ 192

- 7l

- ntex te tsae

Sdo n~s ;V cctle : ' crn o & counted oa , n the case
o r, it n be tht ilt inicte ro n er, lo A shows

nl pra ecte nctofc Ieetl

. raother amle la ser. bou the value of protects aprvd (se
lin i ble e ). imila teaove, the two sets o i. 3:res are

chem '>lo;

9,5-3 - ,978 - lu,O'7 -
P 9,228 - 10,h15 10,413 ',37:

,2,376 ,,33 6,51 -,
II a 1,909 1,000 7,171 6,300 7,9]1 $,00
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hows eonsiderable dfferences which are difficult to explain.

'tapite the fact Table A Ve i the definition of the term
investm~ent" to denote all types of investwnt, "loans, equitf invest-

mients, tt. 1 lf tae four camnies failed to attach si -nificance to
the meaning of "etc. , i..e., all the risk-taking activities other than

loans -nd equitf inestaents. understood it for loans and equitj
nveante. he rest took it for onlr loans. (Whether took it

for bo loans and equity invetments is uncertain) As consequence,
d left out entirel underwritings which were of same importance

for P 'a perations and si -nificant for aIDFL's. i D and I-T
dJA not include lon.:'-ter : ne eanded to their clients.

u. Precise definition of t to usjed i.s needed. or n e, the
terma "emitnent" is ud ter in.t abe , but n, biit nis iven.

The 1:arl "enmitment s s n o sn .aerV ', i' e ardrg
-: tc- r w uus , . .,., a in ofa ligt i, na defi-

nitim .ven trt ;d r n r a oslt,ther
semtVb a odl diferat ;.r mreta.on o t' 'r:2 n: ti ,

cmanies. Te - e'ma.i, in~ 19 '.'4 officers and clerka number 12
and , respectively, i Thor n 'vposite rn officers
and 3 clerks. hviously, the cmrion between the t-i ' urde of the
basisof these fi gros isi.eai v. tiink itwveld '.' tebn better
to d t in iise nr fasion '. '-professional staff rather to officers
from clrks.

i. i. Thina

Qanhinstt



Mr. Norman G. Jones May 15 1967

Donald Jeffries-

To r -e ;oran o Mr. Diamond da ed 'arch 29 1965 on Loans and
Credits to Developaient Finance Companies

1. The above memorandum, a copy of which is attached has been used

as a part of the reference material for the staff of this Departm ent

which is c'rrently bein ; ipoa ted.

2. Wold yo; be good eno h o revie and revise yo r e mo if

necessar, and bring he attached table up-to-date at your earliest con-

venience.

Attachment

BHShin/ts



May 15, 1967

Forthcoming Shareholders' Meetings of
Development Finance Companies in which IFC has an Investment

Date Country & Company Meeting Attendance

May 15, 1967 Greece - NIBID Extraordinary Gen. Proxy to Mr. N.
Assembly of Share- Chrssovelonis
holders

June 30, 1967 Greece - NIBID Annual Meeting None

June 1967* Morocco - BNDE Annual Meeting ?

July 1967* Tunisia - SNI Annual Meeting ?

August 1967* Malaysia - MIDFL Annual Meeting ?

September 1967* Venezuela - CAVENDES Semi-Annual Meeting ?

* Date not yet fixed.



May 15, 1967

Forthcoming Meetings of

Boards of Development Finance Companies on which IFC is Reresented

Expected

Date Country & Company Attendance

1/ Colombia - CALDAS

2/ Venezuela - CAVENDES

May 12, 1967 Greece - NIBID Proxy to
Mr. Kalamariotis

May 22, 1967 Morocco - BNDE J. G. Beevor

May 29, 1967 Malaysia - MIDFL

June 19, 1967 Spain - BANDESCO W. Diamond

June 21, 1967 Nigeria - NIDB J. G. Beevor

August 21, 1967 Malaysia - MIDFL

3/ Turkey - TSKB

1/ Board Meeting held on alternate Tuesday.

2/ Board Meeting held every Thursday.

3/ Board Meeting held every Saturday.
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Milan, May 3, 1967

BY AIR MAIL FP/rp

Mr. William Diamond

Director, Development

Financial Companies Department

International Finance Corporation

1818 H Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Diamond,

I am interested in studying the problems of

development banks, a matter on which not much printed material can

be found.

With reference to your interesting book on

"Development Banks", I submit to your kind attention a request of

information.

At page VIII and IX of the Preface it is written

that coordination of work on development banks in the International Bank

for Reconstruction and Development has been assigned to a single office,

which was going to treat sistematically the problems of these particular

financial institutionVand produce a series of specific case studies drawn

from many countries. Moreover it was announced that the International

Cooperation Administration had on the way an other study and that the

United Nations had authorized a sistematic examination of such institu-

tions.

Besides in the first appendix of your book, at page

89, a selected list of development banks appears. I would be very grate-

ful if you could give instruction to your office to send me information about

the following points :

l^) - Exact name of publications on development banks ot the special office

of International Bank for Reconstruction and Development as well of

those of the International Cooperation Administration and of the

United Nations. I would like also to know where I can order these

publications.

Y4





No. 2)

2^) - I am interested also to know whether the "Economic Develop-
ment Institute" has printed other studies on the same subject.

3^) - With reference to the selected list of development banks, I
would like to know, besides the name of the institutions, also

the exact address of each of them, where I can write in order

to get a copy of their By-laws and of their last Balance-sheets.

As you certainly know, under the sponsorship

of "Banca d'Italia", some regional development banks have been started

recently in Italy: among them the "Finanziaria Regionale Fiemontese",

the "Centro-Finanziaria" (with activity restricted to some regions in

central Italy), the "Societh Finanziaria Giulia" (with activity restricted

to the Veneto region) and the "Finanziaria Genovese".

With due respect to these initiatives and to the

people involved in them, it is iry impression that these new institutions

will mainly act as providers of long and medium-term loans (duplicating

- in doing so - already existing institutions), and have a certain tendency
to fail their main task of promotors in the creation, expansion and
mergers of industrial enterprises, of supplier of risk capital for partici-
pations in such enterprises and of financial advisers to them.

Observing the inadequacy of written studies and
generally speaking of widely spread clear ideas in my country on develop-
ment banks, on the basis of my not long but sound financial experience,
I would like in the next future to study these particular problems and to
try to conclude with a publication on them.

I hope you will give me your support and I thank
you in advance

Very trulsy yours,

(Federico Pepe)
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is not to facilitate appraisal. aer, the sched- 1e is a vital

fact, not less ± portant for the of credittin han

n;. of the c n and the aount J e su -loon; ( ) x-ere is
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the sched*l either eore -r after ceditt the Loan Account;
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est~.
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think a fe, ees sficient or t .
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INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

1818 H Street. N.W, Wasbington, D C. 20433, U.S.A.

Ara Co 202 Teleph- EXcte3-6360 Cable Addr -COR IN TFIN

Tokyo, SP-67-30
April 18, 1967

Mr. William Diamond
Director
Development inance Companies
International Finance Corporation

Dear Mr. Diamond,

I have enclosed herewith the revised and compiled tables of CDC,

PDGP, IFCT and AIDiL, as Mr. Kraisri, General Manager of MIDFL, had

sent me the revised two tables. I also enclosed the Sumaary.

I hope these tables could be some interest to you and your

department.

This is not necessary to add of course, that these tables are

produced and compiled on different basis, conditions, climate,

circumstances and surroundings for each finantial institution.

Looking forward to seeing you late Pay.

Very truly yours,

Naokado Nishi hara

P.3. Please convey my thanks to Mr. Jeffries for his letter of

April ll.
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Gomment

We picked up the each institution's figures of 1966 and total and place
them in order as follows:

A. 3usiness Performance - productivity -

1966 To tal
(Average)

(A) iew Commitment of Investment: 1. MiLi J, 4L CjG 294
Number 2. IFAT 32 MID1, 126

3. JG 31 I'GT 97
4. 1- DG 12 PDP 50

(B) New Commitment of Investment: 1. GUG 10,027 QDG 51,660
Amount (U61,000) 2. ,loJ.0D 7,941 PuGP 26,369

3. PDGP 6,375 5 IZ 21,889
4. IiiGT 4,971 IFCT i2,226

(G) Outstanding Disbursement: 1. CDC 28,894
aount (UiS&,u00) 2. PDGP 15,469

3. M'1IDAlt i2,353
4. IFC' 6,390

(D) Administrative Expense i. M.Ii)DL 340
(U L,000) 2. PD'9iP 329

3. JG 235
4. I FGT 161

(L) Numoer of Employee: i. GDC 73
Iotal (person) 2. PDGP 0

3. ialDiL 57
4. IGCT 54

(F) number of Employee; l. IiCT 46
Ufficer (person) 2. MIDfl 23

3. GDC 12
4. DG? 9

(U) Number of Employee: 1. 2J0 61
Glerk, etc (person) 2. PDG(P 51

3. aiDL 34
4. IFGT 6

(H) New Commitment Numoer per i. ,iDJFiL 0.72 MIDil (0.64)
Employee: A/E 2. I.AGT 0.59 JJD (0.60)

3. GDGC 0.43 IFGT (0.42)
4. ?U"? 0.20 PDGP (0.31)
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1966 Total (Average)

(I) New Commitment Amount per employee: 1. di 139 PiCPi (165)
B/E (U31,000) 2. CDC 137 I D- (110)

3. ?DG? 106 D (105)
4. IFClT 92 lIFCT (53)

(J) New Commitment Numoer per officer: 1. CDC 2.58 CDC (3.38)
W/E 2. Ni 1.78 PDCPi (1. 72)

3. PDCP? 1.33 MIDF"L (1.62)
4. IFCT 0.70 LIFT (0.53)

(K) N4ew Commitment Amount per officer: 1. C;DC 836 PDICP (909)
B/F (US1,0U) 2. PD1P 706 Clio (594)

3. MiDFL 345 MIiD.L (277)
4. lIFT 106 IFCT (67)

(L) Outstanding Disbursement Amount i. CDC 396
per employee: G/E (US61,000) 2. IDk, 258

3. iIIDL 217
4. IhCT 16

(ii) Outstanding Disoursement amount 1. CDC 2,408
per officer: C/i (U341,000) 2. PDCP 1,719

3. dFl 537
4. hOT 139

(N) Administrative Expense per 1. dI 5,965 PD)CP (5,663)
employee: D/E (US$1) 2. PDPO 5,49L 141&- (5,397)

3. IFCT 3,355 IFCT (3,152)
4. GDC 3,225 GDC (2,850)



B. hesults of Invested projects

1966 Total

(A) Investment applied in the year i. IFCT 76 CD0 727
2. MI)l 71 MIDFL 29;2
3. PFDP 67 IFT 217
4. CDC 52 PDCP 204

(B) declined alreaay as of today i. P1DCP 46 0DC 424
2. CDC 19 Il DEL 146
3. IFCT 10 PDOP 145
4. i1aA 6 IFCT 76

(G) remained under construction -. ICT 47 IFCT 54
as of today 2. MiiDfL 29 MIDEL 29

3. CDC 9 CDC 9
4. PDOP 7 PDGP 9

(D) approved but not yet disoursed 1. Mi4L 17 MUDIDF.L 21
as of today 2. CDC 11 PDCP 15

3. PDCP ll CDC 13
4. IFOT 8 IFOT 11

(E) Approved and disbursed already 1. iIDFL 19 CDC 281
as of today 2. 0DC 13 MIDeL 96

3. IFCT il IFl 76
4. PDOP I PDOP 35

(i) completed as schedule as of .1. IFCT 5 0DC 133
today 2. CDC i IFCT 67

3. PDCP 0 lIDFL 53
4. MIDl NA PDCP 11

(G) completed behind schedule as of l. CDC 1 CDC 103
today 2. PDP 1 MIDi.L 36

3. IFCT 0 PDCP 24
4. 1,dDZL a IFOT 0

(H) under construction on schedule i. CDC 9 CDC; 15
as of today 2. IFUT 6 ILT 8

3. PDP 0 MIDFL 3
4. jIDiA NA PDCP 0

(I) under construction behind schedule 1. CDC 1 CDC 25
as of today 2. IFOT 0 MIDFL 8

3. PDCP 0 IFCT 1
4. MiiL NA PDCP 0

(J) construction has not yet started 1. CDC 0 MiDit 17
as of today 2. PDOP 0 CDC I

3. IFCT 0 PDCP 0
4. MIDL NA IFCT 0
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1966 Tota'

(K) construction cancell ed as of today 3. CDC 1 M IDLJyT 10
2. PDCP 1) CDC/
3. IFCT 0 P)CP 0
4. IDT NA IFCT G

(L) completed and operationg as of 1. IF GT 6 CDC 215
today 2. CDC 2 I IDtM 89

3. PDCP? IFCT 68
1". M111DFL NAi PDCP 35

(I) paying divida asof todey 1. C1)C 0 C1) 85
2. PDCP I Ml1) 52

3. IFT O DCP 3~ L O`L 0 P)? 14

4. IDT NA IFCT 12

(2) not payinig dividend but i IFCT 6 CDC 303

making profit as of today 2. CDC 2 IFCT 66
3. PDCP 1 PDCP 17
4. MII DI L 1AD I,),T 133

(3) suffering loss as of today 1. CDC 0 CDC 27
2. PDCP 0 MjIDE1i 20

3. IFCT 0 P0DCP 6
4, IDFL NA IFCTi

(M) completed but not operating 1 )0 CDC 0 CDC 21
as of today 2. rDC0 0 I-`P 0

3. 1:0 0 IFCT 0
4. PiIi-T 0 iI iT, 0

(N) under construction but alread. 1. CDC 9 C1)C 32
partially operating as of tody 2. IFCT I IFCT 2

3. PDCP 0 PDC? 0
4. M I DE, 0 Idw 0

(0) under construction and not yet 1. IF>CT 4 MI DIi 1'
operatin as of today 2. CDC 1 CDC 8

3. PDC 0 IFCT 6
4. MIOFTL NA1 ) PCP 0

(P) sub-total (T + M + iJ + 0 ) 1. CD0 2 CDC 276
2. IFCT 11 MIDE 00
3. PC? 0 I:CT 76
4. MIDLT N' iDP 0



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

. OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: -esr.Coe"' L rick and Stevenson DATE: April ]L 1907

FROM: B. d. Shin

SUBJECT: Datla on Bank Loan Agreements with Development Finance Copaies.

Mr. Dia ond has aske m send yooes of the olloin
.Les ni.chL nave 1u t :pda te.

1L. Item~ B. .n De f - 0n Ei in Da/gi
R~estIricti5-ons.

3. Ite COG. Inerest, amorti zation and r Exhangie Ris arrain e .en
o Loa4ns, ("redits) to Development inanc Compan.

l. te H. -an a entr Covrenants on Loans to Dcvelopent Fina nce
2o 'anies.

e .rio Ae of Loans or

6. It5em Q. Fixin of Intees Rte a Date of Reqest for Ahp-
proval of Sub-Projcct and Closing Dt.

7. Bearer of Foreign Exchange is in 3ANK/IDA Loa-ns.

A t ih oment



FORM No. 59
(2- 55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION:

DATED: .

TO: FO liles

FROM, Wolfgang K aupisch

FILED UNDER: llnk (TDB)

SUMMARY: IB. R:..laior wth Regional Development Baka - ID' tand African Dev. Baak



Messrs. Cope. Nurick and Stevenson April 1, 1967

B. d. Shin

Date on Bank Loan Agreements with Develop-ent Finance Co paZnies.

Mr. Diamond has asked e to send you copies of the followin.
tables witch I have just upda ted.

1. Ite B. Definition of De t a rn ivit in Debt/q -itih tio
Restrictions.

2. Item E. Free Limit, Agx re e Free Lirit and Helevant Doc -
mentation.

3. Item G. Interest, Amorti ton and FxTchange Risk Arran;;e-en a
of Loans (Credits) to Development Finance Co panies.

14. Item H. Mnnp ;eent Covenants on Loans to Development Finance
Co panies.

5. Iten I. axie Period within hich bRera r ent of Loans or
Credits May be rade.

6. Item Q. Fixin, of Interest Late, ast Date of Request for Ap-
proval of Sub-Project and Closing Da.

7. Bearer of Foreign Exchange Risk in BANK/IDA Loans.

Attachment
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ITEM H

OFFICE ME1DRANDUMI

TO: Files DATE: April 12, 1967

FROM: B. H. Shin

SUBJECT: Manaoement Covenants on Loans to Development Finance Companies

1. This is to supersede my memorandum dated April 29, 1966
on the subject.

2. In almost all loan and credit agreements, there is practically
as a uniform provision concerning management:

"The borrower shall carry out the Project and conduct its

operations and affairs ... , with qualified and experienced manage-
ment, and in accordance with its Articles of Association, as amended
from time to time."

This appears in Loan, Credit or Subsidiary Loan, Agreements
with IVK, CDC, five Colonbian finance companies, IFF, ICICI, IMDBI,
IDBI, BNDE, PICIC, PDCP, IFCT, SNI and TSKB.

3. There are some variations in two cases.

a. DBE

"...The management ("and staff" in the case of Loan 32 ET)
shall at all times be acceptable to the Bank." (See Section h.01,
Loan 32 ET and Section 5.01, Loan 301 ET.)

b. MIDFL

"The Borrower shall carry out the Project and conduct its
operations and affairs ... , with qualified and experienced manage-
ment satisfactory to the Bank, ... " (See Section 5.01 (a),

Loan 348 MA.)

h. In addition, in IFCT, aside from the standard provision
referred to above, there is a provision concerning the employment
of an advisor.

"Section 5.01...
(c) Except as the Bank and the Borrower shall otherwise

agree, the Borrcwcr shall employ an advisor acceptable to, and upon
terms and conditions satisfactory to, the Bank and the Borrower."

5. Special mention must be made of the case of IFF where at the
time of the first Bank lcan tc IFF, IFF promised in a letter to
exchange viewis with the Bank and to give careful consideration to
the Bank's view whenever IFF contemplates any change in its manage-
ment.

Attachment



MANAGEMENT COVENANTS

Institution No. Date Management Covenants

IVK (Austria) 192 4/28/58 Conventional clause
237 9/25/59 "
315 6/15/62

CDC (China) IDA 17 12/1/61 Conventional clause

397 12/17/6h " it

CF Caldas (Colombia) 451 5/31/66 Conventional clause

CF Colombiana (Colombia) 451 5/31/66 Conventional clause

CF Nacional (Colombia) 451 5/31/66 Conventional clause

CF Norte (Colombia) 451 5/31/66 Conventional clause

CF Valle (Colombia) 451 5/31/66 Conventional clause

DBE (Ethiopia) 32 9/13/50 Satisfactory to Bank
301 11/22/61 "1 11

IFF (Finland) 352 9/18/63 Consultation
420 6/30/65 Conventionay olause

ICICI (India) 109 3/11/55 Conventional clause

232 7/15/59 "
269 10/28/60
312 2/28/62
340 6/5/63
41h 5/28/65

IMDBI (Iran) 240 11/23/59 Conventional clause
h22 7/12/65 " "
h59 7/26/66 "

IDBI (Israel) 121 9/16/65 Conventional clause

MIDFL (Malaysia) 38 7/15/63 Satisfactory to Bank

BNDE (Morocco) 329 12/21/62 Conventional clause

W17 5/13/66 "

PICIC (Pakistan) 185 12/17/57 Conventional clause
236 9/25/59 "f
286 6/27/61 " "
330 2/13/63 "
382 6/30/64 " "
421 7/9/65 " "

PDCP (Philippines) 331 2/15/63 Conventional clause
h67 9/23/66 " "
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Institution No. Date Management Covenants

IFCT (Thailand) 370 3/11/64 Satisfactory to Bank

SNI (Tunisia) 449 5/16/66 Conventional clause

TSKB (Turkey) 34 10/19/50 Conventional clause

85 9/10/53 "
IDA 33 11/23/62
IDA 66 8/31/6"
IDA 75 4/l/65 " "
IDA 91 8/10/66 "

461 8/10/66

IFC/DFC

April 12, 1967



ITEMN G

Interest, Amortization and Exchange Risk
Arrangements of Loans (Credits) to
Development Finance Companies

Interest Amortization Exchange
Institution No. Date Fixed Flexible Fixed Composite Risk

borne by:

DBE (Ethiopia) 32 9/13/50 x x 1/ 2/
TSKB (Turkey) 34 10/19/50 x x C/SB3-
TSKB (Turkey) 85 9/10/53 x x C/SB2/
ICICI (India) 109 3/14/55 x x SB
PICIC (Pakistan) 185 12/17/57 x x G
IVK (Austria) 192 4/28/58 x x SB
ICICI (India) 232 7/15/59 x x SB
PICIC (Pakistan) 236 9/25/59 x x SB
IVK (Austria) 237 9/25/59 x x SB
IMDBI (Iran) 240 11/23/59 x x SB
ICICI (India) 269 10/28/6C x x SB
PICIC (Pakistan) 286 6/27/61 x x SB
DBE (Ethiopia) 301 11/22/61 x x G/SB
CDC (China) IDA 17 12/1/61 x x G
ICICI (India) 312 2/28/62 x x SB
IVK (Austria) 315 6/15/62 x x SB
TSKB (Turkey) IDA 33 11/23/62 x x 3/ SB
BNDE (Morocco) 329 12/21/62 x x G
PICIC (Pakistan) 330 2/13/63 x x SB
FDCP (Philippines) 331 2/15/63 x x SB
ICICI (India ) 340 6/5/63 x x SB
MIDFL (Malaysia) 348 7/15/63 x x SB
IFF (Finland) 352 9/18/63 x x G/SB
IFCT (Thailand) 370 3/11/64 x x G/SB
PICIC (Pakistan) 382 6/30/64 x x SB
TSKB (Turkey) IDA 66 8/31/64 x x 3/ SB
CDC (China) 397 12/17/64 x x C/SB
TSKB (Turkey) IDA 75 h/1/65 x x 3/ SB
ICICI (India) hl 5/28/65 x x T/ SB
IFF (Finland) 420 6/30/65 x x I/ G/SB
PICIC (Pakistan) 421 7/9/65 x x Z/ SB
IMDBI (Iran) h22 7/12/65 x x T/ SB
IDBI (Israel) 424 9/16/65 x x I/ G
BNDE (M1orocco) 447 5/13/66 x x T/ G
SNI (Tunisia) 449 5/16/66 x x E/ G
CF Caldas (Colombia) h51 5/31/66 x x 3/ C
CF Colombiana (") 451 5/31/66 x x / C
CF Nacional (") 451 5/31/66 x x 3/ C
CF Norte ( ) 51 5/31/66 x x 3/ C
CF Valle () h51 5/31/66 x x '/ C

DTBI (Iran) 459 7/26/66 x x T/ SB
TSKB (Turkey) IDA 91 8/10/66 x x 7/ SB
TSKB (Turkey) 461 8/10/66 x x T/ SB

PDCP (Phiiin-c) h67 9/22/66 x / SB
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SB = Sub-Borrower
G = Government
C = Central Bank
1/ No risk involved - Government passed loan as equity in DBE.
7/ Central Bank for EPU currencies; Sub-Borrower for other currencies.
/ This is an IDA credit with amortization fixed between Government and

IDA, but flexible between the development finance company and the
Government.

4/ Though a fixed amortization schedule is initially agreed upon, it is
to be amended from time to time to conform substantially to the aggregate
of the amortization schedules of individual loans and investments by a
development finance company.

5/ A Bank loan to the Banco de la Republica which will be made available
by it to the five Colombian development finance companies. The amortization
schedule applicable between the Banco de la Republica and the companies.

Summary of Interest and Amortization Terms

Fixed Interest & Composite Amortization 9
Fixed Interest & Fixed Amortization 8
Flexible Interest & Fixed Amortization 5
Flexible Interest 2, Composite Amortization 18

LO

IFC/DFC

April 12 1267



ITEM I

Maximum Period Within Which Repayment
of Loans or Credits May Be Made

Maximum Repayment Period

Institution No. Date Fixed Schedule Composite Schedule

DBE (Ethiopia) 32 9/13/00 21 yrs., Oct.'56 -0ct.'71

TSKB (Turkey) 34 10/19/50 15 yrs., iLar.'7-3ept.'65

TSKD (Turkey) 85 9/10/53 15 yrs., Aug.'58-Aug.'68

ICICI (India) 109 3/1l/55 14 yrs., Jan.'60-July '69

PICIC (Pakistan) 185 12/17/7 15 yrs., Har.'62-Sept.'72

IVK (Austria) 192 4/28/58 17 yrs., Oct.'59-Oct.'75

ICICI (IndIa) 232 7/15/59 10 yrs., Oct.'62-Oct.?691/

PICIC (Pakistan) 236 9/25/59 10 yrs., Oct.'62-Oct.'691/

IVK (Austria) 237 9/25/59 15 yrs. for entire
loan

IQDBI (Iran) 2b0 11/23/59 15 yrs., Sept.6-Sept.'7h

ICICI (India) 269 10/28/60 10 yrs., Nov.t63-Nov.1701/

PICIC (Pakistan) 286 6/27/61 10 yrs. for each

sub-project

DBE (Ethiopia) 301 11/22/61 10 yrs., Mar. '65-Sept.'71

CDC (China) IDA 17 12/1/61 30 yrs., Mar.t72-Sept.'91*

ICICI (India) 312 2/28/62 15 yrs. for entire
loan

IVK (Austria) 315 6/15/62 15 yrs., Oct.'67-Apr.'77

TSKB (Turkey) IDA 33 11/23/62 16 yrs. for entire
credit*

BNDE (Morocco) 329 12/21/62 15 yrs. for each
sub-project

1/ Extendible up to L years for individual sub-projects.

* Representing an amortization schedule agreed upon between a development
finance company and its government.



Maximum Repayment Period

Institution No. Date Fixed Schedule Composite Schedule

PICIC (Pakistan) 330 2/13/63 10 yrs. for each sub-
project

PDCP (Philippines) 331 2/15/63 13 yrs. for entire loan

ICICI (India) 340 6/5/63 1' yrs. for entire loan

IDFL (M1alaysia) 3h8 7/15/63 15 yrs. for each sub-
project

IFF (Finland) 352 9/18/63 15 yrs. for each sub-
project

IFCT (Thailand) 370 3/11/64 15 yrs. for each sub-
project

PICIC (Pakistan) 382 6/30/64 10 yrs. for each sub-
project

TSKB (Turkey) IDA 66 8/31/64 16 yrs. for entire credit*

CDC (China) 397 12/17/64 15 yrs. for each sub-
project

TSKB (Turkey) IDA 75 4/1/65 16 yrs. for entire credit*

ICICI (India) 41h 5/28/65 18 yrs., Feb.'68 - Aug.'83
and 15 yrs. for each sub-
projecti/

IFF (Finland) 420 6/30/65 17 yrs., June '67-June '82
and 17 yrs. for entire
loanl/

PICIC (Pakistan) 421 7/9/65 17 yrs., Jan.'68-Jan.'82
and 15 yrs. for each sub-
projecti/

IiDBI (Iran) 422 7/12/65 15 yrs., for each sub-
project

IDBI (Israel) 424 9/16/65 16 yrs., June '68-June '8l
and 15 yrs. for each sub-
projectl/

* Representing an amortization schedule agreed upon between a development finance
company and its government.

1/ Although a fixed amortization schedule is initially agreed upon, it is to be
amended from time to time to conform substantially to the aggregate of the
amortization schedules of loans and investments by the development finance
company. While the first period indicates the fixed amortization schedule,
the second amounts to a composite schedule.
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Maximum Repayment Period

Institution No. Date Fixed Schedule Composite Schedule

BNDE (Morocco) Wb7 5/13/66 17 yrs., Jan.'69 - July
'83 and 15 yrs. for each
sub-project.i/

SNI (Tunisia) 449 5/16/66 18 yrs., May '68 - Hay '8L,
and 15 yrs. for each sub-
project.

CF CALDAS (Colombia) 451 5/31/66 15 yrs. for each sub-
project.

CF COWDMBIANA h5l 5/31/66 15 yrs. for each sub-

(Colombia) project.

CF NACIONAL
(Colombia) 451 5/31/66 15 yrs. for each sub-

project.

CF NORTE (Colorbia) 451 5/31/66 15 yrs. for each sub-
project.

CF VALLE (Colombia) 451 5/31/66 15 yrs. for each sub-
project.

I24DBI (Iran) 459 7/26/66 17 yrs., Jan.'69 - Jan.
'83 and 15 yrs. for each

sub-project. 1/

TSKB (Turkey) IDA 91 8/10/66 15 yrs. for each sub-
project.*

TSKB (Turkey) 461 8/10/66 17 yrs., July '68 - Jan.
'83 and 15 yrs. for each
sub-project. 1/

PDCP (Philippines) L67 9/23/66 17 yrs., Jan.'68 - Jan.
'84 and 15 yrs. for each

sub-project. 1/

1/ Although a fixed amortization schedule is initially agreed upon, it is to be

amended from time to time to conform substantially to the aggregate of the

amortization schedules of loans and investments by the development finance

company. While the first period indicates the fixed amortization schedule,

the second amounts to a composite schedule.

* Representing an amortization schedule agreed upon between a development

finance company and its government.

IFC/DFC
April 12, 1967



ITEI Q

Fixing of Interest Rate, Last Date of Request for

Approval of Sub-Project and Closing Date

Interest Lst Date of
Rate Request for

Institution No. Date Fixed at ArprovAl or for Closing Date
Signing Crsjiting

DBE (Ethiopia) 32 9/13/50 Yes Feb. '54 Aug. '5

TSKB (Turkey) 34 10/19/50 Yes 3 yrs. after 5 yrs. after effect-
effective ive date
date

TSKB (Turkey) 85 9/10/53 Yes 3 yrs. after 5 yrs. after effect-
effective ive date
date

ICICI (India) 109 3/14/55 Yes None 5 yrs. after effect-
ive date

PICIC (Pakistan) 185 12/17/57 Yes None Sept. '61

IVK (Austria) 192 4/28/58 Yes None Various different dates
fixed on projects,
ranging 2 to 5 years
from date of loan
agreement

ICICI (India) 232 7/15/59 No Dec. '61 Sept. '62

PICIC (Pakistan) 236 9/25/59 No Dec. '61 Sept. '62

IVK (Austria) 237 9/25/59 No Dec. '61 Dec. '62

IMDBI (Iran) 240 11/23/59 No Nov. '62 Nov. '63

ICICI (India) 269 10/28/60 No Dec. 162 Oct. '63

PICIC (Pakistan) 286 6/27/61 No June '63 Dec. '6

DBE (Ethiopia) 301 11/22/61 No June '64 Dec. '6h

CDC (China) IDA 17 12/1/61 No* Dec. '63 Dec. '64, or such other
date as shall be agreed

ICICI (India) 312 2/28/62 No Dec. '63 Dec. '16, or such other
date as shall be agreed

IVK (Austria) 315 6/15/62 Yes June '6h Dec. '6h, or such other
date as shall be agreed

TSKB (Turkey) IDA 33 11/23/62 Yes* June '64 June '65, or such other
date as iot1 be agreed

BNDE (Morocco) 329 12/21/62 lo 2 yrs. after Dec. 165, or such other
effective date as shall be agreed
date

* Applies to the terms on the subsidiary loan agreement between the Government

(Central Bnnk) anP the develonment finance cornan7.
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Interest Last Date of
Rate Request for

Institution No. Date Fixed at Anproval or for Closing Date
Signing Crediting

PICIC (Pakistan) 330 2/13/63 To Jan. '65 June '66, or such other
date as shall be agreed

PDCP (Philippines) 331 2/15/63 No Dec. '64 June 166, or such other
date as shall be agreed

ICICI (India) 340 6/5/63 No Dec. '6h Dec. '66, or such other
date as shall be agreed

"IDFL (Malaysia) 3h8 7/15/63 'No 3 yrs after Aug. 167, or such other
effective date as shall be agreed
datel/

1FF (Finland) 352 9/18/63 No 3 yrs. after June '67, or such other
effective date as shall be agreed
datel/

IFCT (Thailand) 370 3/11/64 No 3 yrs. after Mar. '68, or such other
effective date as shall be agreed
datel/

PICIC (Pakistan) 382 6/30/6h No June '66 Dec. '68, or such other
date as shall be agreed

TSKB (Turkey) IDA 66 8/31/64 Yes* June '66 June '67, or such other
date as shall be agreed

CDC (China) 397 12/17/64 Yes 3 yrs. after Dec. '68, or such other
effective date as shall be agreed
datel/

T3KB (Turkey) IDA 75 4/l/65 Yes* June '67 June '68, or such other
date as shall be agreed

ICICI (India) 4h 5/28/65 Yes Dec. '68 June '70, or such other
date as shall be agreed

TFF (Finland) 420 6/30/65 Yes July '67j/ Dec. 167, or such other
date as shall be agreed

PICIC (Pakistan) 421 7/9/65 Yes June '67 Dec. '70, or such other
date as shall be agreed

ITDBI (Iran) 422 7/12/65 No Sept. '67 Sept. '68, or such other
date as shall be agreed

IDBI (Israel) 424 9/16/65 Yes May '67 Nay '68, or such other
date as shall be agreed

l/ Last date of crediting to the Loan Account.

* Applies to the terms on the subsidiary loan agreement between the Government
(Cantral Ban') -,n. the develonme3nt finance company.
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Interest Last Date of
Rate Rquest for

Institution No. Date Fixed at Anproval or for Closing Date
Signing Cr iting

BNDE (morocco) 447 5/13/66 No July '68 June '69, or such other
date as shall be agreed

SIT (Tunisia) 4h9 5/16/66 No Dec. '68 Dec.'70, or such other
date as shall be agreed

CF CAIDAS 'Colombia) 451 5/31/66 Yes* Dec. '68 Dec.'69, or such other
date as shall be agreed

CF COLOMBIAHA 451 5/31/66 Yes Dec. '68 Dec.'69 or such other
(Colombia) date as shall be agrEed

CF NACIONAL(Colr bia)h51 5/31/66 Yes* Dec. '68 Dec.'69, or such other
date as shall be agreed

CF NORTE (Colombia) 451 5/31/66 Yes* Dec. '68 Dec.'69, or such other
date as shall be agreed

CF VALLE (Colombia) 451 5/31/66 Yes* Dec. '68 Dec.'69, or such other
date as shall be agreed

fMDBI (Iran) 459 7/26/66 No Dec. '68 June '70, or such other
date as shall be agreed

TSKB (Turkey) IDA 71 8/10/66 No* Sept.1 6 8  Dec.'69, or such other
date as shall be agreed

TSKB (Turkey) 461 8/10/66 No Sept.'6 8 Dec.'69, or such other
date as shall be agreed

PDCP (Philirpines) 6 7 9/23/66 No* Sept. '68 Dec. '69, or such other
da te cs shall1 be ,, greed

* Applies to the terrs on the subsidiary loan agreement between the Government

(Contrl Bank) and the development finance company.

IFC/DFC

A'pril 12, 1967



BEARER OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISK IN BANK/IDA LOANS

Bearer of

Institution No. Date Exchange Risk Manner in which Exchange Risk is Passed on

4Astria

IVK 192 h/28/58 Sub-borrower Sub-loans from the proceeds of the IBRD Loan were denom-

inated in U.S. dollars and they were made repayable only

in U.S. dollars.

IVK 237 9/25/59 Sub-borrower The same as above.

IVK 315 6/15/62 Sub-borrow:er The same as above.

CHINA
CDC IDA 17 12/1/61 Government The Government obtains and lends to CDC the proceeds of the

IDA Loan in various currencies. CDC's obligation is ex-

pressed in local currency. Each sub-loan by CDC is made in

local ,currency and repayable in that currency.

CDC 397 12/17/64 Central Bank or
sub-borrower CDC has made arrangements whereby the Central Bank as agent

of the Government, when requested by CDC, assumes the foreign
exchange risk involved in the Bank Loan at a fee calculated

to provide to CDC a margin of at least 314 per annum between

such fee together with the interest rate payable by CDC on the

Loan and the interest rate receivable on sub-loans made by CDC

from the proceeds of the Loan.

Sub-borrowers have option to assume the risk themselves, pay-

ing interest at 9% instead of 14.04%, the rate paid on a dom-

estic currency loan, which prevails when the exchange risk is

assumed by the Central Bank.
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Bearer f
Institu-ion No. Date Exchange Risk Manner in which Exchange Risk is Passed on

COLOMBIA
CF CALDAS )
CF COLOIBIANA)
CF NACIONAL )451 5/3/66 Central Bank The peso equivalent of the amounts withdrawn from the Loan
CF NORTE ) Account and paid to the finance companies constitutes the
CF VALLE ) principal amount of the loan which is repayable by the finance

companies to the Central Bank.

The amount of sub-loans by the finance ccmpanies to ultirate
borrowers is denominated in pesos and repayable in that
currency.

ETHIOPIA
DBE 32 9/13/50 Government The Governent used the proceeds of the IBRD Loan as sub-

scription in share capital of DBE. Sub-loans out of the
proceeds were made in local currency and also made repay-
able in local currency. The exchange risk rests with the
Government, involving neither DBE nor the sub-borrower.

DBE 301 11/22/61 Government or The Guarantee Agreement provides that the Government shall
sub-borrower make arrangements to protect DBE against any detriment in

connection with the payment of the Loan as a result of ex-
change rate fluctuations between Ethiopian dollars and the
currency and currencies in which such payment is payable.

In practice, however, a sub-borrower is obligated to take
the risk. A foreign currency loan is repaid in local cur-
rency at the rate of exchange at which the authorized dealer
in foreign exchange will sell such foreign exchange on the
day when such payment falls due.

FINLAND
~FF 352 9/18/63 Government or The Government has agreed to bear the foreign exchange risk for any

sub-borrower sub-loan granted to small or medium-sized enterprises up to
Fik 500,000. For any amount of an individual loan over this limit,
the foreign exchange risk is passed on to the sub-borrower. IFF's
clients have not been charged a fee for t'e exchange risk
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Bearer of
Institu-ion No. Date Exchange Risk Manner in which Exchange Risk is Passed on

FIIULAND(cont'd.)
IFF by the Government. However, such protection is not provided

automatically. IFF examines each case before a government
guarantee is granted to a borrower.

IFF 420 6/30/65 Government or The same as above.
sub-borrower

INDIA
ICICI 109 3/14/55 Sub-borrower )
ICICI 232 7/15/59 Sub-borrower ) The sub-borrower is obligated to pay the loan out of the
ICICI 269 10/28/60 Sub-borrower ) IBRD Loan in the several currencies withdrawn; the amount
ICICI 312 2/28/62 Sub-borrower ) repayable in each currency shall be the amount withdrawn in
ICICI 340 6/5/63 Sub-borrower ) that currency.
ICICI 414 5/28/65 Sub-borrower )

IRAN
IDBI 240 11/23/59 Sub-borrower ) The same as above in ICICI.
IMDBI 422 7/12/65 Sub-borrower )
IMDBI 459 7/26/66 Sub-borrower )

ISRAEL
IDBI 424 9/16/65 Government In April.1965, IDBI entered into an Agreement with the Govern-

ment by which the Governnent has assumed responsibility for
the exchange risk on loans contracted after February 1962 de-
valuation. As consideration, IDRI is required to pay
the Government "insurance" charges ranging from 4a to
5. 5/ per annum. Such insurance payments are charged
by IDBI against a 4 "interest prenmun" received on its
loans.

MALAYS 7A
348 7/15/63 Sub-borrower Sub-loans out of the IBRD Loan are denominated in foreign

currency and made repayable only in that currency.

MOROCCO
B TfT329 12/21/62 Government ) The Government has agreed to undertake the fcreign exchange
BNDE 447 5/13/66 Government ) risk in connection with the IBRD Loan that may occur as a re-

sult of a change in the foreign exchange rate. Sub-lans out
of the proceeds of the IBRD Loan are denominated in local
currency and also made repayable in the local currency.
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Bearer of
Institution No. Date Exchange Risk Manner in which Exchange Risk is Passed on

PAKISTAL,
PICIC 185 12/17/57 Government The Government has agreed to sell to PICIC the foreign

currencies required by it to make payments of principal,
interest and other charges payable under the TBRD Loan.
The rates at which the foreign currencies are sold shall
be at the rates prevailing on the date on which payments
were originally effected.

Sub-loans out of the IBRD Loan are denominated in local

currency and made repayable in local currency.

PICIC 236 9/25/59 Sub-borrower ) The amount of sub-loans out of the IBRD Loan is denominated

PICIC 286 6/27/61 Sub-borrower ) in foreign currencies equiv-lent to the U.S. dollar and such

PICIC 330 2/13/63 Sub-bcrrower ) obligation is discharged by paying to PICIC in legal tender an

PICIC 382 6/30/64 Sub-borrower ) amount equivalent to the amount of the U.S. dollar obligation

PICIC 421 7/9/65 Sub-borrower ) calculated at the highest effective selling rate of the U.S.
dollar quoted by Authorized Dealers in Foreign Exchange in
Pakistan on the date of payment.

PHILIPPINES
PDCP 331 2/15/63 Sub-borrower The amount of sub-loan out of the IBRD Loan is expressed in
PDCP 167 9/23/66 Sub-borrover terms of "Philippine Currency equivalent to the sum of the

U.S. dollar as determined on the basis of the effective
market rate of exchange of the peso against the foreign cur-

rency sub-loan" and repayment of the loan is made on the basis
of the effective market rate of excharge of the peso against
the U.S. dollar prevailing at the time of repayment.

TRAIAND
IFCT 370 3/11/64 Government or The Government has agreed to assume at a "ee of - per annum

sub-borrower the exchange risk in connection with a sub-loan out of the

TBRD Loan. In the case of a sub-borrower assuming the foreign
exchange risk, he pays a 7 c5 rate of interest as against a 9%
rate without the exchange risk.
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Bearer of

Institutin No. Date Exchange Risk Manner in which Exchange Risk is Passed on

TUN IS IA
SNI 449 5/16/66 Government The Government has agreed to undertake the foreign exchange

risk in connection with the IBRD loan that may occur as a
result of a change in the foreign exchange rate. Sub-loans out
of the IBRD Loan are denominated in local currency and repayable
in that currency.

TURKEY
TSKB 34 10/19/50 Central Bank and) The exchange risk is assumed by the Central Bank for the portion

sub-borro;wer ) of the proceeds of the IBRD Loans which was used to import from
EPU countries. The exchange risk for the rest of the IBRD Loans

TSKB 85 9/10/53 Central Bank and) was assumed by sub-borrowers. In the latter case the amount of
sub-borrower ) sub-loans was denominated in foreign currencies and was made re-

) payable in that currency.

TSKB IDA 33 11/23/62 Sub-borrower ) The amount of sub-loans is denominated in foreign currencies
TSKB IDA 66 8/31/64 Sub-borrower ) and is made repayable in that currency.
TSKB IDA 75 4/i/65 Sub-borrower
TSKB IDA 91 8/10/66 Sub-borrower )
TSKB 461 8/10/66 Sub-borrower )

SUMMARY

Sub-borcower assumes risk without option

Austria - IVK loans 192, 237 and 315.
Ethiopia - 301 (There is provision in Guarantee Agreement for government to carry risk but it is not used.)

Finland - IFF loans 352 and 420 (for loans over Fmk. 500,000).
Indi. - ICICI loans 109, 232, 269, 312, 340 and 414.
Iran - IMDBI loans 240, 422 and 459.
Malaaycia - MIDF-L loan 348.
Pakistan - PICIC loans 236, 286, 330, 382 and 421 (all except first loan).

Philippines - PDCP loans 331, h67.
Turky -- TSKB loans 34 and 85 (except for imports from EPU countries) and 461; credits 33, 66, 75 and 91.
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Sub-i yrrower has option to carry risk

Cbina - CDC loan 397 sub-borrower pays interest at 9% with risk or 14.04% without risk. 1/

Thailand - IFCT loan 370 sub-borrower pays interest at 7-#% with risk or 9Z without risk. 2/

Government or Central Bank assumes risk

China - CDC credit 17.

Ethiopia - DBE loan 32. 3/

Finland - IFF loans 352 and 420 (protection not automatic) except for loans over Fik. 500,000.

Israel - IDBI loan 424.

Morocco - BNDE loans 329 and 447.

Pakistan - PICIC loan 185 (first loan).

Turkey - TSKB loans 34 and 85 (for imports from EPU countries only).

1/ The Central Bank is to assume exchange risk at present at a fee equal to the difference between the

9y and 14.04V CDC charges on sub-loans with or without risk.

2/ The Government assumes at a fee of 1 per annum the exchange risk in connection with a sub-loan.

9/ The proceeds of this loan were used by the Government as subscription in share capital of DBE.

IFQ/DFC

A-r -i 12, 1967



ITEM B

DEFINITION OF DEBT AND EQUITY IN DEBT/EQUITY RATIO RESTRICTIONS

Definition of:
Institution Ratio Debt Equity Basis

Austria
IVK Ql No definition The aggregate of (a) the unimpaired Loan Agree-

capital, surplus and general reserves, ment dated
determined in accordance with sound 6/15/62
accounting practices and (b) the
aggregate amount of the loans from the
Government pursuant to the First
Counterpart Funds Loan Agreement and
the second Counterpart Funds Loan
Agreement,(the Third Counterpart Funds
Loan Agreement, the Fourth Counterpart
Funds Loan Agreement, the Fifth Counter-
part Funds Loan Agreement and the Sixth
Counterpart Funds Loan Agreement,)I/ 1/ Amended
at the time outstanding but not yet Tletter dated
due for payment. 7/28/66)

China
CDC 3 (a) Any indebtedness of CDC maturing The sum of (a) unimpaired paid-in Loan Agree-

more than one year after the date on capital and reserves of CDC not ment dated
which it is originally incurred. allocated to cover specific lia- 12/17/64
(b) Reference to debt shall include bilities and (b) the outstanding
the assumption and guarantee of debt balance of the three Government
and debt is deemed to be incurred subordinated Credits.
on the date on which it is actually
drawn down, except that guarantees
are deemed to be incurred on the
date on which they are contracted,
but is only counted to the extent
that the underlying debt is out-
standing.
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Definition of:
Institution Ratio Debt Equity Basis

Colombia
CF Caldas 4 All indebtedness incurred byCF Caldas, The aggregate of the unimpaired Project Agreement

including indebtedness assumed or paid-in capital of CF Caldas and dated 5/31/66
guaranteed by CF Caldas. Indebtedness (ii) the unallocated surplus and
is deemed to be incurred (i) under a general reserves, that is to say
contract or loan agreement, on the reserves not set apart for any
date it is drawn down pursuant to such specific purpose, of C7 Caldas.
contract or loan agreemcnt and
(ii) under a guarantee agreement,
on the date the agreement >providing
.or such guarantee is entered into.

CF Colombiana 5 Same as Caldas. Same as Caidas. Project Agreemeat
dated 5/31/66.

CF Nacional 5 Same as Caldas. Same as Caldas. Project Agreement
dated 5/31/66.

CF Norte 4 Same as Caldas. Saxre as Caldas. Project Agreerent
dated 5/31/66.

CF Valle 4 Same as Caldas. Same as Caldas. Project Agreement
dated 5/31/66.
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D~efinitiorn of:
Institution Ratio Debt Equity Basis

Ethiopia
DBE 3 The total amount of debt incurred, The total amount of unimpaired Loan Agreement

assumed or guaranteed by DEE and capital, surplus and free re- dated 11/22/61
all its subsidiaries excluding debt serves of DBE and all its sub-
owed by DBE to any subsidiary or by sidiaries and after making appro-
any subsidiary to DBE or to any priate adjustments for minority
other subsidiary. interest in such subsidiaries

and after excluding such items
of capital surplus and free
reserves of DBE as shall repre-
sent equity interest of DBE in
any subsidiary or of any sub-
sidiary in DBE or any other
subsidiary and after exclud-
ing any amounts subscribed fcr
the purpose of aiding. DBE to
comply with a law or regulation
of the Government.

Finland
IFF 3 All indebtedness of IFF less the The aggregate af (i) the unimpaired Loan Agreement

amount at the time outstanding of capital of IFF comprised of its dated 6/30/65
the Debentures of 1956 and 1963 and Class A shares and its series of
any other loan uhich the Bank shall Class B shares outstanding; (ii) the
determine to be equity for the pur- amount at the time outstanding of the
pose of determining debt/equity Debentures of 1956 and 1963 and any
ratio, other loan which the Bank shall do-

termine to be equity for tir purpose
of determining debt/equity ratio, and
(iii) the surplus and surplus reserves.



Definition of:
Institution Ratio Debt Equity Basis

Greece
NIBID 4 No definition The amount cf NIBID's capital and Policy State-

surplus accounts. ment adopted
6/30/65

India
ICICI 4 (a) Any indebtedness incurred by ICICI The aggregate of (i) the unimpaired Loan Agreement

or a subsidiary maturing more than one capital of ICICI; (ii) the amount at dated 5/28/65
year after the date on which it is the time outstanding but not yet due

originally incurred, including in- for payment of the advance under the

debtedness assumed or guaranteed by agreement dated January 29, 1955
ICICI or a subsidiary less indebted- between ICICI and the Government;

ness of ICICI to the Government in a and (iii) the surplus and free re-

total amount of Rs. 275 million, serves of ICICI not set apart for

(b) Indebtedness is deemed to be in- any specific purpose.

curred on the date when (i) such in-

debtedness becomes outstanding and re-
payable or (ii) ICICI or any subsidiary
has contracted with a third party to

re-lend the proceeds of such indebted-
nessx'or (iii) in the case of the

guarantee or assumption of such in-

debtendess, ICICI or a subsidiary has

entered into an agreement providing

for such guarantee or assumption.

1/ It was agreed that the underlined clause shall not

apply (letter dated 8/29/66)
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Dcfinition of:

Institution Ratio Debt Equity BaSis

Iran
IEDBI h (a) Any debt incurred by IMDBI or by any (a) The aggregate of (1) the total Loan Agreement

subsidiary of I1DBI maturing more than unimpaired capital, surplus and re- dated 7/26/66
one year after the date on which it is serves of IMDBI and of all its sub-
originally incurred, including debt sidiaries after excluding such
assumed or guaranteed by IMDBI or by items of capital, surplus and re-
such a subsidiary, but not including serves as shall represent equity
the amount at the time outstanding but interests of IMDBI or of any sub-
not yet due for repayment of the advance sidiary and (2) the amount at the
from the Government pursuant to the time outstanding but not yet due
Government Advance Agreement, and such for repayment of the advance
amount of any other loan which the Bank from tha Government under tihe
may determine to be included in the Government Advance Agreement and
consolidated capital and surplus of such amount of any other loan
IE1DBI. (b) Debt is deemed to be in- which the Bank may determine to
curred (1) under a contract or loan be included in the consolidated
agreemnt, on the date it is drawn capital and surplus of IMDBI.
down Pursuant to such contract or loan
agreement and (Z) under a guarantee
agreement, on the date the agreement
providing for such guarantee is entered
into.

Israel
IDBI 2 (a) The total amcunt of indebtedness (a) The consolidated capital and Loan Agreement

of IDBI and all its aibsidiaries surplus determined in accordance between IDBI and
maturing more than one year after its with sound accounting procedures. DLF dated 5/12/59
date, excluding indebtedness owed by (b) The term "consolidated capi-
IDBI to any subsidiary or by any sub- tal and surplus" means the total
sidiary to IDBI or to any other sub- capital and airplus of IDBI and

sidiary. (b) In computing consolidated
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Definition of:
Institution Ratio Debt Equity Basis

Israel (cont'd.)
IDBI indebtedness, the DLF assumes that the all its subsidiaries after ex-

indebtedness of any guaranty of IDBI cluding such items of capital
is 25% of tie face amount of the and surplus as shall represent
guaranty. Deposits of the Government equity interest by IDBI or any
or any totally cwned agency or poli- subsidiary in IDBI or any
tical subdivision of the Government is subsidiary.
not included within te term "consoli-
dated indebtedness".

Ivory Coast
BIDI 4 (The ratio is calculated from the passage of the Loan Agreement that "the Loan Agreement

total amount of subloans outstanding shall at no time exceed the sum 3f dated 11/20/64
total amount of BIDI's paid-in capital plus the Government loan referred between BIDI and
to in subsection 3.1 (j) (i.e. uS$ 5 million) by more than a ratio of AID
five to cne".)

Liberia
LBIDI 3 The aggregate amount borrowed or The aggregate of (1) the unimpaired By-law

guaranteed by LBIDI and at that time capital of LBIDI: (2) the surplus
outstanding (excluding the then out- and reserves and (3) the then out-
standing balance of any long-term standing balance of any long-term,
interest free or nominal interest bear- interest free or nominal interest
ing, fully subordinated loans to LBIDI). bearing,, fully subordinated loans

to LBIDI.
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Definition of:

Institution Ratio Debt Equity Basis

Malaysia
MIDFL 3 The amount reraining undischarged of The aggregate of (a) the paid-up Articles of

moneys borrcwed or secured by MIDFL's share capital of MIDFL; (b) the Association

Board together with any moneys bor- amount as shown in the latest dated 3/30/60
rowed or secured by any subsidiary com- published balance sheet for re- as amended.
panies and outstanding (other than serves and surplus, after making
inter-company loans). such adjustments as deemed by Loan Agreement

MIDFL's Auditors appropriate to dated 7/15/63
reflect any change which may have between the Bank
taken place since the date of such and MIDFL pro-
balance sheet; and (c) the amount vides that MIDFL
outstanding as a subordinated loan shall not amend
to MIDFL from the Government. its Articles un-

less agreed by
the Bank.

Morocco
BNDE 3 Any debt incurred by BNDE or any sub- The aggregate of (i) the total un- Loan Agreement

sidiary of BNDE, maturing more than impaired capital, surplus and free dated 5/13/66
one year after the date on which it reserves of BNDE and of all its

is originally incurred, including subsidiaries after excluding such
debt assumed or guaranteed by BNDE items of capital, surplus and free

or such a subsidiary but not including reserves as shall represent equity

debt guaranteed by BNDE wvhich is interests of BUDE or of any such

covered by a guarantee of th:e Govern- subsidiary in BNDE or in any sub-

ment or any agency thereof in favor sidiary, (ii) the amount at the

of BNDE. The term "incur" includes time outstanding but not yet due

any modification of the terms of for repayment of the lans total-

payment of such debt. Debt is deemed ing DH 30 million from the Govern-

to be incurred (i) when BNDE contract ment pursuant to Conventions Nos.4

with a third party to relend to and 5 included in the Government
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Definition of:

Institution Ratio Debt Equity Basis

Morocco (cont'd.)
BNDE such third party proceeds of such debt Agreemnt and (iii) such amount of

or (ii), under a contract or loan agree- any other loan which the Bank may
mn, on the date it is drawn down by determine to be included in the

BNDE pursuant to such contract or loan consolidated capital and surplus of
agreement, which ever is earlier, and BNDE.
(iii) under a guarantee agreement, on
the date the agreement providing for
such guarantee is entered into.

Nigeria
NIIDB 3 Any sum of outstanding amount borrowed The aggregate of the nominal amount Articles of

and guaranteed by NIDB. of its issued share capital, its Association
reserves (other than the Special dated 1/22/64
Reserve Fund required to be set up
under Article 129 (1), and sub-
ordinated borrowings.

Pgkistan
PICIC h (a) The total amount of indebtedness The aggregate of (i) the total Loan Agreement

of PICIC and all its subsidiary matur- unimpaired capital, surplus and dated 7/9/65
ing more than one year from the date reserves of PICIC and all its
on which it is incurred, excluding subsidiaries after excluding
indebtedness owed by PICIC to any sub- such items of capital, surplus
sidiary or by any subsidiary to PICIC and reserves as shall represent
or to any other subsidiary and exclud- equity interest by PICIC or any
ing the total amount referred in (ii) subsidiary in PICIC or any sub-
of the definitia of equity. (b) The sidiary and (ii) the total amount
term "incur" with reference to any of the advances under te First
indebtedness includes any modification and Second Government Agreements
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Definition of:

Institution Ratio Debt Equity Basis

Pakistan (cont'd.)
PICIC of the terms of payment of such indebted- at the time outstanding but

ness. Indebtedness under a contract or not yet due for payment and

loan agreement is deemed to be incurred the amount at the time out-

on the date it is drawn down pursuant to standing but not yet due for

such contract or loan agreement payment of other indebtedness
of PICIC under agreements
approved by the Bank for the
purpose of determining debt/
equity ratio.

Philippines 3 (a) All indebtedness incurred, assumed The aggregate of (i) the unim- Project Agree-

PDCP or guaranteed by PDCP and then out- paired paid-in capital, (ii) ment dated

standing (including that portion of the unallocated surplus and 9/23/66

tha loan from AID due for payment). gencral reserves of PDCP, that
(b) Indebtedness is deemed to be in- is to say reserves not set apart

curred (i) under a contract or loan for any specific purpose, and

agreement on the date it is drawn down (iii) that amount of the loan

pursuant to such contract a loan ag- from AID which at the time is

reement and (ii) under a guarantee ag- outstanding but not yet due for

reement on the date the agreement pro- payment.
viding for such guarantee has been
entered into.

Spain
BANDESCO 6.67 (This ratio is computed from the passage in Order of 21 May, 1963, "Until Decree-Law 53/1962

otherwise decreed by the Bank of Spain, ... the guarantee coefficient to of November 29 on

be maintained shall be 15%". The guarantee coefficient is understood to Industrial and

be the ratio of the sum of capital and reserves to total debt.) Affairs Banks and
Order of 21 May,
1963 regulating
the Decree-Law
53/1962.
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Definition of:

Institution Ratio Debt Equity Basis

Thailand
IFCT 3 All indebtedness of IFCT, less the The aggregate of (i) the paid-in Lcan Agreement

amount referred to in (ii) of the unimpaired capital of IFCT, com- dated 3/11/64
definition of equity. prised of its outstanding shares;

(ii) the amount at the time out-
standing but not yet due for pay-
ment of the loans referred to in
the Government Agreement or any
other loan which the Bank shall
determine to be equity for the
purpose of determining debt/equity
ratio; and (iii) the surplus and

surplus reserves.

Tunisia
SNI 3 (a) Any indebtedness incurred by The eggregate of (i) the total un- Lcan Agreement

SNI or a subsidiary maturing more impaired capital, surplus and free dated 5/16/66
than one year after the date on reserves as shall represent equity
which it is originally incurred, interest by SNI or any subsidiary
including indebtedness assumed in SNI or any subsidiary; (ii) the
or guranteed by SNI or a sub- amount of the grant made by the
sidiary but not including in- Government pursuant to the Govern-
debtedness guaranteed by SNI ment Agreement; and (iii) the
which is covered by the provisions amount at the time outstanding but
of the Government Agreement; not yet due for payment of the
(b) the term "incur" shall include loan from the Cvernment pursuant
any modification of the terms of to the Government Agreement.
payment af such indebtedness. In-
debtedness is deemed to be incurred
(i) under a contract or loan agree-
ment, on the date it is drawn down
pursuant to sud contract and lcan
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Definition of:
Institut ion Ratio Debt Equity Basis

Tunisia (cont'd.)
SNI agreement and (ii) under a guarantee

agreement on the date the agreement
providing for such guarantee is entered
into.

Turkey
TSKB 4 (a) Any debt incurred by TSKB including The sum of unimpaired paid- Loan Agreement (also

debt assumed or guaranteed by TSKB up share capital, reserves, Project Agreement)
maturing more than one year after the undistributed earnings plus dated 8/10/66
date on which it is originally incurred. the principal amount out-
(b) Debt is deemed to be incurred on standing and not due for re-
the date when (i) such debt becomes payment within a year under
outstanding and repayable or (ii) TSKB the Government Loan Agreement,
has contracted with a third party to and such other long-term ad-
relend the proceeds of such debt, or, vances or loans as the Bank
(iii) in the case of guarantees, TSKB (IDA) shall determine to be
has entered into an agreement guarantee- equity for the purposes of
ing such debt. determining debt/equity ratio,

less such amounts as are re-
quired to cover adjustments
to the stated value of assets.

Venezuela
CAVENDES 3 No definition The aggregate of the un. Policy Statement

impaired share capital, re- adopted 2/14/64
serves and undistributed
surplus.

IFC/DFC

April 12, 1967



ITEM E

FREE LIMIT, AGGREGATE FREE LIMIT AND RELEVANT DOCUMENTATION

Principal Aggregate
Amt., Net of Free Free

Institution No. Date Cancellations Limit1/ Limit! Relevant Documentation
------------- (in US$) ----------------

Austria
IVK 192 4/28/58 9,288,654 none none
IVK 237 9/25/59 9,000,000 none none
IVK 315 6/15/62 5,000,000 500,000 none Letter dated 6/15/62

China
CDC IDA 17 12/1/61 4,891,146 100,000 none Letter dated 12/1/61
CDC 397 12/17/64 15,000,000 250,000 none Letter dated 12/17/64

Colombia
UF Caldas 451 5/31/66 ) 50,000 500,000 Letter dated 5/31/66
CF Colombiana 451 5/31/66 ) 250,000 2,500,000 Letter dated 5/31/66
CF Nacional 451 5/31/66 )25,000,000 250,000 2,500,000 Letter dated 5/31/66
CF Norte [51 5/31/66 ) 50,000 500,000 Letter dated 5/31/66
CF Valle 451 5/31/66 ) 50,000 500,000 Letter dated 5/31/66

Ethiopia
DBE 32 9/13/50 2,000,000 none none

10,000 100,000 Effective from 2/7/52; letters
dated 1/29/52 and 2/7/52

DBE 301 11/22/61 2,000,000 none none

Finland
IFF 352 9/18/63 7,000,000 none none

100,000 none Effective from 6/15/64; letter
dated 6/15/64

IFF 420 6/30/65 1)4,000,000 250,000* none Letter dated 6/30/65

* Different from other free limits in that the amount applies to total financing of each project
irrespective of resources used.
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Principal Aggregate

Amt., Net of Free Free

Institution No. Date Cancellations Limiti/ Limit2/ Relevant Documentation
------------ (in US$)--

India
ICICI 109 3/14/55 9,875,449 none 1,000,000 Loan Agreement (LoanNo. 109-IN)
ICICI 232 7/15/59 9,774,907 100,000 1,000,000 Loan Agreement (Loan No. 232-IN)
ICICI 269 10/28/60 20,000,000 300,000 3,000,000 Letter dated 10/28/60; effective

until 4/23/61
500,000 5,000,000 Letter dated h/24/61

ICICI 312 2/28/62 20,000,000 500,000 5,000,000 Letter dated 2/28/62
ICICI 340 6/5/63 30,000,000 2,000,000 none Letter dated 6/5/63
ICICI 414 5/28/65 50,000,000 2,000,000 none Letter dated 5/28/65

Iran
I4DBI 240 11/23/59 5,200,000 none ncne
IMDBI 422 7/12/65 10,000,000 300,000 none Letter dated 7/12/65
IiDBI 459 7/26/66 25,000,000 750,000 none Letter dated 7/26/66

Israel
IDBI 424 9/16/65 20,000,000 333,334 10,000,000 Letter dated 9/16/65

Malaysia
M'1IDFL 348 7/15/63 8,000,000 30,000 1,000,000 Loan Agreement (Loan 3h8-MA),

effective 7/15/63 to 9/1/65
200,000 1,000,000 Letter dated 9/2/65

l.orocco
BNDE 329 12/21/62 15,000,000 none none

50,000 2,000,000 Effective from 2/15/63 to 8/25/64;
letters dated 2/15/63 and 9/10/64

150, 000 none Letter dated 9/10/64
BIDE L7 5/13/66 17,500,00 150,000 none Letter dated 5/13/66
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Principal Aggregate
Amt., Net of Free Free

Institution Date Cancellations Limiti Limit-= Relevant Documentation
-(n(in US$)-

Pakistan
PICIC 185 12/17/57 4,085,377 10,000 none Letter dated 12/17/57
PICIC 236 9/25/59 9,935,833 none none
PICIC 286 6/27/61 15,000,000 none none
PICIC 330 2/13/63 20,000,000 500,000 5,000,000 Letter dated 2/13/63
PICIC 382 6/30/64 30,000,00 2,000,000 none Letter dated 6/30/64
PICIC 421 7/9/65 30,000,000 2,000,000 none Letter dated 7/9/65

Philippine s
PDCP 331 2/15/63 15,000,000 100,000 1,500,000 Letter dated 2/15/63
PDCP h67 9/23/66 25,000,000 250,000 3,750,000 Letter dated 9/23/66

Tunisia
SNI 449 5/16/66 5,000,000 50,000 none Letter dated 5/16/66

Thailand
IFCT 370 3/11/64 2,500,000 9,999 500,000 Loan Agreement (Loan 370-TH)

Turkey
TSKB 34 10/19/50 8,676,056 none none

50,000 none Effective from 4/8/55; letter
dated 4/8/55

TSKB 85 9/10/53 8,967,062 none none
50,000 none Effective from 4/8/55; letter

dated 4/8/55
TSKB IDA 33 11/23/62 5,000,COO 50,000 500,000 Letter dated 11/23/62; effective

until 3/16/64
200,000 2,000,000 Letter dated 3/17/64
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Principal Aggregate
Amt., Net of Free Free

Institution No. Date Cancellations Limiti/ LimitzW Relevant Documentation

- (- (in US$)

Turkey (cont'd.)
TSKB IDA 66 8/31/64 5,000,000 200,000 2,000,000 Letter dated 8/31/64

TSKB IDA 75 4/1/65 10,000,000 200,000 none Letter dated 4/1/65
TSKB IDA 91 8/10/66 15,000,000 200,000 none Letter dated 8/10/66
TSKB 461 8/10/66 10,000,000 200,000 none Letter dated 8/10/66

1/ The "free limit" is the maximum amount of an individual loan to be financed from the proceeds cf the

Bank/IDA loan which a DFC can make for a specific project ithout prior approval by the Bank/IDA.

2/ The "aggregate-free limit" is a total aggregate amount of individual loans to be financed from the

proceeds of the Bank/IDA loan without prior approval by the Bank/IDA.

IFC/DFC
April 12, 1967
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: i Dao DATE: N

FROM: Robert . avanauh

SUBJECT: Amor'tzat !cIs for Bank Loans

refr to r v :orandum of barch 21, 1967, concerni- cortrain
recommendations aimed at simplifying and s andrdizing the Lon Agreem ents
with the DevlopetFnneCmais av oe httepoeue

have be nouse at lenwth ihtesafmd scnendi h
light of? the e:xisting prt'O ir cs. For the b eefit of the vari'ous pe;ople
concerned, however, I aof h a
procedures discussed in the memor0an n

1) mu na mcocaua a? ne amort ti ion :scau for
in1stmn projects fianced nder th Ban Lo'ns sI hould

pnrovid for semi-anua or ,ore frequent p am ens. It is
t provision s concernig the aortization

itsorrwer and that the rVp: en o e be ri

2) You have a -sted that the Developimet iance Canm:ie:
should be required to s a mort i zation tabls for each
sub-loan before the loa account icredited. It is n
und1erstandingK that this i:0o th purpose22 0' appraising'
the project021 and' hnc the1 12 Trea"s rr Department wil not
be eactedh to review: or 0record~2*X thos tables at the timea

of aprasin th projects or at th tmofcreitn
'amonts toLoan account. T amo rtia on f r a crjct

in 2 its final for m ill be rviwe and re orde in the
books9 of 'he Bank at the ;time of thea Jenera l revisi on of
the amortiation schedule, "s provided in th oan Agre1 n .

3) t is indicd i yor'21' meT 'or that h an h be

relativly shot notice., h akhstae h tn
ith certain borrors that u dn

months , noie toamnapamnwicisboind .are on thUo e 20revison 'rior * oa our billin .. I"1 trut ha

to~~~' On1A/"' S

our 're commed at ion roto'izes this req u i 1ret.

. a Rtln
'. therate1"



INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

1818 H Street.N.W., Washington, D. C. 20433, US.A.

A Code 202 •Tleh -EXcv 36360 CablAddr, -CORI NTFIN

Tokyo, SP-67-28
April 10, 1967

IMr. Wi.lliam Diamond
Director,
Development Finance Companies
International Finance Corporation

Dear Mr. Diamond,

I am pleased to inform you that I am sending herewith some

figures of CDC, P'DCPl, IiCT and MLhZ.

The other day, I requested some figures to these institutions to

learn about their business performance and the results of invested

projects. I am thinking that I shall send these compiled tables as

confidential ones to the institutions. A ,

I am very glad if these figures are useful for your business.

with best regards,

Very truly yours,

daokado iishihara
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TABLE A Business performance - productivity - -1-

(A) New Commitment of Investment : Number

39 34 61 35 39 31 294
~ ~ 4 19 15 12 50

0 1 l6 15 11 13 32 96

7 9 10 12 49 41 128

(B) New Commitment of Investment : Amount (US$1,000)

1,417 . ,157 5,046 4,574 5,898 9,563 8,978 10,027 51,660

351 9,228 ±0,415 6,375 26,369

0 96 543 1,046 1,613 2,314 1,571 4,971 12,156

3,598 934 436 1,909 7,071 7,941 21,689

(G) outstanding Disbursement : Amount (U34i.000)

712 3,531 6,311 10,367 ±2,722 17,390 21,631 28,894

128 2,990 11,028 15,469

0 9o 288 565 551 449 1,138 6,318

704 ±,233 3,854 4,571 9,269 12,353

(D) Administrative Expense (US41,000)

65 122 162 191 212 202 219 235

58 250 269 329

0 42 50 63 101 136 152 181

48 74 147 196 269 340



Business performLnce - productivity- - 2-

(E) Number of Employee : Total (person)

5539 65 66 68 70 73

23 30 47 60
8 16 17 25 29 37 44 54

7 11 45 34 45 57

(F) Number of Employee : Officer (person)

9 9 il 12 11 11 12 12

6 7 7 9

6 10 11 20 24 29 36 .46
2 5 13 16 20 23

(G) Number of Employee : Clerk, etc (person)

31 44 48 53 . 55 57 58 61

17 23 40 51
2 6 6 5 5 8 8 8

5 6 32 18 25 34

(H) New Commitment Number per Employee : A/E

0,33 0,74 0,51 0,71 0,92 0,52 0,56 0,43 (0,60)

- . 0,17 0,63 0,32 0,20 (0,31)

0 0,00 .0,47 0,64 0,52. 0,30 0,30 0,59 (0,42)

1,00 0,82 0,22 0,35 1,09 0,72 (0,64)



Business Performance -productivity-3
_ _ 3

(I) New Commitment Amount per employee ; B/E (US41U,00)

35 116 86 70 89 141 128 137 (105)

15 308 222 106 (165)

0 6 32 42 56 63 36 92 (53)

4 85 10 56 157 139 (llc)
(J) New Commitment Number per officer A/f

1,44 4,33 2,73 3,83 5,55 3,18 3,25 2,58 (3,38)
0,67 2,71 2,14 1,33 (1,72)

o 0,10 0,73 0,80 0,63 0,38 0,36 0,70 (0,53)
3,50 1,80 0,77 0,75 2,45 1,78 (1,62)

(K) New Commitment Amount per officer B/F (US$1,000)

157 684 459 381 536 869 748 836 (594)

58 1,318 488 708 (909)

0 9 49 52 67 80 44 108 (67)

I,799 187 34 119 354 345 (277)
(L) Outstanding Disbursement Amount per employee C OE

17 67 107 160 193 256 309 396

6 99 235 258

0 6 17 23 19 12 26 117

101 112 86 134 206 217



Business Performance -productivity - 4 -

(M) Outstanding Disbursement Amount per officer C F
(Usti,o 000f

79 392 574 866 1,157 1,581 4803 2,408

21 427 1,575 1,719

0 9 26 28 23 15 32 137

352 247 296 286 463 537
(N) Administrative Expense per employee 1 D/E (US$1,000)

2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 (3)

3 8 6 5 (6)

3 3 3 3 4 3 3 (3)
-7 7 3 6 6 6 (5)



TABLE A

Reservation was made by PDCP as follows; this will be same to CDC, IFCT and MIDFL.

One may be greatly simplifying the operational aspects of each development finance corporation in such acompilation since the figures themselves will not indicate what the particular investment climate may have beenduring the periods covered as well as the prevailing monetary and fiscal policies; whether there was extremecredit restriction which in all likelihood would have affected the number of new and expanding projects and
whether the government fiscal sector may have pre-emptive funds normally flowing to the private sector therebyaaversely affecting private industries and the willingness of entrepreneurs to proceed with projects.

In other words, the figures may or may not provide significant conclusions unless there is to a certainextent some analysis of the situation under which each corporation had been operating.

Nonetheless, the figures should provide some interesting aspects of individual operation provided greatcare is given in arriving at conclusionsg.

Our note to the institutions:

1. Please make this table from the first business year until current business year. ( of 1966, please putthe figures at the end of the latest month available. )

2. As to Column A and B Investment in one project shall be taken as one whether it is divided into equityinvestment and loan, etc.

3. Disbursement in Column C shall include every cash investment in broad means such as loan disbursement,
equity purchase and underwriting, etc.

4. OutatAnding Disbursement in Column C shall be as of the end of each business year. ( of 1966, pleaseput the figures at the end of the latest monta available. )

5. 'Officer' in Column F shall include executive manager; 'Clerk, etc in Column G shall include manual
employee, so F + G should be equal to L.

6. Number of Employee shall be as of the end of the business year. ( of 1966, please put the figures atthe end of the latest month available. )

7. If some figures are not available, please fill the blanks with the mark "N.A.".



TABLE B Results of Invested Projects

(A) Investment applied in the year

61 154 76 120 118 78 68 52 727

33 65 39 67 204

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

31 27 33 80 50 71 292
(B) declined already as of today

44 112 50 69 56 42 30 19 424

29 46 22 48 145

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

24 18 23 68 7 6 146

(C) remained under construction as of today

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9

0 0 2 7 9

NA NA NA N A NA NA NA NA NA

0 0 0 0 0 29 29
(D) approved but not yet disbursed as of today

0 0 0 0 11 13

0 0 4

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

0 0 0 17 21



Results of Invested Projects -2-

(E) Approved and disbursed already as of today

17 42 26 50 60 35 38 13 281

4 19 11 1 35

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

7 9 10 12 39 19 96

(F) completed %2 scheduled as of today

13 26 14 17 33 15 14 1 133

0 8 3 0 11

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA NA NA 53

(G) completed behind schedule as of today

4 13 12 32 26 12 3 1 103

4 11 8 1 24

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA NA NA 36

(H) under construction on schedule as of today

0 0 0 0 0 2 4 9 15

0 0 0 0 0

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA NA NA 3



Results of invested Projects 3

(I) under construction behind schedule as of today

0 1 0 1 1 6 15 1 25

0 0 0 0 0

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA NA NA

(J) construction has not yet started as of today

o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

o 0 0 0 0

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA NA NA 17

(K) construction cancelled as of today

0 2 0 0 0 0 4

0 o 0 0 0

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA NA NA 10

(L) completed and operating as of today

13 35 23 42 56 27 17 2 215

4 19 11 35

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA NA NA 89



Results of Invested Projects -4-

(1) paying dividend as of today

6 16 9 19 21 9 5 0 85

3 8 4 0 14
NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA NA NA 52
(2) not paying dividend but making profit as of today

7 17 10 16 28 14 9 2 103

1 6 6 1 13

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA NA NA 17

(3) suffering loss as of today

0 2 4 7 7 4 3 0 27

0 5 1 0 6

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA NA 20

(M) completed but not operating as of today

4 4 3 7 3 0 0 0 21

0 0 0 0 0

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

0 0 0 0



Results vf Iested rjects - 5-

(N) under construction but already partially operating

o 1 l1. 1 6 14 9 32

o 0 0 0 0

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(0) under construction and not yet operating as of today

0 0 0 0 0 2 5 1 8

0 0 0 0 0

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA NA NA 11

(P) sub-total (i+M+N+0)

17 40 26 50. 60 35 36 12 276

0 0 0 0 0

NA d NA NA, NA NA NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA NA NA 100



TABLE B

Reservation was made by PDP 6s follows; this will be same to CDC, I'CT and MIDFL.

See TABLE A

Our Note to the institutions.

1. Please make this t&le from the first business year until current business year.

2. Just 'number' ( not 'amount' ) shall be required.

3. Investments in Column A means those applied in each year. ( of 1966, please put the figures in the
business year as of the end of the latest month available. )

4. But numbers of all the other items ( from Column B to Column P ) shall be calculated as of the latest
month available.

5. As to Column A, Investment in one project shall be taken as one whether it is divided into equity
investment and loan, etc.

6. 3 + C + I + E should be equal to A.

7. F + G + H + I + J + K ahouid be equal to E,

8. F + G + H + I should be equal to sub-total P.

9. If some figures are not availaole, please fill the blanks with the matk "N.A.".



. DonaldW. Jries April 5, 1967

Julian Grenfell

Hr. Daod' Paper onDiDevopmetFinaneoaies

1. I would te rreful if you VCuld ched thro the aendent, sag
gesced by yours and Bob Skillis ich now been i rporated.
The original etth yoursndib' aen ana ,are rled ~or operi
son.

2. The three Append e a so attached. TE .1e prepared by ha
Shin showin A regae Finaucil :,.oi .e Jvelop ent fnanm t
Companest;d, Lii industrie acd o d ru o teu pan
obviously ou o proportion to 0h p..pr a oe F his L
I sugges. tha. it not e inluded.

3. It is import hn Lth get the final vert Developmene LerVCS
i, time for Aili ou thia fridal Ltrnoo oc the latent, to

woul be now raeful if you cou e .n Yinal read- broup
at your ear on onyven en-,

4. I will explain to S tat r. Diamond has not yet seen this paper
and no doubt th; will fnd some suitable War g for the tra Mit ial
letter leaving the door open for any es'entiat changes that V!. Dia nd
might wish to ;ak on is returL.

Attachment

cc: David Grenier

JG:esp
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FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. George D. ods DATE ar 20, 1967

FROM: William Diamond

SUBJECT: Subsidiaries of Development Finance Companies
A

You will recall the discussions late last year about

"subsidiaries" of development finance companies. Attached

you will find a memorandum w- hich contains a systematic

review of the involvement of the development finance com-

panies associated with us in "subsidiaries", as well as

in other financial intermediaries.

Since it was an issue you raised which led us to

ascertain the facts, it occurs to me that you might be

interested in the results.

Attachment

WDiamond:us



0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

TO: Mr. William Diamond DATE: February 24, 1967

FROM: Robert F. Skillings

SUBJECT: Investments by Development Finance Companies
in Financial Intermediaries, Promotion Companies

and Subsidiaries

1. You asked for (a) a review of investments in financial intermediaries

by the development finance companies with which we are associated, (b) lists

of the so-called "promotion companies" in which they have invested, and

(c) information about their subsidiaries.

Investments in Financial Intermediaries

2. Four of the companies with which we are associated have made invest-

ments in financial intermediaries, the China Development Corporation, the

Development Bank of Ethiopia, the Industrial Development Bank of Israel, and

the Nigerian Industrial Development Bank. A brief description of these

follows, and additional detail is given in Annexes:

(a) China Development Corporation (CDC)

About a year ago, CDC joined in an initiative of Chinese

official circles in helping to promote the China Securities

Investment Corporation (CSIC). When CSIC was formed in March

1966, CDC took an 8-1/3% particination in its NT$60 million

share capital. The largest holding (20%) is by Bankers Trust

Company and the remainder is distributed among more than 40
Chinese private investors. A former executive of Dillon Read
& Co., supplied as a consultant to CDC by the International
Executive Service Corps, played a leading part in creating

CSIC. It is intended to carry on a comprehensive investment

banking business. CSIC is still in the process of organizing

itself but has already undertaken several operations (includ-

ing one small underwriting). Through mid-1966, CSIC bought
NT$38 million worth of shares in dividend-paying companies

(a large portion of it in cement producers). The balance of

its capital is held in roughly equal parts in Government
bonds and time deposits. The President of CDC declined the

offer of a directorship on CSIC, but accepted the relatively
inactive role of "supervisor". Annex I contains excerpts from

a statement issued at the time of the Corporation's formation

explaining its proposed activities.

(b) Development Bank of Ethiopia (DBE)

Soon after its formation in 1951, DBE created a wholly-

owned subsidiary, Ceres Company Limited, with a paid-in share

capital of Eth$300,000. The purpose of the company was to



- 2 -

utilize profitably DBE's surplus funds by making short-term

seasonal agricultural loans, by trading in crops, and by

operating warehouses in connection with those activities.

DBE has from time to time made loans to Ceres. Eth$168,000

was outstanding on June 30, 1966. Ceres has been only

moderatelyprofitable and has paid no dividends, but DBE has

received some interest income from its loans to Ceres. Ceres

has separate management from that of DBE. Our latest informa-

tion on the company is contained in the attached Annex II.

(c) Industrial Development Bank of Israel (IDBI)

IDBI holds 75% of the I£20 million share capital of the

"Investment Company of the Industrial Development Bank of

Israel Ltd." established jointly with the Government in

December 1962. IDBI has also made a loan of I£1.6 million

to the Investment Company. The Investment Company's resources

are held in a variety of equities including shares in two

subsidiary investment companies. IDBI originally created the

Investment Company to carry on IDBI's own equity investment

activity, following legal advice on the requirements of the

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, and given that IDBI

was marketing its securities in the United States. IDBI's

policy for the Investment Company is not clear, and it is

intended to take this up during forthcoming negotiations for

a second Bank loan to IDBI. IDBI's General Manager is

Chairman of the Investment Company, and the latter is managed

full-time by an IDBI employee engaged for the purpose. Infor-

mation on the Investment Company of IDBI and on the invest-

ment companies in which it holds shares is contained in Annex III.

(d) Nigerian Industrial Development Bank (NIDB)

NIDB holds the £N100 share capital of ICON Securities

Limited (ICONSEC). ICONSEC was created in 1962 by the Investment

Company of Nigeria (ICON), of which NIDB is the successor, to

carry out the stock dealing and new issue work previously carried

out by ICON, one of the four pioneer members of the Lagos Stock

Exchange. ICONSEC works with a line of credit from NIDB of a

maximum of £N300,000. NIDB also holds the £N2 share capital of

ICON Nominees Limited, which was formed by ICON simultaneous with

ICONSEC, to hold securities on behalf of ICONSEC clients. NIDBIs

Management, and particularly the Deputy General Manager, are

directly responsible. Annex IV describes ICONSEC and ICON

Nominees Limited in more detail.

Proposals for New Investments in Financial Intermediaries

3. In addition to these four cases where development finance companies

already have a connection with another intermediary financial institution,
five companies have had under more or less active consideration the

establishment of, and participation in, new financial institutions:
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(a) In Greece, the National Investment Bank for Industrial

Development (NIBID) has been considering promoting the

establishment of a unit trust as part of more general steps

it would like to take to stimulate the capital market. Its

thinking has been guided by a capital market survey carried

out by Mr. Maurice Schlogel of the Credit Lyonnais. Mr. Sullivan

also discussed the proposal with NIBID in Athens in September

1966. On December 2, we wrote to the General Manager calling

attention to the potential dangers of such a scheme.

(b) The Industrial and Mining Development Bank of Iran (IDBI)

has been considering the establishment of an investment company

to hold and turn over equity investments, partly purchased from

IMDBI's own portfolio. IMDBI considered taking a substantial

(but not a majority) shareholding and requested an IFC invest-

ment which together with IMDBI's holding would form a majority.

Mr. Sullivan discussed this plan with IlDBI in Tehran in August

1966, and Mr. Kheradjou discussed it with us in Washington in

September. We informed Mr. Kheradjou in November that IFC would

not be prepared to invest in such a company and urged that IIDBI

abandon the project.

(c) The Management of the Nigerian Industrial Development Bank

(NIDB) has given preliminary consideration to the promotion of a

unit trust. We have strongly discouraged them from pursuing the

idea, in part because of possible conflicts of interest for NIDB

and, in part, because of the danger of diluting the efforts of

Management from NIDB's main work. NIDB is also actively consider-

ing a 40% participation in a small development finance company
(which would operate very much like NIDB itself) in the Western

Region of Nigeria. We have raised some questions about this

proposal, but have on the whole encouraged the idea.

(d) In Venezuela, Cavendes has for some time considered

seriously establishment of a fund (in which Cavendes, IFC and

others would invest) to deal in, and stabilize the market for,

bonds which Cavendes proposed to issue. We have informed

Cavendes that IFC would not be prepared to invest in such a

fund, and urged the company not to pursue the idea. Cavendes

has also considered establishing a mutual fund. Again, we have

discouraged the idea.

(e) In Colombia, the Corporacion Financiera de Caldas is

considering a scheme for selling equities from its own port-

folio, to be represented by participation certificates. The

Financiera would apparently stand ready to redeem the certificates

in cash on demand at par. We have been in correspondence with

the Financiera to clarify the scheme and call its attention to

the dangers. Earlier the Financiera had tried out, and then

suspended, a simpler scheme for selling packets of shares from

its portfolio to the public, on an installment basis.
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Investments in Promotion Companies

4. The development finance companies in Morocco, Tunisia, Venezuela
and Colombia have all made investments, alone or with other investors, in
companies whose object was, not to carry out a specific industrial project,
but rather to promote the creation of several industrial enterprises, either
in a given sector of the economy, or in a particular geographical region.
Such companies are often called "promotion companies."

(a) In Colombia, where this technique has been the most widely
used, all five of the financieras have invested in the share
capital of promotion companies designed to foster and set up
projects in petrochemicals, minerals, sugar, livestock,
fish, and freezing and exporting of meat. One of the financieras
has made an equity investment in a publicly sponsored "Fund for
development and diversification of coffee zones." Finally, the
Corporacion Financiera Colombiana has taken 5% of the share
capital of the "Sociedad Anonima Colombo-Venezolana de Estudios
y Promociones." Cavendes, of Venezuela, has taken the other
half. The company has as its objective the promotion of indus-
trial projects that would serve both Colombia and Venezuela. A
list of these promotion companies, showing their purpose, their
capitalization, and the holding of each of the financieras is
attached as Annex V.

(b) In Morocco, BNDE participated in 1960 with the Government
in setting up the Societe Marocaine d'Equippement Touristique
(SOMADET) whose purpose was to promote and carry out tourist
enterprises. It has successfully established, in partnership
with European touring organizations, several holiday villages
in Morocco. BNDE subscribed DH885,000 (51.2/) of the Company's
DH1,730,000 share capital and has lent funds to it. In 1961
BNDE also set up a company known as the Societe du Thermalisme
Marocain (SOTIRMA), to study the feasibility of developing the
country's hot springs, and contributed 99% of the DH50,000 share
capital. In October 1966, BMDE's Board sanctioned its partici-
pation in a capital increase by SOTHERMA to permit the establish-
ment of a mineral water bottling factory at Sidi Harazeur. BNDE
will hold 26% of the DH1,430,000 capital of the expanded company.

(c) In Tunisia, SNI put up D3,500 of the D100,000 share capital
of the Societe Tunisienne de Constructions et de Reparations
Mecaniques et Navales (SOCO1ENA), a company established in 1963
at Government initiative to promote and establish small indus-
tries in the former French arsenal at Menzel Bourguiba near
Bizerte. Several such projects have been started, with SOCOMENA's
financial and technical assistance. SNI has also invested in
three companies to promote industrialization or tourist projects
in three small regions in Tunisia. They are: (i) the Societe
de Mise en Valeur des Iles de Kerkennah (SOMVIK); a joint venture
with the Trade Union Federation, started in 1961 to develop
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tourism to some islands of the east coast. SNI subscribed 65%
of the D5,000 equity and lent it D52,000. The Company operated
a ferryboat to the islands and planned some hotels or holiday
villages. The ferryboat sank in 1965. The Company increased
its share capital in 1966 without SNI participating; as a
result, SNI's investment fell to 10% of the capital. The
Company will be reorganized or wound up. (ii) The Societe
Regionale de Developpement du Kef, a company set up in 1965
to promote and invest in productive projects in the western
interior of the country. SNI subscribed 5% of the D200,000
share capital and the Government took a participation (size
unknown) as part of its active support of such ventures,
another of which was (iii) the Societe dlInvestissement Regionale
de Bizerte, centered on the northern coastal town of that name.
SNI acquired these shares (D23,h20 or h6.8% of the capital) in
exchange for its investment in a bicycle assembly shop in the
area.

All of these investments by SNI are covered by the Govern-
ment's guarantee of the portfolio in connection with the reorgan-
ization in which IFC entered the Company.

(d) In Venezuela, Cavendes' investment in the joint Colombia/
Venezuela promotion company has already been mentioned.

Subsidiaries

5. Nine of the development finance companies with which we are associ-
ated have subsidiaries, that is, companies in which they hold 50% or more
of the shares:

(a) Three of these cases involve financial intermediaries
described in paragraph 2 above (NIDB's 100% ownership of
ICONSEC and ICON Nominees Limited, DBE's 100% investment in
Ceres, and IDBI's 75% holding in the Investment Company of
IDBI).

(b) BNDE holds 51.2% of SOMADET (mentioned in paragraph 4)
and SOTHERMN was also a subsidiary until the current capital
increase.

(c) SNI holds 86% and 72` respectively in two companies set
up to establish textile factories, Societe Generale des
Industries Lainieres (SOGIL) and Societe Generale de l'Industrie
de Confection (SOGIC). Both of these subsidiaries are being
reorganized and they are not expected to emerge from reorganiza-
tion as subsidiaries of SNI. The investments are covered by
the Government guarantee. During its early years (before it was
reorganized with our help), SNI actively promoted several new
companies which were launched under the Management of Members of
SNI's staff - a very considerable drain on SNI's staff at the
time.
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(d) The joint Colombia/Venezuela promotion company referred
to in paragraph 4 falls into the category of a subsidiary of
both Cavendes and the Financiera Colombiana, since each holds
50% of the stock.

(e) In addition Cavendes holds 50% of the stock of Hojalata
de Venezuela, a company established with a small share capital
(Bs4oo,000) to start a tin plate manufacturing business. If
and when the business goes forward, Cavendes will take a minority
position.

(f) As of December 31, 1966, the Corporacion Financiera de
Caldas owned 501 or more of the stock of ten enterprises, one
of them a promotion company for development of the mining
industry (see Annex V), but chiefly industrial firms promoted
by the Financiera. Following the affairs of these ten
subsidiaries places an appreciable burden on Caldas' Manage-
ment. The Corporacion Financiera del Norte has a 50.7% partici-
pation in the capital of a cattle raising concern. The
financieras intend to distribute these shares more broadly as
and when a market can be found.

(g) Malaysian Industrial Development Finance Limited (MIDFL)
has a wholly-owned subsidiary, Malaysian Industrial Estates
Limited (MIEL), which has financed the creaticn of an industrial
estate and is working on the establishment of two others. In
addition to the paid-in share capital of N$l million, MIDFL has
made a M$1 million interest-free advance to MIEL. In the year
ending March 31, 1966, MIEL showed a loss of 113,000, after the
provision of M16,000 for doubtful debts.

RFSkillings:vmv

cc: Messrs. Rosen
Raj
Richards
Y.L. Chang
Garcia-Rayneri
Jeffries
Pollan
Powell
Sekse
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CHINA SECURITIES INVESTMENT CORPORATION

(Excerpts from a statement prepared for distribution to the guests

of China Securities Investment Corporation on the occasion of its

opening for business in April 1966.)

The purposes of the new China Securities Investmrent Corporation, which

was incorporated in Taipei on March first, have been reported variously and

conflictingly in both the Chinese language and the English language press.

The Company's official statement of its business purposes, which is admittedly

too concise to convey a well-rounded picture of its proposed operations,

reads in translation as follows:

(1) to buy and sell securities, including the purchase of securities for

investment,

(2) to act as an underwriter of securities,

(3) to serve as transfer agent and registrar for bond and stock issues,

(L) to act as a paying and collection agent for issuers and holders of

securities, and

(5) to perform other services in connection -ith the securities business.

These operations will be subject, in each case, to regulation by the

Securities and Exchange Comnission of China.

Since its incorporation, the new company has been occupied in

programming its activities and in staffing and equipping its office, which

is located in the Tai-an Building at 59 Kuan Chen Road, Taipei. It is now

ready to commence actual operations, and to reveal in more detail the scope
of its proposed operations and what it hopes to accomplish.

Operations on Stock Exchange

In the first place, it is not the new company's intention to stabilize

the level of stock market prices at the present level or at any given level.

The company has been organized to make a profit by turning over its capital,

and in so doing to serve the objective of broadening the capital market in

Taiwan. A disservice to the economy would be created if the company were

t o tie up its capital in stabilizing operations, thus being forced to suspend

its ordinary bsiness operations until its capital can be freed by liquida-

tion of the portfolio. A sound system of trading in securities depends upon

the free interplay of supply and demand and, at the sa:.e time, the maintenance

of an orderly market.

The operation of supply and demand insures that there will be flunc-

tuations in prices, as dictated by the public's appraisal of the business

outlook, changing economic and business conditions, and the varying
vicissitudes of individual companies. On the other hand, the maintenance of

an orderly market requires the restriction of those extreme price fluctua-

tions which would otherwise occur due to a temporary im'balance between supply
and demand. In this respect the new company, by purchasing shares when the

price drops too far or selling shares when the price advances too far, is

equipped to make a significant contribution toward an orderly market, while

achieving a profit through the exercise of its business acumen.
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Investment Banking

In broad terms, the new company plans to conduct a diversified

investment banking business. As that phrase is generally understood, it
embraces not only the buying and selling of securities for the firm's own

account, but also the following functions: the underwriting of new issues

of securities; the execution of customers' orders on the stock exchange;
the transaction of business with customers as a dealer who sells securities

to them from the firm's portfolio and buys securities from them for the

firm's portfolio; the rendering to customers of investment advice and

portfolio management services; and the rendering of financial advice to

corporations. In some of these activities, the new company will have to

await the amendment of the existing law and regulations, which do not pre-
sently permit the conduct of these diversified operations by a single
organization; and it is understood that the Government is now considering
some changes along that line. In any case, the new company would expect
to build up its business gradually, and would not participate actively in
all of these activities at the outset.

While the transfer and registration of securities, as mentioned in

the company's official statement of business purposes, is not necessarily
associated with investment banking, this activity fits in logically with
the new company's other proposed activities and in no way conflicts with

them.

The business of underwriting new issues of securities is the prin-

cipal function of investment banking as practiced, for example, in the
United States. Originally, the word "underwriting" was borrowed from the
insurance business, in which the insurers assume the liability for specified
risks (such as fire or accident). Similarly, an investment banking firm
which "underwrites" an issue of securities assumes the risk that the issuing
company would not be able to dispose of the securities, and thereby to
raise the capital needed by it, if acting alone. Under an underwriting
contract, the investment banking firm agrees to purchase from the issuing
company the portion of the securities which is not disposed of by the com-
pany; or alternatively, the investment banking firm agrees to purchase the
entire issue of securities from the company. In either case, the invest-
ment banking firm relies upon its ability to sell the securities at retail.

This function of investment banking has contributed in large measure to the
development of capital markets in the United States and other countries.

Mutual Fund

An important additional activity in which the new company proposes
to engage, and which is often found in close association with the investment

banking business, is the mutual fund business. The investments of the mutual

fund to be organized for China will consist for the most part, but not
necessarily altogether, of a diversified group of shares listed on the Taiwan
Stock Exchange. The mutual fund will be separate entity from the China

Securities Investment Corporation, so that the investors in the mutual fund

will be insulated from the risks assumed by the securities company. It is

expected that the mutual fund will be managed, and that its shares will be

distributed, by the new securities company. The mutual fund should contri-
bute to the mobilization of the capital of Chinese investors and to the
process of educating the public as investors.
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Not only in its own operations but also in its dealings with

customers and in its management of the mutual fund, the new company will

emphasize economic and investment research. If successful, it will no

doubt draw substantial amounts of capital into Taiwan from overseas

Chinese and possibly others.

Capital Funds

The fact that some b2 highly responsible and sophisticated investors

have subscribed a total of NT$60,000,000 of capital in the new company is

in itself an indication of confidence in the future. The largest investor

is the Bankers International Corporation, which is the "Edge Act" affiliate

of the Bankers Trust Company of New York and which has subscribed 20% of

the capital. Other large stockholders include China Development Corporation,

Formosa Plastics, Shantung Syndicate, Taiwan Cement Corporporation and

Taiwan Paper Corporation. It is expected that the new company will also

have recourse to borrowed money, so that the total funds available to carry

on its business will be substantially in excess of the paid-in capital.

Thus the funds avaiable to the new company will constitute a significant sum

for the accomplishment of the purposes for which it was formed, and the

proper management of such a sum will certainly make itself felt in the

financial community.

Management

C. F. Koo, Executive Director and General Manager of Taiwan Cement

Corporation, has been designated as Chairman of the new company.
T. K. Wang, Manager of the Trust Department of the Bank of Taiwan, has been

named President, Felix S. Y. Chang, President of the China Development

Corporation, has been selected as Resident Supervisor.

The Managing Directors, in addition to Mr. C. F. Koo, are:

Y. Z. Hsu (Asia Cement Corporation)
Sun Pin-Yen (Shantung Syndicate)
T. P. Wu (Taiwan Paper Company)
J. F. Fowler, Jr. (Management Advisor representing

Bankers Trust Company)

The other Directors are:

S. W. Chen (Hsinchu Window Glass Works)
T. S. Lin (Lin Shan Hao Plywood Corporation)
T. P. Tzeo (Pacific Electric Wire & Cable Company)
Y. C. Wang (Formosa Plastics Corporation)
T. H. Wu (Universal Cement Corporation)
C. S. Yen (Tai Yang Mining Corporation)

In addition to Mr. Felix S. Y. Chang, the Supervisor are:

C. Y. Hsieh (Taiwan Pineapple Corporation)
F. J. Leu (China Man Made Fiber Corporation)

1/
Since autumn 1966, replaced by M. Carson Loh, also representing Bankers

Trust.

Source: Attachment to letter from Felix Chang (CDC) to William Diamond
dated Arpril 15, 1966.
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CERES COMPANY LIMITED

1. The Ceres Company Limited, DBE's principal investment, was
established in 1951 as a limited liability company, organized under the
Ethiopian Company Law of 1933, with head office in Addis Ababa. The
initial capital was Eth.$200,000. Since then it has been increased to
Eth.$300,000, fully paid-in by DBE.

2. The Company was established "to carry on the business of merchants,
traders, commission agents or in any other capacity to export, buy, sell,
exchange, pledge, make advances upon, or otherwise deal with agricultural
products. It can also establish or acquire trading stations, factories and
stores".

3. Although Ceres could provide finance up to 6 months, it seldom
does for more than three months. Ceres provides finance largely to clients

of DBE who are engaged mostly in agricultural processing. Such financing is
typically up to 80% of the total value of their purchase of agricultural
products, excluding coffee or hides which are the monopoly of the State Bank
of Ethiopia. The bulk of its business has been in oil seeds and grains.

4. The main sources of its borrowings are DBE and the Commercial Bank
of Ethiopia. DBE lends funds to it at 75 and Ceres has a line of credit from
the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia amounting to Eth.$l million at 7% interest.

5. Ceres relends the money to its customers at 8i and collects from
them a commission of Eth.$0.50 per quintal of produce. The security require-
ments usually include a promissory note in favor of Ceres and a loan agree-
ment with pledge of goods financed as collateral.

6. Ceres' balance sheet as of June 30, 1966 is set forth in paragraph 12

below. Its total loans outstanding as of that date amounted to Eth.$1,671,000;
most of the financial assistance had been provided for short-term working
capital needs of its clients.

7. Ceres has invested a total of Eth.$18,614 in shares, of which

Eth.$10,000 in the newly organized HVA-Ethiopia Share Company (Shoa Sugar
Estate). Originally a Dutch undertaking, this company was transformed in

1958 into an Ethiopian Share Company with a capital of Eth.$28 million, of
which 5.6 million is in the hands of 2,000 individual Ethiopian shareholders.
The HVA was granted a concession of 6,500 hectares of land for the building
of a sugar estate and a factory.

8. Ceres' net profit for the period January 1-June 30, 1966, stands
at Eth.$16,200 corresponding to 11% on its capital on an annual basis. As
of June 30, 1966, Ceres' capital is protected reserves and retained earnings
totaling Eth.$39,300.
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9. Ceres' Executive Director is Ato Biscat Jemaneh who succeeded, on

July 1, 1966, Mr. Alfred Abel, former Managing Director of DBE.

10. In November 1962 Ceres reopened its branch in Nazareth which had

been closed in 1961; the Nazareth branch acts as the representative of the

Ethiopian Grain Corporation, for whose account considerable quantities of

wheat were purchased last season. (The Ethiopian Grain Corporation was

organized by the Ethiopian Government in 1962 to develop and 
finance modern

grain storage facilities.)

11. The management of Ceres hopes to expand the scope and volume of

its trading activities and become a source of short-term financing for exports,

mainly oil seeds, on an FOB basis through the ports of Assab or Djibouti.

The management of DBE has still to decide, as a question of general policy,

whether or not Ceres should engage in the actual business of financing exports.

12. Ceres' balance sheet as of June 30, 1966 is shown in the attachment.

Source: Report "A Review of the Structure and Functions of Development

Finance Institutions in Ethiopia and an assessment of the Development 
Bank

of Ethiopia" dated April 13, 1964, DB llA, revised as of June 30, 1966.



CERES COMPANY LIMITED

POSITION OF ACCOUNTS AS AT THE END OF JUNE 30, 1966

ASSETS Eth.$

Cash 16,611.57

Trade Debtors (covered by merchandise) 13670,98.78
Accounts Receivable 34,733.31
Bills for Collection 22,544.67

Deposit Accounts 190.--

Prepaid Expenses 14,65).81

Loans to Staff 7,044.45

Stocks 10,389.88

Empty Bags 39,885.13

Investments 18,614.64

Furniture and Equipment 10,981.52

Suspense and Sundry Accounts 616.70

1,847,251.h6
General Expenses 61,105.32

Interest Paid 51,941.0

1,960,298.18

LIABILITIES

Capital Account 300,000.--

Legal Reserve 16,692.67

Development Bank of Ethiopia 168,283.99

Commercial Bank of Ethiopia 20,272.13

Bills Payable (Discount facilities with the

Commercial Bank of Ethiopia) 850,000.--

Oil Seeds Development Corporation (deposit) 402,527.07

Insurance Account 775.53

Sundry Creditors 30,717.02

Accounts Payable 35,327.08

1,824,595.49

Profit & Loss Account 6,653.19

Interest Earned 72,270.36

Commissions 34,901.45

Miscellaneous Income 22,077.69

1,960,298.18
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK OF ISRAEL

INVESTMENT COMPANY OF IDBI

1. The Investment Company of IDBI, established in December 1962, is

75% owned by IDBI and 25% by Government, each of which initially obtained

its shares in exchange for shares in other companies. According to IDBI,

the subsidiary was set up on legal advice, to enable IDBI to comply with

the requirements of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), so

that it would continue to be exempt from the SEC's classification

"investment company". Such a classification would have implied an obli-

gation on the part of a company registered with the SEC to comply with

certain formal requirements difficult for a foreign-based company.

2. The present authorized, issued and paid-in capital of the

Investment Company is I£20 million consisting of equal amounts in ordinary

(voting) shares and 4% preference shares. Of the voting capital, 75% is

held by IDBI and about 25% by the Government; the ownership 
of the prefer-

ence shares is in an almost similar ratio. The Investment Company's Board

of Directors has five members, two of whom represent the Government 
and

the other three are IDBI nominees, including the Chairman, 
Dr. Neaman.

3. The other resources presently consist of I£2.5 million in loans,

including IL1.6 million from IDBI. The Investment Company has not made

much progress since its establishment. It started functioning at a time

when the stock market was entering into a prolonged depression. 
Most of

the share investments put in by the Government when the Investment 
Com-

pany was formed were in companies that were unprofitable 
and had accumu-

lated losses. Subsequently all but three of those investments were sold

back to the Government at book value, by an agreement reached in 1964.

It also sold small amounts from its remaining portfolio. As a result of

these transactions, there was a small loss in 1964, and a profit 
of

I£581,000 in 1965. Since new investments have not been substantial (in

1966 there was only one investment, of less than I£100,000), the

Investment Company now has a smaller portfolio than it had 
initially. The

book value portfolio as of October 31, 1966, consisted of the following:

Price paid
I£million

Investment in shares: (i) Quoted 6.2

(ii) Unquoted 2.5
(iii) Unquoted - 2 sub-

sidiary companies 10.5

Loans '.

Total 24.0
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The market value of the quoted shares was only I£3.9 million (or 63% of
price paid). About two-thirds by value of the share investment portfolio,

other than the two subsidiary companies, was in manufacturing companies.
Most of the remainder was in investment companies, in which IDBI also has

participated. The loans were made in connection with share investments;

the largest among them represents a debt incurred by a client when it

bought back the Investment Company's participation in its share capital.

4. The Investment Company's two subsidiaries are both fully owned,

and are both investment companies. One of them, Pituach Veneemanuth, was

transferred to the Investment Company by the Government. The second,

Deco Investment Co., is 100% owned by Pituach Veneemanuth. Neither of

these two subsidiaries has any distinct existence, except for a legal

corporate one. They are a part of the Investment Company set-up, and
their boards are identical to that of the latter with the addition of two
staff members. The Investment Company intends to wind up Pituach Veneemanuth,

which has an investment portfolio of I£O.7 million (excluding Deco). Deco
has an investment portfolio of I£4.6 million, including E1£.2 million in
loans, and is actively represented on the boards of four companies, in one

of which it owns 90% of the share capital. The Investment Company does
not at present plan to wind up Deco, as this would involve time-consuming

legal processes.

5. The Investment Company has a 50% interest in, and manages, a
finance company set up in 1965 to operate on the stock exchange, following
the recommendations of the Government-appointed committee (paragraph 10 of

the Report); this is inactive now. The Investment Company is active on the

boards of two other manufacturing companies, in one of which it has a 50%
interest.

6. The Investment Company's pre-tax earnings reached a high of

I£906,000 for 1965 (equivalent to 4.4% of net worth) after providing an
amount of I£581,000 for diminution in value of investments. The results

in the first nine months of 1966 were comparable. No dividends have been

declared. The net worth as of June 30, 1966, was 105% of paid-in share
capital. The balance sheets and income statements are summarized below:

Balance Sheets
I£ '000

December 31 June 30*
196h 196 1966

Assets

Cash 1,464 2,650 2,649
Investments in shares, less
provisions 22,171 16,103 16,103

Loans - 5,010 5,251
Property, etc. 166 101 99

23,801 23,864 24,102

* Latest available.
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I£ '000
December 31 June 30*

1967 1965 96

Liabilities

Accounts payable and provisions 311 508 570

Loans 3,263 2,570 2,500

Share capital and surplus 20,227 20,786 21,032

23,801 23,86h 24,102

Income Statements

Income:

Interest and dividends 811 1,245 390

Profit on sale of investments (55) 581 -
Other 9 70 36

765 1,896 426

Expenses:

Interest 295 249 76

Administrative 31 86 35

Other 6 70 -
Provisions 55 .-.

336 990 ill

Income before tax 429 906 315

Tax 200 0 100

Net income 229 506 215

* Latest available.
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ICON SECURITIES LIMITED &
ICON NOMINEES LIMITED

1. Icon Securities Limited (ICONSEC) was established in June 1962
with a share capital of ZN 100 wholly paid in by the Investment Company
of Nigeria Limited (ICON) for the purpose of taking over the securities

market operations of ICON. ICONSEC is now wholly owned by NIDB. ICON

had taken an active part in setting up the Lagos Stock Exchange which

was established in 1960 and began operations in 1961. As one of the

initial trading members of the Exchange, ICON was actively engaged in

stockbroking, stock jobbing and arranging for new issues, and for this

business it set up a separate department. Leter, it was felt more con-

venient to form a separate company because these specialized operations

required a different administrative set-up and also because ICON was not

specifically empowered by its Memorandum of Association to carry out these

functions.

2. In the course of the reconstruction of ICON there was a plan to

sell ICONSEC, and an offer was received from the John Holt Group. How-

ever, after consultation with IFC, the final decision was deferred to the

newly formed NIDB, which decided at its second Board meeting held in
March 1964 to retain ICONSEC.

3. ICONSEC has no staff of its own. Its Board consists of the Chairman

of NIDB and NIDB staff members. Its business is carried out by NIDB staff.

4. ICONSEC draws its working capital from NIDB, the current line of

credit being £N 300,000 at 5% per annum. The average outstanding amount

of this loan during 1965, calculated on the basis of interest paid, was
about £N 256,000.

5. As of June 30, 1966, ICONSEC (and ICON before separation) had
arranged, for nine companies, 11 issues of shares or bonds amounting to
£N 8 million. Of these 11 issues, it underwrote seven issues for a total

amount of £N 2.4 million with the result of taking up £N 155,000.

(Besides, a som of £N 00,000 iwas taken firm.) Its commission usually

ranges from 1.5% to 2.5%. In case of underwriting it is customary for
ICONSEC to arrange sub-underwriting in full with other institutions, to

T-hich a commission of 1% to 1-1/2% is paid over.

6. ICONSEC is one of the three firms currently in the broker-dealer

business on the Lagos Stock Exchange. One of these three firms is de-

signated each year as the Government broker to handle all transactions 
in

the Federal government bonds. ICONSEC acted as such for 1965. Most of

the business in industrial securities has been handled by ICONSEC. The

turnover on the Stock Exchange in 1965 amounted to £N 7.6 million con-

sisting of £N 7 million in governments and £N 0.6 million in industrials.
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7. As of June 30, 1966, the balance sheet shows:

(in EN 1,000)
Capital & Liabilities

Assets

Cash 2.6 Current liabilities 3.6

Accounts Receiveable 11.6 Due to NIDB 287.2

Quoted securities 320.4 Share Capital 0.1

Unappropriated income h3.7

Total 334.6 334.6

8. The profit and loss accounts are as follows:

(in FN 1,000)

1965 1966
(12 months) (first 6 mos.)

Income:

Stock dealing commission 9.3 0.9

Income from investments 24.5 12.1
Capital gains 6.0 --

New issue fees 23.3 11.2

Total Income 63.1 24.2

Expenses

Management fee - NIDB 35.0 17.5
Other administrative expenses 1.9 0.6
Interest payable - NIDB 12.8 2.4

Total Expenses 9.7 20.5

Profit 13.4 3.8
Provision for tax 0.3 ---
Net Income 13.1 3.8

9. Although NIDB is exempt from taxes until its reserves
reach £N2 million. ICONSEC is liable to taxes. The not earnings have so
far been retained in the company.

10. ICON NOMINEES LIMITED

ICON Nominees Limited was created by ICON in June 1962 at the time
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of the creation of ICONSEC. Its share capital of £N 2 is owned by NIDB.
Its objective is to complement the stockdealing business of ICONSEC by
holding securities on behalf of the latter's clients.
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IN COtMbTA AND V7EZTELA

COLOMBIA (Rate of Exchange Coli 1.2//US$)

Share Capital(Col$ 000) i of Total Share

Name Purp os e ~ubscribed Held by DEC Capital Subscribed

CF Caldas

Cia. Minera Atlas Promotion of new mining companies 1,000 971.5 97.2

Consorcio de Corporaciones Promotion of new enterprises in 500 100.0 20.0
Financieras para el the petrochemical field
Desarrollo Petroquimico Ltda.

Fondo de Desarrollo y Diversificacion Promotion of industrial diversi- n.a. 200.0 n.a.

de Zonas Cafeteras fication of main coffee-growing
regions

Sociedad Promotora para el Desarrollo Promotion of new sugar mills 500 70.0 14.0
Azucarero Ltda.

CF Colombiana

Consorcio de Corporaciones Promotion of new enterprises in the 500 100.0 20.0
Financieras para el petrochemical field
Desarrollo Petroquimico Ltda.

Consorcio Pesquero Colombianao, S.A. Promotion of fishing industry 1,000 119.0 11.9

Sociedad Promotora para el Promotion of new sugar mills 500 220.0 4.0
Desarrollo Azucarero Ltda.
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Share Capital (Col$ 000) % of Total Share
Name Purpose Subscribed Held by DFd Capital Subscribed

CF Nacional

Consorcio de Corporaciones Promotion of new enterprises in 500 100.0 20.0

Financieras para el petrochemical field

Desarrollo Petroquimico Ltda.

Sociedad Promotora para el Promotion of new sugar mills 500 150.0 30.0

Desarrcllo Azucarero Ltda.

CF Norte

Consorcio de Corporaciones Promotion of new enterprises in 500 lOO.O 20.0

Financieras para el petrochemical field

Desarrollo Petroquimico Ltda.

Consorcio Pesquero Coloitbiano, S.A. Promotion of fishing industry 1,000 23.0 2.3

Promocion Industrial de Cartagena Promotion of new industries in 50 20.0 40.0

Ltda. the Cartagena region

Promotora de Siderurgicas Promotion of new mining and lho 45.0 32.1

"Prosicol" metalurgical industries

CF Valle

Caries de Occidente Market studies for production n.a. 150.0 n.a.
and export of frozen meat

Consorcio de Corporaciones Promotion of new enterprises in the 500 100.0 20.0

Financieras para el petrochemical field
Desarrollo Petroquimico Ltda.

Consorcio Pesquera Colombiano,S.A. Promoticn of fishing industry 1,000 120.0 12.0

Sociedad Promotora para el Desarrollo Promotion of new sugar mills 500 60.0 12.0

Azucarero, Ltda.
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VENEZUELA

Share Capital (Col$ 000) % of Total Share

Name Purpose Subscribed Held by DFC Capital Subscribed

CAVENDES

S.A. Colombo-Venezolana de Promotion of industrial projects 180 90.0 50.0
Estudios y Promociones to serve both the Colombian and

Venezuelan economies
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert F. Skill DATE: arch 17, 1967

FROM: Edgar C.H. Su

SUBJECT: Amortization Schedules for Bank Loans to Developient Finance
Companies

1. You asked me to review the amortization jrocedures for the
Bank loans extended to the various development finance compan-es
during the past and find out whether these procedures can be further
simplified and standardized.

2. I have reviewed all the relevant amortization schedules for
the Bank loans and IDA credits so far extended to DFC's (either
directly or indirectly) and the procedures and practices relating
to the repayments of the sub-loans extended by the DFC's using the
proceeds of the Bank loans. I have had discusions with Mr. Metherate
of the Treasurer's Depoartment and with various members of our
Department about these procedures. My findings and comments are
summarized as follows:

I. Types of Amortization Schedules Used for Bank Loarns to DFC's, 19O-l1966

3. During the period from September 1950 when the first DFC loan
agreeent was signed up to the end of 1966, 35 agreementsl/ nrovidnn
loans to DFC's have been executed. The amortization schedules for these
loans can be classified into the following three general categories:

(1) Fixed Amortization Schedules

During the first period, the Bank loans to DFC's had
amortization schedules fixed when the Loan Agreements were
signed. There are two different types of fixed amortiza-
tion schedules as follows:

(a) Fixed amortization schedules without provision for
extension:

All the six Bank loans?! extended to DFC's during
1950-1958 and one loan3/ made in 1962 rd fixed amortiza-
tion schedules which were not directly related to the re-
payments of the individual sub-loans. Neither was provi-
sion made in the agreements for extension of the amortiza-
tion schedules. Typical wording of the relevant clause is:

l/ In addition, five ITA credits were extended durina the neriod.
2/ DBE (32-ET), TSK3 (34-TU), TSKB (85-TU), ICICI (1 9-IN), PICIC (185-PA,),

and IVK (192--AtUA).
3IV-K (315-: A)
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"The Borrower shall repay the principal of the Loan
in accordance with the amortization schedule set
forth in Schedule 1 to this Agreement."

Up to the end of 1966, out of the seven fixed amortization
schedules mentioned above, only one (109-IN) was amended,
first to reschedule the loan since for several years the
foreign exchange risk problem had precluded ICICI's making
use of it, and later to provide for cancellation of the
unused balance of the loan.

(b) Fixed amortization schedul with provision for extension:

The Loan Agreements signed during 1959-19611/ also had
fixed amortization schedules but provision was made for
extension of the amortization schedules2/ up to four years.
Typical wording of the relevant clause is:

"The Borrower shall repay the principal amount of each
part of the Loan withdrawn from the Loan Account in pro-
portion to, and in accordance with, the several maturities
of the amortization schedule set forth in Schedule 1 to
this Agreement; provided, however, that the Bank and the
Borrower may agree, at the time when an amount is credited
to the Loan Account pursuant to subparagraph (a) of
Section 2.02 of this Agreement, to extend the amortization
schedule for not more than four yearsin respect of the
amount so credited to the Loan Account."

This type of amortization schedule is much more flexible
than type (a) which was discontinued in 1958 but was used
again in one case in 1962 (315-AUA).

The amortization schedules of four of the five loan agree-
ments under this category were amended, to cancel part of the
loan after the closing date of each agreement.

(2) Flexible Amortization Schedules

For the loan agreements signed during the period from
mid-1961 to mid-1965, an entirely different system was adopted.
Instead of adhering to one amortization schedule for the entire
loan fixed before signing of the loan agreement, an amortiza-
tion schedule for each part of the Loan is agreed upon when
it is credited to the Loan Account. This system has resulted
in a number of amortization schedules for each Bank loan
to a DFC.

1/ ICICI (232-TN), PICIC (236-PAK), IDBI (20-IRN), ICICI (269-IN),
DBE (301-ET).

2/ With the exception of 240-IRN.
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As of now, there are several loans of this sort which have
undisbursed balances:

DFC Loan No. Balance

CDC 397 $6,148,000
ICICI 312 103,000

340 818,000
IMDBI h22 925,000
MIDFL 348 2,233,000
PICIC 382 3,458,000
IFCT 370 1,455,000

(3) Adjustabe Comoosite Amortization Schedules

In mid-1965, the above-mentioned flexible amortization
schedule was discontinued. Instead, adjustable composite
amortization schedules have been used since then for loans
to DFC's. Under this new system, a pro-forma amortization
schedule is included in the loan agreement at the time of
signing. It is specified in the loan agreement that the
amortization schedule shall be amenled from time to time to
conform substantially to the aggregatc of the amortization
schedules applicable to the Investment Project for which
part of the Loan has been credited to the Loan Account.
Unless the Bank and the Borrower shall otherwise agree,
the amortization schedules applicable to the Investment
Projects shall not extend beyond 15 years from the date when
the corresponding amounts are credited to the Loan Account.

The following Loan Agreements have been signed since this
new system was adopted:

DFC Loan No. Date of Signing

ICICI 414 May 28, 1965
IFF h20 June 30, 1965
PICIC 421 July 9, 1965
IDBI 424 Sept. 16, 1965
BNDE h7 Nay 13, 1966
SNI 449 May 16, 1966
IMDBI M159 July 26, 1966
TSKB 461 Aug. 10, 1966
PDCP 467 Sept. 23, 1966

So far, only the amortization schedule for L20-FI has been
amended, at the request of IFF, to take care of two repayments
of IFF s sub-loans which fell due before the first scheduled
maturity of the composite amortization schedule.



Several major amendments are expected for each composite

amortization schedule. The first one would be before the

first repayment date. Further amendments Till be necessary

before each of the repayment dates until the entire amount

of the loan will have been credited to the loan account.

The Treasurerts Department is prepared to contact the DFO

several months before each repayment falls due so as to give

ample time to amend the amortization schedule to conform to

the amortization schedules applicable to individual invest-

ment projects. The first repayment date of the loan to IN

(h20-FI), June 1, 1967, will be the earliest.

(b) Other Amortization.Schedues

The Loan Agreement signed between IBRD and Banco de la

Republica, Colombia, on May 31, 1966 has a fixed amortization

schedule covering 20 years including a 3 years? grace period.

However, the Loan Agreements signed between Banco de !a Republica

and the five Financieras call for flexible amortization schedules

applicable to the Investment Projects within a term of not more

than 15 years. This arrangement is comparable with the IDA

credits extended to TSK:8 through the Turkish Government and

to China Development Corporation through the Chinese Government.

II. Amortization Schedules_ Auclcable to Investment Projects

Under the Loan Agreements calling for flexible amortization

schedules, an amortization schedule for each investment project has to be

agreed upon when each part of the loan is credited to the Loan Account.

It is an established procedure that the DFC's send us their proposed amortiza--

tion schedules for sub-loans as part of the description of the project

submitted together with the request for a credit to the loan Account.

podUnder the new system for composite amortizatnon schedules, the

procedure for submitting individual amortization schedules differs from

case to case. The attached table summarizes the requirements in the relevant

Loan Agreements and actual practice. As shown in the table, no amortization

schedules for individual sub-loans have been received from IDI, SNI and

PDCP.

Comments and Recomendations

6. The composite amortizaton schedule, recently sdoeted, is much

simpler than the flexible amortization schedule which proved to be rather

cumbersome. To make the nem , system work well, both the provisions in the

loan agreements and the imslementation procedures should be standardized.

7. The provisions on the amortization schedules applicable to the

Investment Projects vary from agreement to agreerant. In one agreement,
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it is prescribed that the amortization schedules applicable to the
Investment Projects shall be satisfactory to the Bank. In some other
agreements, it is prescribed that the amortization schedules shall provide
for appropriate periods of grace and approximately equal semi-annual
payiments of principal. In still others, the equal aggregate semi-annual
payments should intclude both principal and interest. In the latest
loan agreements, the provisions have been changed to read: "... provide
for approximately equal aggregate semi-annual, or more frequent, payernnts
ofprincipal plus interest or apnroximately equal semi--annual, or more
frequent, payments of principal." This clause should be made uniform
for all loans to DFCIs in the future.

8. The provisions regarding submission of information on projects
also differ widely from case to case, as indicated in the attached table.
Since we should see to it that the comosite amortization schedule
conforms substantially to the aggregate of the amortization schedules
of loans by the borrower for investment projects, and the individual
amortization schedules should take the form as specified in the loan
agreements, we should require the DFC s to submit to us all the amortiza-
tion schedules applicable to the sub-loans preferably before crediting
to the Loan Account.

9. Moreover, all the loan agreements signed with DFCls since
1966 include a clause requiring them to repay to the Bank an;y aounts

prepaid by their borrowers on the next following interest payment date.
For example, in the Loan Agreement to NIBID, Section 2.09 provides that

"Unless the Bank and the Borrower shall otherwise agree:
(a)(i) If a sub-loan or any portion thereof shall be
repaid to the Borrower in advance of maturity, or (ii)
if the Borrower shall sell, transfer, assign or other-
wise dispose of a sub-loan or investment or any portion
thereof, the Borrower shall promptly notify the Bank
and shall repay to the Bank on the next following interest
payment date an amount of the Loan equivalent to the
amount credited to the Loan Account and at the time
outstanding in respect of such sub-loan or investnent,
or to such portion thereof, as the case may be, together
with the premium specified in Schedule I to this Agreement
or in any amendment thereof under Section 2.0 8 (a). The
policy stated in Section 2.05(c) of the Loan Regulations
with respect to premiums shall apply to any such repayment.

(b) Any amount so repaid by the Borrower shall be applied
by the Bank to the maturity or maturities ef the principal
amount of the Loan corresponding to the maturity cr maturities
of the sub-loan or investment or portion thereof so repaid
or disposed of."

A similar clause should continue to be inserted in the agreements to
be signed in the future.
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10. Similarly the Bank should be prepared to amend its amortiza-
tion schedule to take into account any postponements of repayments
which the development finance company has agreed to, within the overall

repayment period allowed under the loan agreement. Such adjustments
may have to be accepted on relatively short notice.

11. Regarding procedures for revising the amortization schedules,
the working party for the Finnish loan has proposed the following
procedure which may be followed for all similar Bank loans: Well before
the first maturity under each Bank loan to a DFC (say 6 months), the
Bank will write to the DFC requesting it to submit by 3 months before

the payment date an amended figure for the first installment and apply
the amount of increase or decrease to the final maturity of the composite
amortization schedule. This procedure should be repeated for subsequent
installments of the composite anortization schedule until the entire
amount of the loan will have been credited to the Loan Account and a
final amortization schedule agreed upon.

12. The first repayments of the recent loans fall on the following
dates:

IFF (420) June 1, 1967
PIDJP (467) Jan. 1, 1968
PICIC (421) Jan. 15, 1968
ICICI (414) Feb. 1, 1968
SNI (4h9) May 1, 1968
ID3I (421) June 1, 1968
TSKB (61) July 15, 1968
BNDE (447) Jan. 15, 1969
IMDBI (459) Jan. 15, 1969

Attachment

cc: Circ. (2)
ECHSu/DdJeffries:tk



Page 2
Loan Agreement Provisions Actual Practice

BNDE W47-MOR

A-Projects A description of Project, the terms and Appraisal report and loan agreement submitted
conditions of the Borrowert s credit, the before crediting, including amortization
amortization schedule proposed thereof 4.. schedule,

B>Projects Description of the Project, including the
schedule of amortization thereof. Appraisal report and loan agreement submitted

before crediting, including amortization
schedule.

SNI hh9-TUN

A-Projects A description of the Project, the pro- Proposed aggregate annual installments indicat,
posed amortization schedule ed in appraisal reports,

B-Projects State the Projecto
Proposed aggregate annual installments indicat-
ed in appraisal reports.

IDT 459-IRN

A-Projects A description of the Project ( Only proposed duration of loans indicated in
including the amortization schedule ... ( appraisal reports for the first two projects;

B-Projects Describe the Project .,, including the ( the amortization schedules were submitted for
the schedule of amortization thereof, ( projects Mos. 3 - 10-

T30 46? TT

A-Projects A description of the Project , includ- Amortization schedule attached to appraisal

ing the amortization schedule ... report.

B-Projects Describe the Project .,. including the Amortization schedule attached to sumaries,
schedule of amnortization therefor,

?DCP 467-PH

A-Projects A description of the Project includ- Only proposed duration of loans indicated
ing the amortization schedule, in appraisal reports.

B-Projects A brief description ., including the Only proposed duration of loans indicated
amortization schedule0 in appraisal reports.



Information on Amortization Schedules on
Individual Investment Pro jets

ICICI L14,IN Loan Agreement Provisions Actual Practice

A-Projects A description of the Project and such other No A-Projects submitted yet,
information as the Bank shall reasonably
request.

B-Projects State the Project. Heads of Agreements including amortization
schedules submitted before crediting.

IFF h20-iFI

A-Projects A description and appraisal of the Project Detailed repayment terms included in
and such other information as the Bank shall appraisal report submitted for approval,
request

B-Projects A brief statement describing the Project and Detailed repayment terms included in brief
the terms and conditions upon which the statement submitted before crediting,3orrower has made a loan.

PICIC L!21-PAK

A-Projects A description and appraisal of the Project No A-Projects submitted yet.
and such other information as the Bank shall
reasonably request.

B-Projects State the Project. Appraisal report and loan agreement sub-
mitted before crediting, including amor
tization schedule.

IDBI h24-IS

A-Projects A description and appraisal of the Project Only proposed duration of loans indicated
and such other information as the Bank shall in appraisal reports.
reasonably request0

B-Projects State the Project. Only proposed duration of loans indicated
in brief summaries.
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February 0,

Teollistamisrahasto (y
Lonnrotinkatu 13, 1 krs.
Helsinki, Finland

Loan No. 1£20-FI

Gentlemen:

We refer to Secti r '. r t ioan kpreeen ( evelopment
Bank Project), dated 13 9 , according to t A wrtization
icedule in Schedule I a t oan :reenent sh end from time

to time to conform sh nt flr to C "reat ortization
1c.edules of the loan P ' nee ent V :rou "0ne or investment

noieets. 'ince th e~r p<~ ont der looiduh do en June 1,
7, we request you t o : ito u E aprova' re & t tiat will be
Qe nd a rable on t no 'a bed pon thi rei .r in aounts maturing

er ins and inves Ame r te >rvtnt pr approvedby ;ou.
inee tne amount of tus e : not e-- nfull d d,wesuggest
tt a conlete revis o or:tiSc ' c 'ule 1 be post-

oened unti alater dA-. n r adjusnt chw e rrred in the
"n 1, 1967mAurt o ro: ded ie rtK .e in 3chedule

1 a! be effected b; a '1 -, te m.t o anfrinrc se r rduction of
tQ+, maturit- to the fl tarit-r or aturities _ -e e isting Schedule 1
of the Loan -reement.

Accordin- to or n -ractice th, billing for the un1, 1967 pay-
nent would be proe red n r , April. It would , - nrecit di therefore,
if 71u will present -- -n-ged revision of the dole 1 s early as
nossible in order th t a ont paymiin be a7reed m iciently
in advance of~ the 1m : n.

Yours sincere1

I2mrope ad daic Ie st
Sent

ethierate:Jeffriesam

Cleared with add cc: zr. ctt
c: Kser. JW £ries, Povey



Mir. d1n :s rch 17, 17

B3. i. 3hin

Provis on in 7 rantee A gree- ent re Non-tnierference bGovernaient

'o- sii aGoerment Guiarant e Arae ,nt (Credit Agree ent

n ece of cA cre '.) in connec t ievelonent finance
co -nn prnjac nor~ all contains 1 o erovision s ch as:

'O r ien0 non n 11 not
caui o r ner~ ts '.,- en in e idon which~ o .16

rem or Ir 1 n'ar e i ae carr in on
Sorroer of I. -j oera tions nd atf a r in a ccord Ance

nh sorn fnancia anld inlvest- Vn stanl'ard Sn rfl rac~
ces or kit the perfori n. Borro o i
obigtin ner the oan A oe en

And yo asked mto find whiich ones hia hi:ce ones do not
have sch rovision.

, seen tro the attachied iir>e : are 'ce re coontrles.
Aastri, hoi India, Israel an i t ose govemnn mlr-
ant e T, in not ve scA ro iii n ile ie rest have Lae
provi'.on siilr to co ave in ii .

A ttacrment

ceAr. ins oni

i1 vi$s on >d aii



Provision in Quarntee A re ent. Vre

Non-in erference y Govern-ent

with Development Fina~nce Company

Opera tiona

Autstria (IVK)

237

Chin" (CDC)

ColobIo

4171
(Fn)etr s) i

32
301

Finl (1''
x

h20)

INDIA (ICICI)
109
232
269
312
340

3L22 X

4

259 I

424

Gredit Agreement in the case of IDA cre t.



isla -si (-laiL

36

296

Pait~~ (PICI)

185

231D X
26u X

336A 

75 IDA

1467 X



Mr. Einar 3e'a4 rch 1, 1H

B. . Shin

On Co o-n, t'ar-

1. The follo n. a re az on co - i res on Bank lons to
selected development ftnance cornanl/ bich rr propred for ;o r
reference.

2. Col n ofth e abn lo inicates co - nt r -
rc' ve 5n on ' ,n , loan or loanr o .e co ^n : n
fir several arter 4he co' -eneonent of > .tnosa 1 ol ol n

in 'ce co~ At ant charGe tha a '1^ e been rece on l
r n he )-e year fret larcoAi.n fee ere chare

If co tment charge is computed on hbe loan aio.oant nod i~brs fro
a ate 3 a ter th, da ,e of tbe loan a reewen Col n Ladm

S ifference beWeen Col- na B n A ro~ecting tha t the ielop-
ent finn nce co -non slo 1d have pa t m0ch in d tion o L

alra pc a .

o.treant Chrge

Actual Posible c;-
Ina ti er' r loan Comnt- i nt Charge

on aiber tent if' 4lar ct-
Charge ha 'ere -

- alo ea

237 0 ..__J_

bl61?9 .502U 3 3*.

not incide bec0 O o on the CO: en'. chra
on the n loan ben.uve .a

Consts of actalcolr ni . a ar receive. cb theBan pl s
an )proxil ~ion of tm etra a-'ont V l^ave uoen pai c' co
ent eir es oere calculated fro o6a 3atr loan ai.ning.

J/e on acalendar yeuc
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ABC
Actual Possible Com-

Inst1- Year Ioan Coowit- mitment Charge

tution Number ment if Regular Met-

Charges hod were Em-
lOY ed--

IVK 1960 192 16, 1, 064 0

237 737 6 7 57,308
77 076 7,358

1961 192 3 0

237 11,687E/ 47,62 9
11, 95 47 3 9

ICI0I 1955 109 0 47,671 h7,671
1956 109 0 75,000 75,00
1957 109 0 75,00 75,000

1958 109 8,959 75,000 66,0)1

1959 109
232 26 262 68,887 42,625

0 22,808 22,808
2,262 91,69 67,433

1960 109 21,6 36,587 15-121
232 9,109/ 75,000 658 ?1
269 0 2,049 2,0L9

30575 113,636 83,061

1961 109 13 3 15,634 2,311
232 t)6,082£/ 5,000 28,918
269 9,653' 1 1,28-

A 77 238 567 169,509

3 -1* 2)0 985 34 33 333
1 62* 240 2,70 36 9 33 390
19 3* 240 1,351 33.140 31,76

* Up toMarch14

BNDE 1963* 329 992 97,129 96,137

1966 329 8,703 7,265 65 62

1965 329 7,992 35,501 27,509

1966 329 13,100 19,265 6 165

447 7L277 2

18,844 41,242 32 393
- th business ear.

** n 'o Januar 15, 1967.
Consts of actual commit ent char, es received by the !an phs an

approxi ion o 1 he extra amount that would have been paid if con miment

charge re calIn ted from 60 days after loan signing.

/ Adjused on a calendar year basis.



PT ' 195 O 2 V1' 21V

3

V 13 3

IY 32 72.8 1 T 66 1

i ~331 1 2 I ~ 29 83

ProI< .. 1

3. ol Aoofthe table s ~nd ca tnne act i sr
oill P,- : U ofasO

befn, 0 raenet aor) the pr.:
sMo1een effecten if %A "o ro 3s omi r eWn on

co ' in re ~a on the da ia ar 1 oans to the develop en n a~
Oo

Proftab

A3

Proiabilty 0 aln

tCharge iwere

121. 19.

oc~ > e receiev th n e :
a r i
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Insti- Ye ar Profit- F1rofitability that would

tution ability iave been if Reg-ular Com it-
en Charge were paid

IVK 1)60 15.91 2 91
17/1 18.13 16.46

ICICI 1955 5,56 :5.1
1956 7.1 6.18
1957 8.81
1958 7 9-38
1959 12.12 11.51
1960 15.71 15.00
1961 16.42 15.03

DBIDBI 1961 8.03 7.24
1962 13.13 12.51
1963 13.79 13.24
196h 16.15 15.69

BNDE 1963* 6.68 4.97
1964 7.06 6.10
1965 7.-4 7.05

PICIC 1958 3.69 3.05
1959 9.'. 8.81
1960 12.3 11.30
1961 16.2 15.31

PDCP 1964 20.14 18.87
1965 18.50 18.12

* The year is BIDE's foirth business year.

Bi i /ts
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TO: AAL fPo { TN

Wrea 3, 197

tatent ote rational olAicies of th In tional

'inance roporatin. u. h a tateent was recentl approved

by FC's ord o Dietor. I ae sre in enclosinr

fie copie o N ti t nt in ARMh. it will shortly

be a vail n1 r I w " ' 4di1l, t tht t nd Y

fly copies the translated a e will be 1la to

sen you 'ditional coie i they would be useu.

incerely yours,

Dirctor
Devlomet inanc Companies

( n i T ~



TO: ALL PAU- d' F'

<mrch~ 3,16

(alutation)

For some time the -Pnee han been 4etfrasseai

statent of te operational policies of the Hterntional

Financ (Corporation. u te was recently approved

by FC's "o rd of Directors. ak sre in anelosing

five cope of th t t i it will shortl

be avail abl n p and 1 wAll.t that tie Send you

five copie f the translated stateent I will be Fla to

send you ddtiona copies if they would be u u.

!ith kind ears

Yncrely yours,

zill ip in:-ond
Director

Develoment Finance "-nanten

(lur ()

(Insid ,Wr p:;)



or. 0uler: arer 1r o

'roracion kingnet re : 2L>~bia

Carr 10 1odtDr. Manerto &eanno-:
Pres iden
Corooracioni Fianera - ics

Apartao Aereo 0
* anizAales , Coblmbi

Onar n

Dr. Joseo GutirezGo

>it rQ1
Corkoracn inancer UK i

Apartado Are 1039

Dear Jaakko

M r. Jakk Lasil

~nt

mwtbo -!

enra 3 er

163 ase1>ay Rel 3matio



Mr. Gorge Gondlea

P.O teox 643t~13~.

Dr. W' ihl Teuensei

Geerldreto -Stll, n

Voradmtle e

OsterrIhische nesitinked t

in Atria

Mr. Feli Cha.

Pres identret
vhna~n Deelmn Cornoration

Der ;e-asia

r. Slas . Daiya



Der Atok llrk

Ato 7or&u at 1.
Mtann Di1rector

Dear Krisri:

ust~ielTirwe ar orio
of Thln

91 ilo. Road

Dr Senr Mrzo:

Br. Don Jos aria~ Mazo Churrua
Diretor Genera

banico del Desarrolo >c~)oomco
Aatado de orreos506

Yr. Viete B.J
xective~ Vie Prsiet
nrvate Deelopment Corporation
of the Fiiines~

Maa, Rial

anilm, tl: r nc

r. aid Ahne

Managng Drectrne

Coireorati~n Ltd3.

* G ox~ 50
Kaait 2, lakist

My dea Mr.c Eenkirane:7
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inance Aiit

aar

r I, reneO P3rr 9
enra Maaer

. .r t 47

",r v i ALberia

aaing Director

Te Vi, srael

ear Lus

Dr uis Vallenilla

Avenida Fi'rncisco de Miranda 2o.

CaraasVenez la

M r. du

ndstral eveopmen~t Bank of Pa ia

-. 0 x 7300

MAR 3 1967



mr. Abde athari
b're ient

r. er-rd:ir ' rtni~ z rione

Corporacion Financiera Cel orte

Apartado Are 2747

Barrnqulla olo bi

Dear Jorge:

M4r. Jorge Mejia Salazar
Chairr an of Board~ of Directors
Corporacion Financiera Colom biana
Edificio Banco de Bogota Spanish
Carrera 10, Bogota
Colombia

MAR 3 1967



r. Lester trick March 2 7

MIlS K i ivond

t ndard Nvision of the Bank's :.n Xomer
wit Devel x~nt ?in nce Comoanies.

Mr. Cavanaugh and I receni exc ' ed nvte. (:e. taced) about

the standard proision te Bn l ar ents "i develolnen

inance comnies relating to te eff ective date of credit fOr mount

under the free Limit. We agred there houl be va l clarify-

ing chnge. The innovation has alread been introduced into he draft

reek and IwaeU loan ag mnts.

Cope
cc; Yiesrrn. Cavnaugn~

Skillings

RFSkilling ym



*sre Oarcio,~ Jeffries Pollsn, PFo e1 and arch 1, 76
Sekswe
Robert F. )Clig

N r Develomn i rne 3. nica

Ao teds ii th uso

the DPC's unde.r yor responsibilit on the bai of the latest

closin deo iness of the n (cber 3 6

forall eeptfor March2 1967or IM and March 31 1967

forMIL)

The drt efornd abo- s han by the

and of April,




